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FOR DUAL-STA
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IHAIAiAMUOO
RECEIVERS
RECEIVERS
rd
It is important in
in dual-standa
duai-standard

television receivers to
to ensure
ensure
e of
that the performanc
performance
of the
the line
line
timehase
deteriorate
timebase does not deteriorate
when the receiver
receiver is
is switched
switched
from one line standard
standard to
to
another.
Most of the functions
functions of
of the
the
line timebase are critical
critical inn
hanges in
in
application and such changes
performance
therefore be
be
performanc e would therefore
noticed
loticed by the viewer.
viewer. Thus
Thus
ce
consistency
performance
consistenc y in performan
must be achieved despite
despite the
the
fact that the
le energy
energy requirerequirements for 625-line operation
operation are
are
roughly half as great
great again
again as
as
thosee of 405-line operation.
the
operation.
rd
In many new dual-standa
dual-standard
receivers, the
die task
ta-.k of
of ensuring
ensuring
comparable performanc
perform tic ei has
has
jy utilising
utilising the
the
been simplified by
:
new Mullard line
ne output
output penpentypePL500.
tode,, type
tode
PL500. This
This new
new valve
valve
improved ratings
has improved
ratings compared
compared

WHAT'S NEW
IN
THE NEW SETS
These articles describe the latest Mullard
developments for entertainment equipment

with valves previously recomrecommended for 405-line operation.
operation.
lly
In particular, an
an exceptiona
exceptionally
high ratio of anode
hirh
anode current
current to
to
screen-grid current is
is achieved
achieved
by an entirely new
by
new form
form or
of
vi trap' anode.
anode-the
anode—the 'ca
'cavitrap'
anode.
n, secondWith this constructio
construction,
secon iary-emission
electron s from
fromthe
the
ary-emissio n electrons
greatch contributeanode-whi
anode—which
contribute greatly to the screen-grid
screen-grid currentcurre t—
are recaptured by the
the partitions
pa titions
of the cavitrap anode.
anode. Because
Because
of the improved current
c irrent ratio,
ratio,
the PL500 is capable of
of deliverde ivering greater deflection
deflection power,
power,
which helps to prevent any
any sigsige
nificant change in performanc
performance
between the two line
line standards.
standards.

For Dua l-Sta ndar d
or

Dual-

iandard

T.V. Receivers
T.V.

Receivers

HE PY88
THE
PY88 is
is a
a Mullard
Mullard television
television booster
booster diode
diode now
nowto
to

T be encountered in the line timebase circuits of switch-

be encountered in the line timebase circuits of switch-

receivers, especially
able receivers,
especially in
in conjuction
conjuction with
with the
the Mullard
Mullard
pentode.
output
PL500 line
line output pentode.
Because of the excellent
excellent ininsulation between the
the heater
eater
P' 88 has
has aa
and cathode, the PY88
heater-to-c athode voltage
high heater-to-cathode
voltage
rating of 6·6kV.
6-6kV. The
The peak
peak and
and
average anode current ratings
rat
the valve are
of the
are also
also high-550
high—550
ly-but to
and 220mA respective
respectively—but
to
has been necesnecesachieve these it has
.he heater
heater
sary to increase the
voltage from the 19V
luV required
Leqmred
with the
he PY800 Mullard booster
booster
to 30V.
diode to
30V
With its improved ratings,
ral ngi
the PY88 is thus
bhus well
well equipped
equipped
meet the more
to meet
more stringent
stringent
ts of
requirements
of
booster diode requiremen
and the
the
625-line operation, and
y suitable
valve is particularl
particularly
suitable
base circuits
for stabilised time
timebase
c rcu ts
t
using the PL500 high-outpu
high-output
pen to de.
line pentode.

COMPLEMENTARY MATCHED PNP
AND NPN TRANSISTORS

COMPLEMENTARY MATCHED PNP
AND NPN TRANSISTORS

ABLES
STOR PORT
FOR TRANSI
TRANSISTOR
PORTABLES
FOR
rDesigned for use in transforme
trans tormerless audio amplifiers,
amp'ifiers, the
the new
mw
Mullard audio frequency
frequency packpackage-the LFK3-is
age—the
LPK3—is now
now to
to be
be
d in
encountere
e icountered
in many
many portable
por able
receivers. The output
output pair
pair of
of
the package consists of
of the
the
tary matched p.n.p.
complementary
p.n.p.
complemen
and n.p.n. transistors
t .
ustors types
types
OC81 and AC127. The
The p.n.p.
p.n.p.
driver transistor type
type OC81D
OC81D
completes the package.
The current amplificat
amplifici: ion
on
factor of the output transistors
transi&tort
is greater than 50 at
at 200mA
200mA and
and
38 at 300mA. The base
base currents
currents
tched to
of every pair are rnaatched
to
within 20% at aa collector
collector curcur2WW - 107 FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
2WW—107
DETAILS.

rent of 50mA, and
ana each
each output
output
hed
transistor is cross-matc
cross-matched
with the driver transistor
transistor to
to
give reduced current
current gain
ga'n
spreads.
The peak collector current
current
rating of the output transistors
transistors
is 300mA, which enables an
an outoutW to
put power of up to 500m
500mW
to be
be
obtained using
us ig aa 9V
9V battery.
battery.
ti vi ty of
The sensi
sensitivity
of the
the package
package
is such that outputs
outputs of
of upp to
t ^
can be
lOOmW car
^e achieved without
without
pre-amplifi er, and
a pre-amplifier,
anu outputs
outputs of
of
to 500mW necessitate
up to
lecessitate only
only aa
sistor presimple single-tran
single-transistor
preirVE1974
amplifier.
l!VE1974
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Exhibitions
International
Exhibitions
International
to have
THIS year's exhibition report season seems to
have
produced more than the usual crop. The glut is
partly due to the fact that Continental radio shows
:
and, in
erratic and,
or erratic
biennial
have become either bienral or
n spite
spite of
of
arrive at
much discussion and many attempts to arrive
are showing
some degree of rational distribution, are
bunching. Last year there
klystron tendencies to bunchmg.
were no shows in Berlin, Paris
Par's or Amsterdam; this
both
overlap both
year they were all back again with some overlap
had folParis had
exhibited.
in time and in the goods exh
ted. Paris
followed Amsterdam in opening its
.ts doors to
to foreign
foreign
:
reciprocal
competitors, but Berlin awaits re
procal agreements
London-before admitting other
-notably
—notably with London—before
nations' products.
It has often been suggested that instead of national
interperipatetic interbe a single
shows there should be
s igle peripatetic
but we
television
and televifi
national European radio ana
on show, but
beaccepted bebe accepted
ever be
think that this would ever
do not thmk
cause, with at least five countries interested in
in playplaylong to satisfy national
too long
ing host, the gap would be too
national
this year's experience,
requirements. In the U.K. th'j
taught everyone
has taught
the . national show has
of dropping ttie.
everyone
annual sales
an annual
its importance as an
sales stimulus
stimulus at
at the
the
think this
start of the winter season. We do not think
repeated.
nfortunate experiment iss likely to be repeated.
uunfortunate
There is always the possibility of holding national
exhibitions annually and expanding each in turn into
us to
to us
this seems to
an international show, but this
to be
be
forcing the issue for the benefit of exhibiton organbuyers or
of buyers
izers rather than for the benefit of
or manumanufacturers. It is permissible to ask why one wants an
Certainly
international exhibition in Europe at all. Certainly
of one country to
it is of interest for the natives of
to be
be
the methods
compare the
able, without travelling, to compare
methods of
of
design and quality of finish of other people's goods,
has been running
but until the Common Market has
running
practically dishave practically
to have
long enough for tariffs to
disparticipating,
appeared, and until all countries are part
■ ipat'ng, a
foreign television set or radiogram has to be very
good indeed to compete with
w th the indigenous
toigenous product.
industrial.1 European nation has, or could
Every industri
market;
capacity
soon acquire, the capar
ty to satisfy
sal sfy its home market;
many have production methods, developed for cutwhich
ting costs to compete with their own nationals, which
give them a vast surplus capacity. This is a world
problem and not one special to the radio industry.
within sight of saturation, future
With home markets wifbm
markets must be sought in the emergent and developing countries of the world. It is to these spheres
veioping
if! increasicreasof interest that international competition vwill
which
ingly be cdirected
reeled and for wh
;h international exhibitions vwill
ill have the greatest attraction.
attract: m.
The venue of international exhibitions can to some
extent be decided by the · competitive publicity of
NOVEMBER 1963
Wireless
WORLD, November
WIRELESS World,

:t is
.3 finally
exhibition organizers, but in general it
settled by inclination, by a concensus of acceptance
visitors.
by visi
ors. Whether buyers from the expanding
to
Europe to
will prefer to come to Europe
overseas markets w^l
make their decisions or whether they will expect us
to demonstrate to their customers on the spot
remains to be seen. Meanwhile we learn that one
German manufacturer has, in the first nine months
exhibited
bited in no fewer than fourteen
fourteen
of this year, exl
exhibitions in Europe, the Americas and north Africa.

the Clans
Gatherings of
of the
Clans
Gatherings
The announcement, recorded on p. 549 of this
Elect] :al and Electronic
issue that the Institute of Electrical
Engineers is to open a branch in the U.K. and has
obtained the consent of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers
Eng
leers to use part of their premises at 2 Savoy
will1 be welcomed by all who
Hill, London, W.C.2, w
believe that science (and with certain reservations
international. It should also
technology) should be international
give pleasure to sons of the Emerald Isle who have
adopted electronics as a career, for the full title is
to be the U.K. and Eire Section of the I.E.E.E.
One of the reasons given for the formation of this
provide
new Section iis that it will prov
le the nucleus for
which there has
for
English language conferences,
winch
been increasing interest throughout the European
Region. The International Television Conference
held in
n London in 1962 was a good example of
Anglo-American co-operation between the British
B ish
learned societies, for not only the I.E.E. but also the
Brit. I.R.E., the Television Society and the British
Br tish
Kinematograph Society
So( ety played
blayed an active part. No
K ngdom
doubt the newly formed I.E.E.E. United Kingdom
and Eire section will continue to encourage collaborall English speaking associations fostering
ation with all
allied interests and also with those of our European
English
friends who favour Engl
ih as the language for interof knowledge.
pooling
and
national exchange
knowledge
This journal has often deplored the proliferation
of conferences and conventions, particularly where
this has arisen through mistaken motives of prestige,
empire building" and rivalry between organizaorgan, na"empire
develop ng field there is
tions. In our rapidly developing
material enough for discussion without unnecessary
duphcation, and we congratulate the I.E.E.E. on its
duplication,
magnanimity
initiative and the I.E.E. on its magnai
■ n ty in
in prothat
Provided
Section.
new
the
viding a home for
a
on
association
the
keep
to
the declared intention
we
to,
adhered
is
basis
exchange
strictly two-way
see no foundation for any talk of takeover bids.
Furthermore, the I.E.E.E. iss a learned society and
qualify -ig and regulating
reguiat..ig body.
not a professional qualifying
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THEW.
W. osc
oscilloscope
il HE W.W.
'loscope has been described in
iii recent
main applications isis the
months, and as one of its mam
testing
test
ig of audio amplifiers, we now introduce
ntroduce a
signal source for this purpose. An incidental use
for the instrument is the calibration of the oscilloscope, which will be described shortly.
The oscillator covers the range lOc/s
10c/s to lOOkc/s,
which is more than sufficient for any audio testing,
and square waves are available over the whole range.
A constant-impedance (600n)
(60011) sine-wave output is
provided by a 40dB step attenuator and a continuous
control up to IV r.m.s.
For several reasons, it was decided to use a moving-coil
ng-coil meter to indicate
ndicate frequency, rather than the
usual dial. The most important point
po: it is that only
easily-obtainable
four eas
iy-obtainable signals are required for the
whole calibration. Secondly, frequency
frequency drift
di it of the
oscillator, which can happen ina the best of circles,
circles.

Ci

C2

WITH
WITH

GENERA TOR

SIMPLIFIED
SIMPLIFIED

CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION

is relatively unimportant, as it
u :is. immediately shown
up by the meter, and calibration remains correct.
Thirdly, the circuit required to operate the frequency meter is available for use in external frefre- '
measurement.
quency measurement
built into the unit, but are connected
Batteries are bunt
by a plug and socket, so that a common power
supply can be used to feed the range of units we
intend to describe. If it is desired to build only the
oscillator part of the instrument, the switching will
be considerably ssimplified,
nplified, although ·difficulty
difficulty with
calibration will return.

Oscillator
Oscillator
At low frequencies, the ordinary type of oscillator
using an inductance
nductance and capacitance to define its
frequency becomes impracticable, as the values of

;:r

C3

I
I

.&.

-,I

I

R 5

...I

I 3

A Fig. I. Phase-shift oscillator.

C4w
: ■ sR
>"«

Fig. 2. Basic Wien-bridge oscillator. .....
^
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instance,
For instance,
enormous. For
truly enormous.
are truly
these components are
of,
circuit
tuned
a
s
IO.c/
of
frequency
a
obtain
to obtain
of 10c/s a tuned circuit of,
and
required, and
be required,
would be
lO,uF would
and lO/^F
say, 25 henrys and
easily,
very easily,
varied very
be varied
cannot be
size cannot
components of this size
obtained.
be obtained.
would be
that would
Q that
low Q
apart from the low
One isis
problem. One
this problem.
of this
out of
There are two ways
ways out
easily
with easily
oscillators with
higher-frequency oscillators
to use two higher-frequency
oscillaone oscillamake one
and make
circuits, and
accommodated tuned circuits,
two
the two
lOc/ s, the
obtain lOc/s,
To obtain
other. To
tor beat with the other.
and
lOOkc/s and
say, lOOkc/s
be, say,
then be,
could then,
frequencies could
be
would be
frequencies would
lOO.Olkc/s.
fundamental frequencies
The fundamental
s. The
lOO.Olkc/
has
method has
This method
lOc/ s. This
the 10c/s.
leaving the
filtered out leaving
frequencies
low frequencies
at low
waveform at
the waveform
but the
its advantages, but
oscillator
one oscillator
to one
due to
ragged, due
little ragged,
become aa little
tends to become
the
of the
part of
during part
step during
into step
other into
pulling " the other
" pulling"
needed.
are needed.
oscillators are
two oscillators
case, two
cycle, and in any case,
have
we have
one we
the one
and the
approach, and
The most common approach,
resistance-capacitance-tu ned
use aa resistance-capacitance-tuned
to use
employed, is to
than
difficult than
more difficult
rather more
be rather
oscillator. This
can be
This can
techthe techbut the
respects, but
several respects,
in several
the inductive type in
trouble
little trouble
and little
established and
well established
niques are fairly well
experienced.
should be experienced.
into
sub-divided into
further sub-divided
be further
can be
RC oscillators can
T he
types. The
W ien-bridge types.
and Wien-bridge
phase-shift oscillators and
the
on the
relies on
1, relies
Fig. 1,
in Fig.
shown in
variety, shown
· phase shift variety,

T
V

.....
bridge,
3. Wien bridge,
Fig. 3.
corresponding to left2.
hand side of Fig. 2.

TR
~
Fig. 4. Super-alpha
high
pair,
pair, giving very high
input impedance.

;r2
i

diagram .
circuit diagram.
Complete circuit
5. Complete
Fig. 5.
Fig.
xiOO xl
c/s kc/s
xiO. • • .xiO
kc:/S
C/S -

SINEWAVEO-,
NEII'AVE;-.__.,
Sl
OUTPUT
j
'· ,.,6
OUTPUT -T'
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INPUT
'' ~
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+ OFF FREQ.
SQUARE···•METER

~s 1

0

R9
IOk

SINE

S2a.1
~~·------------------------~----~~

SQUARE-II'AVE
SQUARE-WAVE
OUTPUT?
OUTPU:t

?!

°I5
270

R

I
29 |R3I
56k >2-2k
I

R

I
;
"24?
100?

20
56

Rz

°33;
Ik-

R

1*27
>4'7k
25 j C17
47k
811

*17 *18 *21 Ml
5'6k 330 5-61
R

s3

s2
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Rifi

IOOmV IV CHECK
• •IV
IOmV···

TR6
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IkTR7
OCI70

!
i

Rz6

56 0

. I 5'6k
I

Pf J |lk
II

SCHMITT TRIGGER
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STABILIZED
SV STABILIZED
-I15V
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R40 -^C2I
4*7k T50/J
C24
0-005/1

< OAS I s >
D4*\ /*t>6

C23
500p

( NOMINAL) J RR45
—-IBV
18V(NOMINAL)
45
ISO
OSCILLATOR >150
TO
TO OSCILLATOR
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· OAZ 205
Oo

0

0
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. 50J1 =

u

D2
OAS I

I
/ VR55
^
/5VR
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SWITCHING
METER SWITCHING!

l2
A
^ Z2
OAZ205
i"
0AZ205
7+f —J—
R
R44
44* J |8V
X
X+

IPOWER SUPPLY I

531

COMPONENT LIST

R1

5.6k0
5.6kQ
5600
4700
470 n
470n
470 a
27kD
27k D
2200
220
D
3.3k0
3.3k O
1k0
IkO
10k0
lOkD
12ki1
12kD
6.8kO
6.8k0
1.2kD
1.2k0
330 n
330!:1
lOOn
100Q
270!:1
270 Q
1.2ki1
1.2kO
5.6kJ:1
5.6k Q
3300
330 Q
680 O
6800
560
56 £1
5.6k0
5.6kO
3300
330 Q
5600
560 Q
100!:1
1000
47k0
47k Q
5.6k.Q
5.6k£l
4.7k0
4.7ka
1kl1
IkQ
56k0
56k Q
33kJ:1
33k D
2.2kJ:1
2.2k D
2.2k0
2.2kD
1k.Q
IkO
1k0
IkQ
47kJ:1
47k Q
47kl1
47k Q
10k0
lOkQ
47k0
47k Q

R.,

R;

R4
R5
Rr;
R7
R8
R9
R 10
Rn
R 12
R 1:3
R 14
R 15
R 16
R 17
R 18
R 1n

R 20
R 21
R 22
R 23
R 24
R 25
R 26
R 27
R 28
R 29
R 30

R 31

R 32
R 33

R 34

R 35
R 36
R 37
R 38

±5%

"

"
"

"
"
"
"

R
8.2k.Q
R,399
8.2kO
R 40
4.7k0
4.7kQ
R 41
1kl1
IkQ
41
R 442.,
68kl1
68k fl
R4,
Rn
20-30kD*
R4+
400k
O*
R±±
400k0*
R 45
1500
150D
All resistors are !W,
10%, except
,[W, ±
±10%,
where otherwise specified.
*Selected
* Selected as explained m
in text.
VR
2-gang
log.
VRx,
VRg2 10ki1
1 OkQ
2-ganglog.
1 , VR
VRl
lk.n
linear
VR3
" IkO
VR:
500
0
Jlinear
in<car
VR4
50011
VR—VRs 100k0
lOOkO pre-sets
VR;-VRR
(RADIOSPARES)
(radiospares)
Standard Telephones R53
thermistor
2/LF
2/liF7
paper or electrolytic
Cx
0.2uF
0.2fLF
G,
0.02/LF
0.02/iF
Q
0.002/LF
0.002/iF
Q
0.002/LF
0.002/iF
c3
0.02/LF
0.02/u.F
Co
0.2fLF
0.2/liF
C7
paper or electrolytic
2/liF
2/LF
Cs
15V
SO^F
50/LF
C9
15V
SO^F
50/LF
Cic
SO^tF
6V
50/LF
Cn
ISV
SO^F
15V
50/LF
Ci2
6V
100/uF
100/LF
Ci3
15V
100/uF
100/LF
C11
15V reversible or
8uF
8/LF
C1S
2xl6/xF in series
2x16fLF
O.OOljuF
cl6
o.oo1fLF
Cxs
C17
S^F
C17
8/LF
15V
3-30pF beehive trimmer
C
Cxs
18
cl8
33pF
Cxg
c.,«
50 uF
C
50/LF
15V
20

fact that a sine wave emerging from
from a CR circuit
R,1 is shifted in phase with respect to
such as C 11 R
fact, it
the input by anything up to 90°. In actual fact,
is arranged that one such circuit shifts the phase
two circuits are added to bring
60° and a further LWO
the total
totai phase shift to 180°. The input to the
transistor base is now in the correct phase to produce positive feedback from the collector, and provided there is enough of it, oscillation will ensue.
The voltage gain of the transistor must be at least
29, to overcome losses in the phase-shift network.
This kind of RC oscillator is not very attractive
if the frequency is to be varied, because it means
either a triple-gang potentiometer or capacitor, and
the most common type for signal-generator work
is the Wien-bridge oscillator. The basic circuit is
shown in Fig. 2.
The output from TR1 is amplified and reversed

j\ . /.\ .',·., 1{\,\

i

.

~' ·
l

\~'; /

15V

15V reversible electrolytic or paper
25V

SO^F
C"50/LF
Tlit OC44
TR2 OC44
TR3 OC42
TR4 OC71
TRS OC71
TR6 OC42
or equivalents.
TR7 OC170
TR8 OC170
Z1
OAZ205
Z2
OAZ205
DcD 6 OA81
M1
SOt-tA meter
Slow-motion drive (Jackson Bros.
4511 D.A.F.)
Makaswitch shafting assemblies-3
assemblies
off (Radiospares)
Switch wafers 2-pole, 6-way-2 off
(Radios
pares)
Radiospares)
4-way—3 off
off
Switch wafers 3-pole, 4-way-3
(Radiospares)
"
shafts—8 off
Spacers for switch shafts-8
medium (Radiospares)
Burgess microswitch V4TI or similar.
sockets-2 off.
Coaxial sockets—2
3-pin battery plug and socket.
Battery clip connectors.
Paxolin board.s
boards -ft-in
-in Thick.
Thick
Turnet tags (Radiospares).
Suitable handle.
PP9 batteries—2
batteries-2 off.

in polarity by TR2, which feeds back to TR1 via
itl
the Wien network R,
R... C, R"
R2 C~.
C2. At a certain frefrefrequency, which can be shown to be equal to
l/(2n- VR.,
Q1 R 22 C
Co),
R22 C
C22
1/(2r.
R, C
2), the signal voltage across R
is in phase with that across the whole network, and
one-third as great. The voltage applied to the
the base
of TR1 is therefore 180°
180" out of phase with the collector voltage, and provided the gain of the two
stages is three times, to make up the loss in the
the network, conditions are right for
for oscillation.
If matters were left like that, however, the Wien
network would not have complete control of frefrequency. The amplifier itself would tend to exercise
some influence over the phase angle, and the waveform would be anything but sinusoidal. The gain
of the two-transistor loop is therefore made as high
as possible, and negative feedback used. In Fig. 2,
C3, R 5 and R 06 perform this function, the values

v

'

\

Fig. 6.
Sine-wave
output at lOc/s.
IOcfs. Distortion is less than
0.25% over the range.
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SOjuF
50/LF
56pF
500pF
O.OOS^F
0.005/LF
O.OS^F
0.05/LF
IfiF
1/LF

Fig. 7. Square wave
at IOOkcjs.
lOOkcjs.
Rise
0./5^sec.
time is 0.15
J.LSec.

Fig. 8.
8. lOc/s
Fig.
/Ocjs square
wave,
wave.
Oscilloscope
amplifier is directly
amplifier
coupled.
coupled.

Fig. 9. Input to disdiscriminator
diodes
Dwhich
across D
1 , which rejects negative spike.

Fig. 10.
10. Output
Output of
of
Fig.
discriminator,
condiscriminator,
con·
stant-width pulses.
pulses,
stant-width
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6B.A. x W LONG TO CLAMP
"EARS" OF BALL DRIVEX

\
\

1!16'
3
Dl A. *X VlS
1!W,.'
/4"DIA.
DISC
PAXOLIN DISC
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/

GRUB
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0V:
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HANK
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$

DIA. HOLES

6B.A.
6B.A. DRILLED && TAPPED
INTO BRASS COLLAR
PANEL CLAMPING
PIECES
%2 01 A. HOLESFOR HANK BUSHES

8B.A. SCREWS FOR SECURING BRACKET
& BALL DRIVE TO PANEL
3Wdia.
/a"DIA .
MOUNTING HOLE
FOR VR| & VR2
5
/l6 DIA.

9-VOLT
BATTERIES"
^/KSvl6s.w.g.x'/
x 1/2'
16s.w.g. x 1/2'
2"x'/
2"
ALUMINIUM ANGLE
-ALUMINIUM

|l/8" X

"VSB DIA.
FORMICA
" PANEL
I6s.w.g, ALUMINIUM
MOUNTING BRACKET
BATTERY
SOCKET
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feedback
with feedback
gain with
total gain
the total
that the
being adjusted so that
network,
Wien network,
the Wien
that the
seen that
be seen
now be
can now
i.) 3. It can
is
the
at the
balanced at
is balanced
which is
bridge, which
R<>G form a bridge,
R-,
R. and R
and
R's and
the R's
assuming the
R=l/2rrfC
1/2-/0 assuming
frequency where R=
bridge,
the bridge,
oscillation, the
maintain oscillation,
To maintain
C's are equal. To
in
unbalanced in
slightly unbalanced
be slightly
must be
3, must
shown in Fig. 3,
TRl.
to TR1.
input to
an input
order to supply an
and
this, and
as this,
simple as
as simple
quite as
not quite
Again, things are not
LC
an LC
In an
made. In
be made.
must be
modifications must
further modifications
up
builds up
oscillation builds
of oscillation
amplitude of
oscillator, the amplitude
when
distort, when
to distort,
begins to
valve begins
or valve
transistor or
until the transistor
Wavestabilized. Waveis stabilized.
amplitude is
the amplitude
gain falls and the
as aa
acts as
circuit acts
LC circuit
the LC
as the
suffer, as
form does not suffer,
an
In an
sine-wave. In
the sine-wave.
out the
·s mooths out
"flywheel
"flywheel"" and smooths
oscilthe osciland the
" flywheel," and
no "flywheel,"
is no
there is
RC oscillator there
the
until the
up until
build up
or build
collapse or
lation will either collapse
autoof autoform of
Some form
wave. Some
square wave.
result is almost aa square
therand aa therrequired, and
dearly required,
is clearly
control is
matic level control
R(),
of R
position of
the position
in the
employed in
mistor is usually employed
(>,
TR2
to TR2
path to
feedback path
negative feedback
the negative
in the
Fig. 2. This is in
more
increases, more
amplitude increases,
output amplitude
the output
if the
emitter; if
resistthe resistthermistor, the
the thermistor,
through the
current is passed through
more
allows more
This allows
reduced. This
thereby reduced.
ance of which is thereby
the
reduces the
which reduces
applied, which
be applied,
to be
negative feedback to
almost
kept almost
output isis kept
the output
way, the
this way,
In this
amplitude. In
constant.
the
of the
because of
required because
is required
modification is
A further modification
order
the order
of the
is of
This is
TRl. This
of TR1.
impedance of
low input impedance
common-emitter
in aa common-emitter
ohms in
of a few thousand ohms
resistor,
emitter resistor,
un-decoupled emitter
an un-decoupled
amplifier, even with an
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A
and
frame and
of frame
Fig. II. Construction of
of
are of
Covers are
battery holder.
Covers
and
front and
between front
fit between
Formica to fit
frames.
rear frames.

resistor,
tuningresistor,
variable tuning
of variable
value of
convenient value
and with a convenient
of
arm of
reactive arm
bottom reactive
the bottom
shunts the
transistor shunts
R 22,, the transistor
therefore
transistor isis therefore
further transistor
A further
bridge_ A
the Wien bridge.
first
the first
of the
impedance of
input impedance
the input
used to increase the
embeing emconnection being
super-alpha-pair connection
stage, the super-alpha-pair
emitter
the emitter
4, the
Fig. 4,
in Fig.
shown in
circuit shown
the circuit
ployed. In the
in
which in
TR2, which
of TR2,
current of
base current
the base
TRl is the
current of TR1
by
TR2 by
of TR2
current of
emitter current
the emitter
turn is less than the
current
base current
The base
TR2. The
of TR2.
gain of
current gain
roughly the current
feednegative feedsmall, negative
extremely small,
therefore extremely
TRl is therefore
of TR1
decrease itit
to decrease
serving to
TR2 serving
of TR2
collector of
the collector
back from the
impedance isis
input impedance
the input
way, the
this way,
still further. In this
netWien netthe Wien
and the
kilohms, and
hundred kilohms,
raised to several hundred
resistance
the resistance
of the
Variation of
shunted. Variation
work is not shunted.
and
current and
base current
affect base
not affect
does not
bridge does
arm of the bridge
limited
already limited
as itit isis already
extent, as
gain to any marked
marked extent,
mechanism.
by the above mechanism.
Attenuator

r.m.s.
1V r.m.s.
to IV
set to
is set
attenuator is
the attenuator
The input to the
the
in the
feedback in
negative feedback
of negative
exactly by the variation
variation of
attenuthen attenusignal isis then
This signal
5). This
emitter of TR4 (Fig. 5).
lOOmV
IV, lOOmV
of IV,
outputs of
give outputs
to give
steps to
in two 20dB steps
ated in
control
continuous control
A continuous
600[2. A
in 60(X2.
and lOmV maximum in
VR:l3.·
by VR
is given by
of level is

Shaper
Square-wave Shaper
signal isis
sinusoidal signal
the sinusoidal
TR5, the
in TR5,
After amplification in
form aa
together,
which,
TR7 which, together, form
and TR7
passed to TR6 and
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Schmitt trigger, the output
being a 6-V p.p. square wave,
with a rise-time of 0-15
0·15 /j.sec.
p.sec.
The circuit operates over the
whole range of the oscillator
and is useful for many applications, apart from audio testing.
iS adjusted
adjUSted to
C1S is
tO give
giVe neither
an overshoot nor an "undershoot"
shoot " on the positive-going
edge. The output impedance
is 2kn.
2kfl.
The square wave is amplified
by TR8 and used to operate
the frequency-meter circuit.
circuit.

clS

METER
APERTURE
-3*--

Frequency Meter
Meter
Frequency
3

/l6 SQ. hole

/a"

7

\i

di
I

ISfs"·~~-

3!4':.'+----- 21/s" _ __.,..,.___ I

'Is'~

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 9" ------------~

This part of the circuit is
effectively an f.m. discriminator which needs no lining up.
It has been used for a good
many years in telemetry and
instrumentation, and has also
been used in f.m. tuners. The
The
output of the square-wave
amplifier is differentiated by
one of the capacitors
cap~citors C22- C25
and R
Rm
,
the
result being a
42
series of positive and negative
spikes corresponding to positive
and negative-going edges of
the square wave.
Negative
spikes are suppressed by Ds,
D2,

c22- c25

A.
Fig. 12. Front panel drilling.
drilling. Formica or Warerite gives an elegant
elegant finish.
finish . Meter
Meter
hole is for Z. & I. meter.
Fig. 13. Component boards made from
from yg-in
~in Paxolin.
Paxolin.
(turret tag side). Board AA is nearest front
front panel.
panel.

Boards
Boards are viewed
viewed from
from rear
rear
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and we are left with a series of posi
ve spikes, of
positive
similar shape and energy content, which vary their
spacing with frequency. The average voltage level
of the
the spikes is now Jlinearly
nearly dependent on frequency, and is applied to the meter which is calibrated 0-10, corresponding to the frequency ranges
10c/s-100c/s,
lOOc/s-lkcjs, Ikc/s-lOkc/s,
lOc/s-lOOc/s, lOOc/s-lkc/s,
lkc/s-lOkcjs, lOkc/s10kc/s100kc
/ s. Di
D1 helps to discharge the capacitor belOOkc/s.
tween pulses.

Power Supply
Power
Batteries are built into the instrument although,
as explained earlier, a common power supply
will be descr'oed
described at some future date to power
will
the range of test gear. If it is desired to run
this instrument for long periods near a mains
outlet, it will probably be found better to substitute
a small mains supply for the batteries. A small
transformer, silicon or metal rectifier and RC
smoothing circv
circuitt would take up less room than batteries and would only cost about £2.
It will be seen that the square-wave shaper and
frequency-meter circuit run from a Zener-diodestabilized supply. The oscillator gives a reasonably
constant output over a wide range of supply voltages
and its
ts supply is not stabilized.

Metering
Metering
The meter is employed in three
uhree functions. Primarily,
mal
y. it ind
cates frequency, as already described.
indicates
Secondly, on the ""Check
Check IV
IV"" position, it enables the
input to the attenuator to be set to 1
IV
V r.m.s. Its third
function is needed only occasionally and is therefore
selected by a biased push-button switch, when the
battery voltage is displayed.

.

▲
Fig. 14.
Slow-motion
drive assembly.

Calibration
Calibration
freque:-~cy, ca
As regards frequency,
bration is simplicity itself.
calibration
The top range, 10kc/s-100kc/s, is cah'brated
calibrated by comparison with the 200kc/s long-wave Light Programme transmission from Drohwich.
Droitwich. With the
oscillator set to "Sine +
Square," take a lead from
+Square,"
the square wave output terminals to somewhere
near a rac
radioo receiver, and adjust the oscillator for
zero beat in the loudspeaker.
loud&peaker. VR
VRR
S should then be
adjusted to make the
10."
tbc meter read ""10."
The Ikc/s-lOkc/s
1kc/s-10kc/s range is best calibrated by comparing it with the
th~ 10.125kc/s
1Q.125kc/s of a locked television
line timebase.
iQiebase. It is
js possible that, on some sets,
a loop of wire connected to the frequency meter
and held near the television 1line-output
xe-output transformer
will
w'fi provide a suitable signal, but we found that
the waveform gave misleading
m1sleading results. To overcome
this, a parallel-tuned circi,
circuitt should be made up to
filter out harmonics of lOkc/s,
10kc/ s, the inductance acting
as pick-up loop. Our tuned ccircuit
-cuit was 31mH
3lmH
tuned by 0.01/xF
0.01,u.F and 0.04/xF
0.04,u.F in series, the output
being taken across the 0.04/xF.
0.04,u.F. The circuit can be
adjusted by connecting it in the lead from the wiper
of VR
VR,l3 to C,
C J2~', switching to "CHECK
" CHECK IV"
IV " on the
the
range 10kc/s-100kc/s,
lOkc/s-lOOkc/s, and obtaining a null on the
meter when the frequency of the oscillator is set
10kc/s. (This range should be calibrated first.)
to lOkc/s.
As a matter of fact, our inductance took the form of
;}lb. reel of 32 s.w.g. double-silk-covered
a ^Ib.
double-silk-cove red wire!
Hold the loop near .tLc
line
the 1 me output stage, with the
instrument set to "Frequency Meter," and adjust
VR,7 until the meter reads " 10-1".
VR
10·1 ".
The next range is 100c/s-1kc
lOOc/s-lkc/s
md here the
/ s and
440c/ s B.B.C. tuning note :iss used.
used. This is trans440c/s
mitted for a few minutes before the opening of
Home, Light and Third Network programmes, the
latter being most convenient.
In this case, the
tone is transmitted from Zero-30 minutes to Zero-15
minutes and from Z-5 minutes to Z-3min. 20sec.
The
lie signal across the loudspeaker terminals or from
the detector should be applied to the frequency
VRn adjusted
ad;usted until the meter reads
meter and VR,.,
" 4·4
". The lowest range, 10-lOOc
"4
4".
10-100c/s,
/ s, relies on the
frequency of the mains. The output of a 6V heater
transformer is fed to the " Frequency Meter Input"
socket via a potentiometer, and w..h
with the instrument
set to ""Frequency
Meter"" VR.,
Frequency Meter
VR.-; is adjusted until the
meter reads " 5 ".
".

....
Fig. 15. Rear view of
of
instrument, showing battery mounting. Rubber
band holds batteries in
place.
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is not essential, but was
wa5 included in the prototype
partly for its ease of adjustment
ad istment and partly because
it reverses the rotation of the potentiometers, so
that clockwise rotation of the knob increases the
frequency.
If only the sine wave output is needed, itt is
cheapen the
possible
to simplify
possible to
s: aplify and
and cheapen
the instrument
istrument
associated
considerably. All the ccircuitry
rcuitry assoc
ated with
v th TRSTR5discriminTR8 can be eliminated, together with
v 'th the discrf-ninator diodes. The meter, metering c"
circuit
cuit and switch
can be cdispensed
spensed with if the constructor is willing to
accept the small change ini amplitude with frequency
frequency.
The oscillator can be powered by the batteries
directly, neglecting the Zener diodes Zl
ZL and Z2 • A
calibrated dial would be used mounted on the slowmotion drive, a hole being cut in the front panel.
will
required,
Access to a signal
s:gnal generator v
41 now be reqi
red,
calibration
and iff one cal:
iration scale is to be used, close-tolerwill
If an
ance components v
'11 be needed for C
Cj-Q,.
1 -C 8 •
oscillator iss already available, it will be found that
oscillator
the circuit of TRS-TR7
TR5-TR7 forms an effective squarer
in its own right.
Additional
wiring
Add aonal layout and w'
' ig diagrams will
wdl be
given next month, together with some suggestions
for the use of the instrument inn amplifier testing, and
photographs of amplifier waveforms.

J..
Fig. 16.
16. Top
Top view.
view.
Fig.
by nut.

Rear panel
panel (B)
is normally
held in
place
Rear
(6) is
normally held
in plate

Amplitude
Amplitude Calibration
Calibration
To calibrate
calibrate the
the "C11eck
IV"" level,
an a.c.
meter is
To
" Check IV
level, an
a.c. meter
is
required.
The
output
of
a
6V
heater
transfor~er
required. The output of a 6V heater transformer
is "potted
" potted down"
down" by
by means
means of
is
of aa 10k{2
KMl potentiopotentiometer until
until the
the voltage
voltage on the
the wiper
V r.m.s.
v per is
is' 1
IT
This
voltage
is
then
applied
to
C
(;,
having
2 ,, having first
This voltage is then applied to C2r
first
disconnected it
it from
from Cu,
and the resistor in series
C14, and
with the
the meter
meter selected so that the
the meter reads a
convenient figure.
figure. "5
" is the
the 1IV
V level
level on our meter.
meter.
"5"
This
point
on
the
meter
scale
can
then
be
marked
This point on the meter scale can then be marked
"SET LEVEL"
LEVEL" .if
To set up the
the level
if desired. To
when the
the instrument
instrument is
is in
turn S:
n operation, turn
S;1, to
"CHECK
IV," set
~ct VRa
VR1 (OUTPUT CONTROL)
ECL IV,"
CONTROL)
to maximum, and
and adjust
adjust VR
IV) until
until the
VR41 (SET IV)
meter reads
reads "5."
VR,
calibrated by
by simply
"5 "
VR8 is calibrated
dividing the track into 10 equal-resistance divisions
by means
means of
of an
and marking
by
an ohmmeter
ohmmeter and
marh ig them
them 0-10.
0-10,.
R:;5 should
should be
be selected
selected to
to . give a full-scale
full-scale reading of
R
when the
the ""Bat~ery
is depressed.
20V,
20V, when
Battery Check"
Check " button
button is
depressed.
The
meter, it
it will
will be
ce seen,
seen, is
is aa SO,uA
The meter,
50/iA type,
type, and
and
this caused
caused some worry,
worry, as not everyone can
can afford
to take
take the
the obvious
obvious and ear"
easiest
of ordering
ist course of
order" ig
from the makers
makers'1 cm
rent catalogues at up to £3
cuirent
a time.
time. We
We did,
did, however,
however, locate
locate a source of
of cheaper
instruments. Z. and I. Aero
A~ero Services Ltd., of 14
South Wharf Road,
Road,. London, W.2, are able to supply
meter movements at £1. These were originally
Rontgen-hour indicators and need a new
used as Rdntgen-hour
scale, which is best done by comparison with a
test meter, keeping the scale vertical.
vert ;ai. This iss the
type of meter in the prototype instrument.

Construction
Construction
The drawings and photographs are self explanatory.
The layout of the components is not critical,
a deal, and
almost any other fprm
form of construction would be
equally suitable. Printed boards would be ideal,
but the turret-tag method gives similar benefits and
is probably easier to make. The slow-motion drive
536
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Voltage
Voltage Stabilizer
Stabilizer
THE range of voltage stabilizing and regulati»g
regulating eqmpequipment manufactured by Claude Lyons Ltd., Valley
Works, Hoddesdon, Herts, has been extended by the
introduction of the BTR-5 series of a.c. electronic voltprinciples of the established
age stabilizers.
stabilizers . The circuit
circu prindnles
BA
VR series are retained, but distortion has been reBAVR
solid-state circuitry
duced and soi.i-state
circi utry used. At a power factor
distortion
of 1.0 the d'stor
on is no greater than 6%, this
tl .s is
filter. (Filters are fitted
reduced to 2% by the use of a filter,
BTR-SF models). The output voltage iss adin the BTR-5F
justable
ustable from 200 to 254V. The input arrangement
permits three selections by link
'nk adjustment, these are
-15%
—
15% to +5%, ±10%
+10% or -5%
— 5^o to +15% relative to
the output voltage setting. The · maximum output is 5
0.3% from zero to full
amps. The output stability is ±
±0.3%
load, this too, is improved in
version, the
n the BTR-5F verson,
time constant is 0.1 second. The units can be supplied
with or vwithout
thout filters and either rack or cabinet
cal net versions
can be obtained. Overall dimensions and prices vary
with the version required. The whole unit including
terminal access and input range selector is enclosed in
a metal case.
2WW 321 for further details.

v" mm
Sim
4+x

-v

Claude Lyons voltage stabilizer Type BTR-5.
WIRELESS World,
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A forty-page quick reference guide to Mullard
Milliard Components
is now available from the Components Division of Mullard
Ltd., Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, W.C.l.
zWW
2WW 302 for further details.
Plastics.-W. W. Chamberlin (Associated ComFerralon Plastics.—W.
..:-is Road, Rushden, Northants, have
panies) Ltd., of Sarto
Sartoris
issued a loose-leaf
loose··leaf catalogue illustrating the plastic
plasdc covering
materials they manufacture for the radio industry. Some
300 finishes
fiif'ishes with several types of backing are available, and
a representative selection of actual samples appear in the
catalogue.
zWW
2WW 303 for further details.
Television downlead cables are described in a recent
leaflet from British Insulated Callender's Cables Ltd. Technical
details including constructional data and curves showing levels
of attenuation, in dB's per 100ft, through Bands 11 to V
V are
included. Copies of this publication are obtainable from
from
21 Bloomsbury Street, London, W
.C.l.
W.C.L
zww
2WW 304 for further details.
A brochure describing the transistorized American Daystrom
" non-contact"
non-contact " wire gauge is available from Daystrom
Ltd., Bristol Road, Gloucester. This instrument can handle
products with diameters within the range of 0.001 to 0.750in,
± O.OOOlin.
0.0001in.
zww 305 for further details.
2WW
American Valve Guide.-The
Guide.—The Metropolitan Supply Co.
of 443 Park Avenue South, New York 16, have sent us a price
catalogue of the American valves and tubes they handle.
Called "
'' Buyers Guide " it includes some 3,000 types.
2WW 306 for further details.
Two dual concentric loudspeakers are described in a
leaflet from Tannoy. Both speakers have a frequency response
of 25 to 20,000 c/s and the larger of the two, the "" Fifteen ""
has a power handling capacity of 50 watts. The other speaker,
called the ""Twelve",
Twelve", is rated at 30 watts. Copies of this
leaflet are obtainable from Tannoy Products Ltd., West Norwood
London, S.E.27.
2WW 307 for further details,
details.
The microwave and electronic instrument division of
Elliott Brothers (London) Ltd., have produced a catalogue on
their transistor curve tracer. This instrument can generate
the data necessary to trace and display the characteristic curves
of semiconductor devices on any general purpose oscilloscope.
Copies of this publication are available from
from Elstree Way,
Borehamwood, Herts.
ZWW
2WW 308 for further details.
Radio receivers, radiograms and tape recorders
manufactured by the German organization Loewe Opta are
described and illustrated in a 24-page brochure available from
Highgate Acoustics, 71-73 Great Portland Street, London, W.l.
The publication is in English.
2WW 309 for further details.
Aerialite Ltd. have revised their
their"" Aerials and Accessories ""
wall chart to . include their new range of ''
Golden Gain
"
"Golden
Gain"
u .h.f. aerials and accessories. Copies are available from their
u.h.f.
head office at Castle Works, Stalybridge, Cheshire.
2WW 310 for further details.
Decca Radar Ltd., Decca House, Albert Embankment,
London, S.E.1,
S.E.I, have just released a brochure on a range of
manual and automatic (electro-mechanical) waveguide
switches for use in microwave systems, laboratory measurements and test circuits. The outstanding characteristic of
these switches is that their isolation is greater than 100 dB
over the whole waveguide band.
2WW 311 for further details.
Publication AEP.25-7
AEP .25-7 from the Westinghouse Brake and
Signal Company Ltd., 82 York Way, King's Cross, London,
N.I, is of particular interest to designers and engineers reN.l,
quiring encapsulated rectifier units in bridge, centre-tap
or voltage-doubler arrangements. Among those described
are potted versions with current ratings from one to four
amperes having voltage ratings up to 420V.
2WW
2WW 312 for further details.
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A fixed station v.h.f. radiotelephone Type FM120 ill
described in a leaflet from Hudson Electronic Devices Ltd.:
Ltd.;
single-channel
of 4 Sydenham Hill, London, S.E.26. These single-channei
equipments, which, to special order, can be modified for sevenchannel operation, employ f.m. modulation and have minimum
outputs of 50 watts (de-rated to 25W in the U.K.) throughout
is
the frequency range 71-175 Mc/s. A technical specification i~
included.
2WW 313 for further details.
2WW
A leaflet describing a new vacuum tweezer system from
the scientific division of the American Schueler & Company is
now available from Schuco International London Ltd.,·
Ltd., 46
Ravensdale Avenue, London, N.l2.
N.12. The system is completely
self-contained and the vacuum pencil tweezer, which has five
different vacuum pick-up tips, operates from a 220-240V a.c.
vacuum generator.
2WW 314 for further details,
details.
2WW
Societe Europeenne des Semiconductors of 41 rue de
L'Amiral-Mouchez, Paris have produced a 12-page catalogue,
in English, covering their comprehensive range of silicon and
germanium semiconductor devices. These are listed in
tabular form and include construction, absolute maximum
ratings and typical characteristic details. Separate sections
are given for various types of transistors, diodes, rectifiers and
microminiature logic blocks. They li.ave
have also prepared an
English wall chart for their diodes and rectifiers, and another
for transistors.
2WW 315 for further details.
det;~ils.
Literature describing the complete lines of standard products
of the scientific quartz and metals division is available from
from
General Technology Corporation, 3510 Torrance Boulevard,
Torrance, California. Leaflet 7100 describes standard
quartz and pyrex accessories used for diffusion, doping
and heat treating operations in the semiconductor industry.
The division's line of standard tungsten, molybdenum and
tantalum filaments, used for dielectric coating, metalizing of
plastics, etc. are described in leaflet 7200.
2WW 316 for further details.
A 576-page booklet listing and illustrating the products of
Precision Instrument Components, which range from antibacklash gears and ball-bearing to universal multi-ratio gear
boxes and worm and wheel assemblies is now available in the
sterling area from the manufacturing licencees and distributors
Reliance Gear Company, of Almondbury, Huddersfield.
Other things of interest, include instrument differentials with
less than 10 minutes of arc lost motion, breadboard development parts, helical gear assemblies and servo gear boxes. The
Reliance Gear Co., who already have an extensive range, have
informed us that the American tie-up has increased their stock
range by some 20,000 items.
2WW
2WW 317 for further details.
Plastiglide's comprehensive range of swivelglides, plastic
guides and ferrules specially designed for the furniture and
radio and television industries are listed in a new 80-page
publication from Plastiglide Products Ltd. of 58 Birmingham Road, Stratford-upon-Avon.
2WW 318 for further details.
Imhofs have just . issued a booklet describing their range
of over seventy standard handles-many
handles—many of which are listed
for the first time. Full dimensional details are given, together
with illustrations of each type of handle. Also listed in
this booklet is a wide range of miscellaneous accessories
including hinges, locks, catches, castors, etc..
etc. Copies of this
publication are available from Alfred Imhof Ltd., Ashley
Works, Cowley Mill Road, Uxbridge, Middx.
2WW
2WW 319 for further details.
The International Nickel Company (Mond) Ltd. have
published a new leaflet entitled "" The properties of the
metals.'' This gives the latest published data on
platinum metals."
the basic properties of the six .metals
metals in the group and
covers the principal characteristics, which make platinum
metals so important to industry. The other metals in the
group-palladium,
group—palladium, rhodium, ruthenium, iridium and osmium
which
which possess individual characteristics-are
characteristics—are also described
in the publication. Copies are obtainable from the publicitY
publicitv
department at 20 Albert Embankment, London, S.E.l.
S.E.I.
2WW 320 for further details,
details.
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THE

T
conventional way
JL HE conventional
way of
of using
using an
an electrostatic
electrostatic (or
(or
condenser) microphone
microphone is
is shown,
shown, in
in its
its simplest
simplest
form, in Fig. 1.
L The
The resistance
resistance R
R isis made
made so
so large
large
that, even at low
low audio
audio frequencies,
frequencies, insufficient
insufficient curcurrent can flow into
into or
or out
out of
of the
the microphone
microphone capacitcapacitance C, during one
one audio
audio cycle,
cycle, to
to cause
cause aa significant
significant
alteration in the
the stored
stored charge
charge Q.
Q. Since
Since Q
Q=
= CV,
CV, itit
Q is
is kept
follows that if Q
kept constant,
constant, the
the voltage
voltage V
V across
across
the capacitance must
must vary
vary when
when acoustic
acoustic pressure
pressure
causes C to vary. With
With the
the values
values shown,
shown, the
the
response will be 33 dB
dB down
down at
at about
about 30
30 c/s.
c/s. From
From
the point of view
view of
of signal-to-noise
signal-to-noi se ratio,
ratio, however,
however,
it is advantageous to
to use
use an
an even
even higher
higher value
value of
of

+
MICROPHONE
(50p)

OUT

.,.

Fig. I. Conventional
Fig.
electrostaticc microelectrostati
microphone circuit.
circuit .

: IOOV

..L.
lOOMSR

E
that dictated
resistance than that
dictated by
by the
the required
required lowlowresponse.
frequency response.
When, in 1957, the
the writer
writer first
first considered
considered the
the probproblem of using an electrostatic
electrostatic microphone
microphone with
with purely
purely
transistor circuitry,
circuitry, it
it was
was quite
quite obvious
obvious that
that the
the imimpedances involved in
in aa circuit
circuit of
of the
the Fig.
Fig. 11 type
type were
were
far too high for it
it to
to be
be practicable
practicable simply
simply to
to replace
replace
the valve by a transistor.*
transistor.*
However, by operating
operating the
the electrostatic
electrostatic micromicrophone element in aa radio-frequency
radio-frequen cy circuit,
circuit, so
so that
that
its capacitance variations
variations are
are caused
caused to
to modulate
modulate an
an
r.f. carrier, the
the above-mentioned
above-menti oned high
high impedances
impedances
** It is interesting to
to reflect,
reflect, however,
however, that
that the
the notion
notion of
of trantransistorizing the Fig. 11 circuit
circuit now
now seems
seems to
to be
be much
much more
more nearly
nearly
a satisfactory practical
practical proposition
proposition than
than itit did
did in
in 1957.
1957. This
This isis
because some types
type s of
of silicon
silicon planar
planar transistor
transis tor are
are now
now available
available
which will operate
operate satisfactorily, in
in very
very high
high impedance
impedance circuits,
circuits,
at collector currents of
of aa small
small fraction
fraction of
of aa microamp.
microamp.
Whilst the signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio
ratio obtainable
obtainable when
when using
u sing such
such aa
transistor in the Fig.
Fig. 11 type
type of
of circuit
circuit would
would probably
p.robably be
be rather
rather
inferior
mferior to that given by
by aa valve,
valve, there
there are
are signs
signs that
that other
other ampliamplifymg devices
fying
devices may in due
due course
course become
become available
available which
which will
will
overcome this limitation.
limitation. One
One such
such device
device isis the
the insulated-gate
insulated-gate
field effect transistor (ref.
(ref. 1)
1) and
and another
another isis the
the insulator
insula tor valve
valve
(ref. 2).
2) .
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are completely avoided
avoided and
and aa very
very good
good performance
performance
can then be obtained
obtained with
with semiconductor
semiconduct or circuits.
circuits.
'
The general idea of
of using
using radio-frequency
radio-frequen cy circuits
circuits
for electrostatic
electrostatic microphones
microphones is,
is, ,of
.of course,
course, quite
quite old,
old,
and both frequency modulation
modulation and
and amplitude
amplitude modumodulation have been employed.
employed.
F.m. systems have the
F.m.
the disadvantage
disadvantage that
that random
random
noise f.m. on the
the oscillator
oscillator output
output inevitably
inevitably gives
gives rise
rise
to noise at the audio
audio output
output terminals.
terminals. Since
Since the
the
wanted f.m. is usually
usually of
of quite
quite small
small deviation,
deviation, this
this
noise f.m. can prevent
prevent the
the overall
overall noise
noise performance
performance
from being up to
to the
the highest
highest professional
professional standards.
standards.
In an a.m. system,
system, however,
however, by
by using
using aa balanced
balanced
bridge circuit, random
random noise
noise modulation
modulation of
of the
the osciloscillator may be prevented
prevented from
from reaching
reaching the
the audio
audio outoutput terminals, and it
it was
was mainly
mainly for
for this
this reason
reason that
that ·
the author rejected f.m.
f.m. systems
systems right
right at
at the
the beginbeginning and concentrated
concentrated on
on a.m.
a.m., bridge
bridge circuits—and
circuits-and
if a bridge was to
to be
be used,
used, then
then there
there was
was everything
everything
to be said for employing
employing the
the transformer
transformer ratio
ratio arm
arm
principle first proposed
proposed by
by A.
A. D.
D . Blumlein.
Blumlein.
R.F. Bridge Circuit
Circuit

The broad outline
outline of
of the
the system
system adopted
adopted is,
is, then,
then,
to have aa radio-frequency
radio-frequen cy oscillator
oscillator with
with aa centrecentretapped output winding,
winding, the
the microphone
microphone element
element and
and
a capacitor of equal
equal value
value being
being connected
connected in
in series
series
winding, forming
across this winding,
forming aa bridge
bridge network.
network. An
An
r.f. out-of-balance
out-of-balanc e voltage
voltage is
is then
then obtained
obtained between
between
the junction
junction of
of the
the capacitances
capacitances and
and the
the winding
winding
variations
centre lap,
tap, of magnitude
magnitude dependent
dependent on
on variations in
in
the microphone capacitance
capacitance with
with acoustic
acoustic pressure.
pressure.
This amplitude-modulated
amplitude-m odulated r.f.
r.f. voltage
voltage isis subsesubsequently demodulated to
to recover
recover the
the wanted
wanted audio
audio
signal.
In the first experiments,
experiments, the
the centre
centre tap
tap of
of the
the oscilosciloutput
lator winding was earthed
earthed and
and the
the bridge
bridge output was
was
tuned to parallel
parallel resonance
resonance by
by an
an inductor
inductor to
to earth
earth
from the junction
junction of
of the
the capacitances.
capacitances. This
This output
output
bridge
was fed straight
straight to
to aa diode
diode detector,
detector, the
the bridge being
being
set slightly
slightly out
out of
of balance
balance to
to give
give some
some carrier
carrier output
output
and thus ensure linear
linear demodulation.
demodulatio n. Quite
Quite encourencouraging results were obtained,
obtained, though
though itit was
was found
found imimportant to select
select the
the right
right type
type of
of diode
diode ifif excessive
excessive
detector-circ
detector-circuit
uit noise
noise was
was to
to be
be avoided.
avoided. Ordinary
Ordinary
point-contac t diodes
point-contact
diodes were
were hopelessly
hopelessly noisy,
noisy, but
but
G.E.C. EW78 silicon
silicon junction
junction diodes
diodes (now
(now obsolete)
obsolete)
gave consistently
consistently good
good results
·results (10
(10 samples
samples tried),
tried), the
the
noise output then being
being only
only slightly
slightly above
above the
the therthermal noise level.
level.
It was soon realized,
realized, however,
however, that
that by
by employing
employing
operating
a proper phase-sensitive
phase-sensiti ve detector
detect01 and
and operating the
the
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bridge in a nominally balanced state, larger longterm drifts in the bridge balance could be tolerated
and the possibility of degradation of the noise performance by oscillator noise would be reduced.
It was further realized that by using series instead
of shunt tuning of the bridge output, and by employing transistors as low-impedance switches in the
phase-sensitive rectifier, the output impedance could
be made low (e.g., 600 ohms), and balanced, without
the need for an audio transformer in the microphone. Also it was expected that the noise performance would be excellent,
excellent. For these reasons experiments on circuits using diode detectors were
discontinued.
Fig. 2(a) shows the essential features of the circuit finally adopted. This circuit was first successfully demonstrated in July, 1959, and is the subject
of British Patent Application No. 6118/61.
Starting at the left-hand side, there is a singletransistor 1-Mc/s oscillator. This circuit was chosen
as being the simplest that would do the job. It takes
about 55 mA
rnA at 6 volts, and operates in class B. By
using class C operation, the efficiency could have
been improved, but an extra capacitor would have
circuit-and one of the
been required in the emitter circuit—and
considerations is that every component saved is a
help when it comes to building the circuit inside a
small microphone casing.
The output winding of the oscillator is bifilar,
so as to obtain very tight coupling between the two
halves and thus to ensure that the voltages at the
two ends will be very accurately in antiphase. The
two halves of this winding form two arms of a
bridge, the microphone and an air-dielectric trimmer forming the other two arms.
If the bridge is slightly unbalanced, owing to a
change in microphone -capacitance,
Me Is
capacitance, a small 1
1 Mc/s
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sine-wave voltage
voltage will
will appear
appear at
at the
the junction
junction of
of the
the
sine-wave
capacitances,
and
will
have
a
magnitude
proporcapacitances, and will have a magnitude proportional to
to the
the change
change in
in microphone
microphone capacitance,
capacitance.
tional
The phase
phase of
of the
the voltage
voltage will
will change
change by
by 180°
as .
The
180° as
the bridge
bridge swings
swings through
through the
the balanced
balanced condition,
condition.
the
Thus, assuming
assuming the
the bridge
bridge to
to be
be perfectly
perfectly balanced
balanced
Thus,
initially,
the
output
waveform
will
be
that
of
supinitially, the output waveform will be that of aa suppressed carrier radio transmission when the microphone is
is acted
acted upon
upon by
by sound
sound waves,
waves.
phone
important
point
is
that,
looking back
back into
into
A
very
A very important point is that, looking
the bridge output, the above modulated r.f. waveform comes from a source of quite low internal
impedance, i.e., the reactance of the two capaciohms-very
tances in parallel, which is about 1,500 ohms—very
different from the values of many .megohms
megohms associated with conventional circuits,
circuits.
dated
Output:-By
Advantages of Tuning the Bridge Output:—By
series tuning the bridge 'output
output by means of the
inductor shown, the impedance seen looking into
the right-hand terminal of the inductor is made
even lower—Q
lower-Q times lower, in fact—but
fact-but the bridge
output e.m.f. is the same as before. Now, for a
given e.m.f., the lower the internal impedance of
the source of the e.m.f., the greater is the available
power. The fact that in this system the tuned
bridge, regarded as a source of modulated r.f. output
signal, has such a low internal impedance, is the
main reason for the excellent signal-to-noise ratio
obtainable.
Of course, if there were no resistive losses, that
is if the Q were infinite, the internal impedance of
the tuned bridge would become zero, and infinite
signal power would theoretically be available, at
least for very slow changes in
m microphone
capacitance,
capacitance.
In a practical microphone system the Q of the
539

series tuned circuit must not be made too high,
high, otherotherwise the response of the system at high
high audio frefrequencies will be reduced, owing to sideband
sideband cutting,
cutting,
The resistor
just as in a radio receiver. The
resistor shown
shown in
in
series with the tuning inductor limits
limits the
the Q
Q to
to an
an
appropriate value, in the region
region of 15.*
15.*
The rest of the circuit is concerned
concerned with
with the
the
demodulating process, which is carried
carried out by
by aa
simple phase-sensitive
phas.e -sensitive rectifier
rectifier employing
employing two
two
junction transistors.
These transistors are used
used simply as on-off
on-off
switches, which are operated by aa reference
reference voltage
derived from the oscillator and fed in between
between their
their
bases and emitters through the
the transformer shown.
shown.
When a transistor is driven ""on"
on" at its
its base,
base, it
it
becomes capable of passing
passing current in either
either direcdirection between emitter and collector, or,
or, in
in other
other
words, it can function as a bidirectional
bidirectional switch.
switch.
This is a great advantage possessed by
by transistors,
transistors,
as compared with valves.
valves.
Thus the two transistors, driven alternately into
into
conduction by the 11 Mc/s reference voltage, perper-

(b)
(b)

3. Phase-sensitive-rectifier
Phase-sensitive-rectifier emitter-voltage waveforms:—
Fig. 3.
waveforms:(a) 1.5 V d.c. applied to output terminals. (b) 20
20 kc/s
kcfs sinesinewave voltage
vo1tage applied to output terminals.

form the same function as the two-way switch
switch
shown in the simplified diagram
diagram of Fig.
Fig. 2(b).
2(b).
Consider one instant of time at which current
current is
is
flowing from
fwm left to right in the
the inductor of
of Fig.
Fig.
2(b
), the switch being supposed, at this
2(b),
this instant,
instant, to
to
be in the position shown. Then, while
while this
this concon..,
ditiDn
dition holds, the tendency will be
be for
for . the
the top
top plate
plate
of the top reservoir capacitor to be
be charged
charged posipositively. ..· During the next half
tively.
half cycle
cycle current
current will
will be
be
flowing from right
right 'to
to left, but
but the switch
switch will
will have
have
changed over to the lower
lower contact,
contact, so
so that
that the
the tentendency will now be to charge the lower plate
plate of
of the
the
lower · reservoir capacitor negatively,
negatively, and
and so
so on.
on.
* · If the microphone amplifier input impedance
impedance is
is high
high comcompar.ed with the output
pared
ou!put impedance
i~pedance of the microphone,
microphone, then
then the
the
res1stor tnay
may be omitted
resistor
response
and
with
om1tted without
w1thout loss of h.f.
h .f. response and with an
an
irn:provetne.n t in signal-to-noise ratio. The
improvetnent
d.c.
input
resistance
The d.c.
resistance of
of
~he
the amphfier
to
the
amplifier is
is likely to be almost zero, however, owing
owing to the
mput transformer, and if the
input
omitted,
a
very
.t he damping resistor is
is omitted, · a very
small amount of unbalance of the bridge
bridge will give aa large
large rectified
rectified
current. For this reason it is considered better
better to
to retain
retain the
the
damping resistor even if an amplifier with aa high
a.c.
high a.c. input
input
impeclanc.e
u sed.
impedance is used.
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Thus, all the time, the action of the circuit
circuit will
will be
be
to tend to make the top output terminal
terminal positive
positive
with respect to the bottom one. It is
is easy
easy to
to see
see
that, if the bridge is unbalanced
unbalanced in the
the opposite
opposite
180 ° difference in the
direction, giving 180°
the phasing
phasing of
of
the inductor current with respect to
to the
the operation
operation
Df
of the switch, then the opposite polarity
polarity of
of d.c.
d.c.
output is produced.
Some Practical Points:—During
Points:-During most of the
the experiexperimental work the circuit was
was exactly as shown
shown in
in
Fig. 2(a). No special arrangements were
were made for
adjusting the phasing of the signal
signal and reference
reference
in the phase-sensitive rectifier, though
though aa slight
slight
phase adjustment is available by
by slightly detuning
the series tuned circuit.
Later on, to improve the linearity of the
the demodudem odulation process, the drive voltage to the base
base of
of each
each
of the switching transistors was increased by
bv about
about
a factor of two, up to 3.5V r.m.s.
r.m.s .- This
This exceeds
~xceeds
the base-to-emitter voltage rating of the
the transistors
transistors
used, so two miniature point-contact diodes
diodes were
were
added to prevent driving the bases too
too far
far positive.
positive.
Small capacitors were shunted across
across the
the base
base
4 .7k0, to give a small reference-phase
resistors, now 4.7kL,
reference-phase
correction, thus allowing the series tuned
tuned circuit
circuit to
to
be set exactly at series resonance.
resonance. These
These measures
measures
improved the linearity at the expense of aa small
small
loss of signal-to-noise ratio. The measured
measured results
results
given later in this article were obtained
obtained with
with these
these
modifications present, but the simpler arrangement
arrangement
is thought more appropriate for general
general use.
use.
It may well be asked why the
oscillator
~he oscillator frequency
frequency
was made 11 Mc/s,
Mcjs, and several considerations
considerations were,
were,
in fact, involved. The frequency must be
be high
high
enou,gh to give a good noise performance andi
enough
andiaa conconveniently low output impedance. A high
high frequency
also makes r.f. filtering easier—the
easier-the filter must
must have
have
negligible attenuation at the highest audio
audio frequency
frequency
and 100 dB or so at the carrier frequency. On the
the
other hand, the higher
h~gher the carrier
carrier frequency the
the
more difficult it becomes to get a really clean
clean perperformance from the switching transistors. One
One has
has
a natural bias towards round numbers and 11 Mc/s
Mcjs
seems about as good a choice as can be
be made.
made.
The procedure adopted for setting the
the circuit
circuit up
up
correctly is the following.
following. A
A 0-1
0-1 mA
rnA meter
meter is
is
connected across
~cross_ the phase-sensitive
ph~se-sensitive rectifier output,
output,
and the bridge
bndge is
1s set
~:et slightly unbalanced
unbalanced to
to give
.aive aa
small reading on this meter. The slug
series
slug of
of the
thebseries
tuning inductor is then adjusted for
for aa maximum
maximum
milliammeter reading.
Finally
Finally the
the bridge
bridge is
1s
balanced for zero reading.
Sensitivity of Microphone Circuit:—With
Circuit:-With reference
reference
to Fig. 2(b), the no-load r.f. output
output voltage
voltage of
of the
the
bridge is given by:
by:— ·
a

Vi

V

a

=

SC

~2 'X Zf

-

•"

(1)

W

where
wher~ SC
oC is the amount by
~y which the microphone
microphone
capacitance departs from its
Its balanced
balanced value.
value.
.
With no audio load on the final output
output terminals,
terminals,
no power can be supplied to the input of the
the phasephase::.
sensitive rectifier, since there is
is nowhere
nowhere for
for ·it
it to
to
go. Consequently
Gonsequently V3 must be such that
that the
the peak
peak
value of the fundamental component of the square
square
A
A
•
wave on the switch is equal to
to V2,
V 2 , thus giving
giving zero
zero

v3
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and r.r.
m L and
current in

v3 v4

1 11

Va =
x
= -i- X
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employed can be of very small physical size, however, thus permitting the final version to be
he built
bui.it
inside a microphone casing ft in diameter and 6 in
long. The smallest size of Mullard " red series"
series "
Vinkor is very satisfactory for the oscillator coil.
D. C. Supply via Signal Cable:—In
Cable:-In the early stages
of the work, the d.c. supply for the oscillator was
fed in along a separate pair of wires from those
used for conveying the audio-frequency output—
outputthe wires may be ·seen
seen in the photographs. More
recently, however, the d.c. supply has been fed in
along the audio frequency cable, the necessary
arrangements for doing this being shown in Figs.
4 and 5, for the microphone circuit and the micro4
phone amplifier circuit respectively. The amplifier
is that described in reference (3), suitably modified
r·e quired ·d.c.
to apply the required
d.c. voltage to the incoming
wiU give an output of 10 mV
line. The amplifier will
mV
r.m.s. for any input between 0.15 mV r.m.s. and
150 mV
m V r.m.s.,
r.m.:s., the harmonic distortion being under
0.2%
0.2 % throughout the whole of this 60 dB range.
With this scheme the only microphone cable
required is .an
an ordinary twisted and screened pair,
~uch as might be used, say, with a moving-coil
such
moving-:c.oil
microphone—and it may be made up to at least 100 .
microphone~and
yards long if required with no appreciable difference
in performance.
It will also be seen, in the Fig. 4 circuit, that the

no
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separate transformer originally used for feeding the
reference voltage to the phase-sensitive rectifier has
been eliminated, an appropriate centre-tapped
winding being added to the oscillator transformer.
transfDnner.
(To be continued)
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cathode..
Nominal
frequency
Nomin
al frequen
cy
range (modul
(modulation)
of the
the Laseco
Lasecon
with
an
L-band
ation) of
n \Vith an L-band
helix is from 11 to
to 2 Gc/s
Gc/s but,
but, by
by using
using r.f.
r.f. mixing
mixing,
,
·it
it can detect modula
modulation
from 00 to
to 44 Gc
Gc/s.
RCA's
tion from
/s. RCA's
GaAs laser, providi
providing
an emissio
emission
wavelength
of 8,400
8,400
ng an
n wavele
ngth of
angstro ms, is also availab
angstroms,
available.
General
Telephone
and
le. Genera
l Teleph one and
Electro
nics were showin
Electronics
showing
their GaAs
GaAs laser
laser system.
system.
g their
The type SL-632
SL-6320
produces
coherent
radiation
0 produc
es aa coheren
t radiatio
n atat
8,450 angstro
angstroms
when operate
operated
at 77°K..
1TK. Genera
General
ms when
d at
l
Teleph one and Electro
Telephone
Electronics
also had
had an
an interest
interesting
nics also
ing
demons tration of laser
demonstration
laser commu
communication
possibilities.
nicatio n possibi
lities.
This was a system which
which achieve
achieved
simultaneous
transd simulta
neous transmission of two stereop
stereophonic
radio channe
channels
over aa single
single
honic radio
ls over
laser beam. Inform
Information
is impres
impressed
on the
the carrier
carrier by
by
ation is
sed on
duplex polariz
polarization
the light
light beam.
beam. The
The PerkinPerkination of the
Elmer Model5
Model 5200
laser is
is designe
designed
for both
both laborat
laboratory
200 gas laser
d for
ory
researc
h and system
research
systemss applica
applications.
Standard
wavelength
tions. Standa
rd wavele
ngth
with the mirrors supplie
supplied
is 6~328
6,328 angstro
angstroms,
but itit can
can
d is
ms, but
also generat
e 1.15 or 3.39
generate
3.39 micron
microns.
Light output
output of
of this
this
s. Light
device is polariz
polarized
and in
in the
the fundam
fundamental
mode the
the unit
unit
ed and
ental mode
delivers 0.5 milliwa
milliwatts.
The Hughes
Hughes Model
Model 202
202 designe
designed
tts. The
d
for experim
experimental
use in
in the
the laborat
laboratory
or in
in industr
industry,
ental use
ory or
y,
emits at 6,943 angstro
angstroms;
total beam
beam energy
energy of
of 11 joule
joule
ms; total
minimu
m_,with 750 joules input
minimum,
input and
and aa nomina
nominal
beam width
width
l beam
of 10 millirad
milliradians.
TRG Inc.
Inc. reporte
reported
that its
its Model
Model
ians. TRG
d that
104 laser is being made
made comme
commercially
available.
This
rcially available. This
pulsed ruby laser system
system is
is capable
capable of
of outputs
outputs up
up to
to 33
joules at 6,943 angstro
angstroms.
ms .
Comp
uters: -Thoug h not
Computers:—Though
not caterin
catering
specifically
for the
the
g specific
ally for
compu
ter
computer industr
industry,
Wescon attracte
attracted
representative
y, Wescon
d aa represe
ntative
selectio n of manufa
selection
manufacturers
in this
this field.
field. The
The accent
accent
cturers in
general ly was on low cost
generally
cost general
general purpos
purpose
computers
with
e compu
ters with
industr ial as well
wide industrial
well as
as scientif
scientific
applications.
Digital
ic applica tions. Digital
Equipm ent Corpor
Equipment
Corporation
for exampl
example
had an
an interes
interesting
ation for
e had
ting
applica tion for their PDP-5
application
PDP-5,, said
said to
to be
be the
the most
mosteconom
economical
ical
compu ter using aa ferrite
computer
ferrite c{)re
core memor
memory.
Allied to
to aa pair
pair of
of
y. Allied
Nuclea r Data analogu
Nuclear
analogue-to-digital
converters,
the
PDP-5
e-to-dig ital convert ers, the PDP-5
was shown operati
operating
as an
an extrem
extremely
flexible pulse
pulse
ng as
ely flexible
height analyse
analyser.
The usual
usual disadva
disadvantages
of
a
specialr. The
ntages of a special purpos e analyse
purpose
analyserr is inflexib
inflexibility
of its
its wired
wired program
programme;
ility of
me;
the PDP-5 overcom
overcomes
this to
to aa large
large extent
extent and
and has
has the
the
es this
additio
nal advanta
additional
advantage
of being
being useful
useful for
for aa wide
wide range
range of
of
ge of
compu tation tasks when
computation
when pulse
pulse height
height experim
experiments
are
not
ents are not
being run. Having aa memor
memory
cycle of
of 66 microse
microseconds
y cycle
conds
the PDP-5 can use
use some
some 3,800
3,800 of
of its
its 4,096
4,096 memor
memory
y
locations ~s
locations
as channe
channels
and, since
since two
two A-to-D
A-to-D convert
converters
ls and,
ers
are used, multi-d
multi-dimensional
studies are
are quite
quite feasible
feasible.
imensio nal studies
.
Also from Digital Equipm
Equipment
Corporation,
the
PDP-4
ent Corpor
ation, the PDP-4
illustra ted as
was illustrated
as an
an automa
automatic
checkout
for digital
digital
tic checko
ut for
module s. Shown with
modules.
with aa Tektro
Tektronix
567 oscillos
oscilloscope,
this
nix 567
cope, this
compu
ter was capable of perform
computer
performing
an a.c.
a.c. test
test such
such as
as
ing an
rise-tim e, fall-tim
rise-time,
fall-time,
pulse height,
height, etc.
etc. in
in lOOm
100m sec,
sec, and
and aa
e, pulse
d.c. test in SOmsec
50msec..
A typical
typical program
programme
would run
run
A
me would
throug h 45 tests in
through
in less
less than
than -66 seconds
seconds.. The
The LGP-3
LGP-30
0
compu
ter, being shown by
computer,
by Genera
Generall Precisi
Precision
was oriente
oriented
on was
d
to the small organiz
organization,
low volume
volume applica
application
in
ation, low
tion in
busines s or enginee
business
engineering.
Also having
having aa memor
memory
of
ring.
Also
y of
4,096 words, the LGP-3
LGP-30
employs
magnetic-drum
0 employ
s aa magnet
ic-drum
memor y and has a minimu
memory
minimum
access time
time of
of6msec.
6msec. More
More
m access
ambitio
us, the Packard
ambitious,
Packard-Bell
PB 440
440 compu
computer
has aa
-Bell PB
ter has
memor y capacit
memory
capacity
32,000 words
words and
and aa 55/rsec
cycle time
time
y of 32,000
fLSec cycle
of its ferrite core memor
memory.
Among the
the periphe
peripheral
devices
y. Among
ral devices
availab
le from Packard
available
Packard-Bell
were their
their M20
M20 and
and M21
M21
-Bell were
analogu
e-to ... digital convert
analogue-to-digital
converters.
Having aa pure
pure binary
binary or
or
ers. Having
BCD output, the M21
M2I is
is capable
capable of
of 70,000
70,000 convers
conversions
ions aa
second with a convers
conversion
time of
of L2,tsec
1.2^sec..
ion time
Instru
ments :-Elec tronic test
Instruments:—Electronic
test and
and measur
measuring
equiping equipment formed a large part of
of the
the Show
Show and
and here
here also
also the
the
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mood was one of steady
steady advanc
advance
rather than
than startlin
startling
e rather
g
innova tion. Electro Scientif
innovation.
Scientific
Instruments
demonstrated
ic Instrum
ents demons trated
a genuinely
genuine ly new range of
of instrum
instruments.
Their new
new Model
Model
ents. Their
120 Double Ratio Set
Set was
was particu
particularly
impressive.
larly impress
ive.
Capabl e of 0.2 parts per
Capable
per million
million resistan
resistance
comparison!
ce compar
ison,
this direct-r
direct-reading
double ratio
ratio bridge
bridge makes
makes 11 :: 11 o~
or
eading double
10 :: 11 resistan
resistance
comparisons
and elimina
eliminates
lead and
and
ce compar
isons and
tes lead
connec
tion resistan
connection
resistance
errors by
by the
the use
use of
of the
the Wenne
Wenner
ce errors
r
techniq ue. The
balance technique.
The Model
Model 701
701 capacit
capacitance
measuring
ance measur
ing
system feature
features
one part
part per
per million
million resolut
resolution
s one
ion l(with
with
direct readout
readou t in capacit
capacitance
deviation)
and an
an overall
overall
ance deviatio
n) and
accurac y of 0.01
accuracy
0.01%.
The 242
242 resistan
resistance
measuring
system
% . The
ce measur
ing system
has been married to a punche
punched
tape data
data logging
logging system
system
d tape
giving an integra
integrated
systems capabil
capability
with 0.01
0.01%
ted systems
ity with
%
accuracy. Mikros
accuracy.
Mikros,, a subsidi
subsidiary
of ESI,
ESI, were
were showin
showing
for
ary of
g for
the first time their
their EM-20
EM-20 electros
electrostatic
electron micromicrotatic electron
scope. This has 1D
10 to
to 40kV
40kV acceler
accelerating
voltages,
autoating voltage
s, automatic vacuum system and
and built-in
built-in camera
camera,, as
as well
well as
as
interch angeab le lenses.
interchangeable
lenses.
Maximum
resolution
of this
this
Maxim
um resolut
ion of
microsc ope is around
microscope
around 35 angstro
angstroms.
ms.
Atomic frequen
frequency
standards
have moved
moved out
out of
of the
the
cy standar
ds have
researc h area into general
research
general enginee
engineering
applications
as
ring applica tions as
demons
trated
demonstrated by Space Techno
Technology
Laboratories.
The
logy Labora
tories. The
produc ts division of S.T.L.
products
S.T.L. was
was showin
showing
its portabl
portable
g its
e
rubidiu m frequen
rubidium
frequency
standard
Model 1000B.
1000B. Having
Having aa
cy standar
d Model
11
short-t
erm stabilit
short-term
stability
better than
than 11 part
part in
in 10
1011
and longlongy better
and
11
term stabilit
stability
in lOu,
10 , this
this unit
unit obtains
obtains its
its stabilit
stability
y 1.5 parts in
y
by utilizing
utilizin g the atomic
atomic resonan
resonance
of rubidiu
rubidium
87.
ce of
m 87.
Tektro nix showed a new
Tektronix
new additio
addition
to their
their oscillos
oscilloscope
n to
cope
range, the Model 647. Fully
Fully transist
transistorized
and meetin
meeting
orized and
g
severe environ
environmental
specifications,
accepts plug-in
plug-in
mental specific
atior.s, itit accepts
pre-am plifiers which give
pre-amplifiers
give it
it aa bandwi
bandwidth
of z.f.
z.f. to
to 50
50
dth of
Mc/s at 10 m
mV/cm,
as well
well as
as sweep
sweep delay
delay facilitie
facilities.
V /em, as
s.
Hewlet t-Packa rd's Model
Hewlett-Packard's
Model 140A
140A is
is aa versatil
versatile
general
e general
purpos e z.f. to 20 Mc/s
purpose
Mc/s oscillos
oscilloscope
accepting
wide
cope accepti
ng aa wide
variety of plug-in units
units in
in both
both axes.
axes. The
The Type
Type 1415A
1415A
plug-in unit was particu
particularly
interesting
in providi
providing
pulse
larly interest
ing in
ng pulse
reflecto meter facilitie
reflectometer
facilities
in
the
time
domain.
The
Analab
s in the time domain . The Analab
dual-tra
ce storage oscillos
dual-trace
oscilloscope
uses aa truly
truly integra
integrating
cope uses
ting
storage tube as distinct
distinct from
from the
the bi-stab
bi-stable
variety.
The
le variety. The
model 1220 will store images
images for
for several
several months
months and
and will
will
store repetiti
repetitive
signals up
up to
to 100kc/s
lOOkc/s..
The
Singerve signals
The SingerMetrics Panora
Panoramic
spectrum
analyser
operates
mic SPA-12 spectru
m analyse
r operate
s
from 10 Mc/s to 64,000 Mcfs.
Mc/s. Having
Having sensitiv
sensitivities
varying
ities varying
from -105
—105 dBm at SS band
band to
to -45
—45 dBm
dBm at
at 64
64 Gc/s,
Gc/s,
the SPA-12 has a wide
wide dynam
dynamic
range,
a
precise
0—40
ic range, a precise 0-40
dB i.f. attenua
attenuator
and aa 5-inch
5-inch c.r.t.
c.r.t. The
The same
same firm
firm was
was
tor and
also showin
showing
portable
fully transist
transistorized
spectrum
g a portabl
e fully
orized spectru m
analyser. The TA-2 accepts
analyser.
accepts plug-in
plug-in module
modules
and with
with
s and
the AR-1 unit has a frequen
frequency
range of
of 20
20 c/s
c/s to
to 35,000
35,000
cy range
cfs; maxim
c/s;
maximum
sensitivity
being 30fL
30/xV
full scale.
scale. E.H.
E.H.
um sensitiv
ity being
V full
Researc h showed a range
Research
range of
of pulse
pulse generat
generators
including
ors includi ng
the new solid state Model
Model 123.
123. This
This pulser
pulser combin
combines
es aa
maxim um repetiti
maximum
repetition
rate of
of 20
20 Mc/s
Mc/s with
with rise-tim
rise-times
of
5n
on rate
es of Sn
sec and a 25-W average
average power
power pulse
pulse train.
train. John
John Fluke,
Fluke,
expone nts of differen
exponents
differential
voltmeters,
were demons
demonstrating
tial voltme
ters, were
trating
their new 831A Microv
Microvolt
Potentiometer.
Basically
olt Potenti
ometer . Basical
ly 'aa
Lindec k type potenti
Lindeck
potentiometer
with built
built in
in null
null detecto
detector,
ometer with
r,
the 831A extends the measur
measurement
capability
of aa differdifferement capabil
ity of
ential voltme
voltmeter
full scale
scale to
to an
an accurac
accuracy
ter to 55/iV
fL V full
y
scale ranges
ranges go
go from
from SfLV
5yuV to
to SOmV
50mV
at ±0.05%,
±0.05% .
Full scale
and input impeda
impedance
is infinite
infinite at
at null.
null.
nce is
The Exact Electro
Electronics
Type 200
200 is
is an
an interes
interesting
solunics Type
ting solution to the problem of
of wavefo
waveform
synthesis.
With
this
rm synthes is. With this
instrum ent it is possibl
instrument
possible
to build
build up
up aa comple
complex
repetitive
e to
x repetiti ve
transie nt wavefo
or transient
waveform
which is
is compo
composed
of 50
50 individ
individual
rm which
sed of
ual
segmen
segments
independently
controlled
in ampliampli-..
ts directly and indepen
dently control led in
tude, slope and time
time duratio
duration.
A family
family of
of plug-in
plug-in
n. A
generat ors provide
generators
providess aa selectio
selection
of the
the control
controlling
paran of
ling parameters for each increm
increment.
D.L.
ent.
D.L.
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The Editor does not necessarily endorse opinions
opz.nwns expressed by his correspondent'
correspondP1•t ·
Ic
(t)
lc(0

Transistor Cut-off
Cut-off Frequencies
Frequencies
Transistor

THE purpose of this letter is to draw attention to some
errors in the article under the above title in the September
1963 issue.
The significance of, and inter-relationship between the
various cut-off frequencies has been discussed by a
number of writers. Perhaps the most classical treatment
is that of Hyde (ref. A). Some other relevant references
are included in the review paper (ref. B) quoted below.
This latter article, while not being a substitute for the
accurate, formal treatments of Hyde and others,
ot.~ers, presents
I0
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Fig. I.
the following useful interpretation of the significance
of the various cut-off frequencies.
frequencies .
For an ideal, intrinsic transistor, with or without a
drift field, the collector current response to a unit step
in emitter current has the general form shown by the
heavy line in Fig. 1. This
This. waveform may be determined,
with difficulty, by analysis or, more easily, by direct
measurements on an analogue. Experimental observations on actual, rather than ideal, transistors show
similar collector current waveforms.
Subsequent mathematical manipulations may be simplified by the use of simple functional approximations to
the time waveform:
An accurate approximation is to use the delayed exponential shown by the dashed line. This approximation
is very accurate for times greater than Id
tD plus some small
fraction of 1!
wO'..
l/w
The corresponding frequency variaa.
rx(jw) includes the time delay as an excess phase
tion of a(/oj)
term, viz.:
• )
rx
= .- 1,
( 1w =
odjbS)

ao
CZo

•
)
- exp(—jooto)
exp ( -;wtD
-7—

- .- 1

1 —Jwicua
lr}W
i WO'.

..

..

1963

(a)
ACCURATE

TIME

TIME

Fig. 2.
with the d.c.
d. c. transit time, Q/Ia(co),
Q/Iu( co), and that this approxirx(jw ),
mation for ce(/w),
. )
O:o
3
JW
= TT71—
.
<*(]«>)
=
••
((3)
)
1L+JCQjCOT
+Jw/w·r
circuits .
can be given an RC significance .in equivalent circuits.
Now, for an ideal transistor,
(aia>)
0 . .
fJUw)
= v.—.
--- (rxf~~!
£('w) =
(4)
1-rxuw)
1— cc(ia))
rx(jw), eq. (1),
and if either the accurate approximation for «(/«),
or the simple approximation, eq. (3), is substituted into
eq. (4),
(4), the magnitudes are identical in the vicinity of
w
wf:3
fJ cut-off frequency) and for a decade or more
p (the jS
beyond ^
wi3 (see Fig. 3).
Further insight into the relationship between co
woe
lx and
w
wj1 may be obtained from an accurate polar plot of
rx(.Jw).
ot.(ju>). As shown in Fig. 4 wcx is the frequency at which
the oL^jcd)
rx(jw) locus cuts the 3dB circle, whereas w 1 is the
rx(jw) locus is
frequency at which the real part of the cc(jor}
0.5.
From these and other considerations the following
detailed criticism of Tilsley's
Tiisley's work emerges.
f(/.) fi
/ 1 and /t
h are
are not
not "all
virtually the
the same
same fre(1) /at.
" all virtually
fre-

f3o

jf3()oo)jl----...;;;;.
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Fig. 3.
faLOCUS (3dB CIRCLE)
ft LOCUS -i

(1)

wa..
for all frequencies up to a few times to
a_. Obviously, from
equation (1),
(I), oj
wa.
a as defined in the time waveform is
ry_ cut-off frequency as defined by Tilsley.
iden:ical
identical with the a
A simple approximation is to use the non-delayed
exponential shown by the dotted line. This approximation may be written, for a unit step in emitter current, as
Ic(r) =
(xc>[l—exp( —aj
..
..
..
(2)
Ic(t)
= rxo[l-exp(
-wTt)]
Tr)]
w•r has a value such that the total charge Q, which
.where cot
must be stored in the transistor to allow a given output
current to flow, is the same for both the accurate and the
approximate case (see Fig. 2).
It is but a short step to show
shovv that 11 I/cot
wT may be identified
WIRELESS
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quency.'' The frequency /
faa always exceeds fi;
quency."
fx, the discrepancy is 22% for low-drift transistors and may reach
100% for high-drift-field transistors.
(2) ffJ is related simply and directly to %
fi and not f
frx,a,
viz.
·
ff3 =
= Alfa
f1/f3N
fy
(3) The relationship (by eq. 4) between tia and f3/3 involves
vectors and Tilsley's calculation of a f3j3 magnitude of
2.3 when |a|
loci is 0.7 is erroneous.
((4)
4) The derivations given in the article are based on the
simple RC approximation to oc(jw)
a(jai) (shown by the dotted
line in Fig. 4). It is certainly not valid to use this lowfrequency approximation to establish relationships
between high-frequency parameters. As an exercise
in circuit theory, Tilsley's equation
1
= faV
frxV 2oco—
2oco - 11
fi =
is quite correct, but this circuit theory is applied to an
inaccurate physical model and the result just cannot
account for the observed differences between f%1 and /
frx·a.
(5) It might be argued that the foregoing comments
are somewhat academic, and that even a 100% discrepancy between /,
f 1 and /
frxa is not large in comparison
with the spread in cut-off frequencies for any given
transistor type. However, from a purely applications
viewpoint, Tilsley's misconception on the significance
of f/3
ff3 is of vital importance. While admitting that the
gain-bandwidth product isfi
is A (actually it ish),
is A), he suggests
that the bandwidth of both common emitter and common
collector stages is limited to fr3.
fp. This figure only holds
for the completely unrealistic case of a current source
feed; for practical wide-band amplifiers relatively low
source impedances are used and the stage bandwidth is
much greater than fp
0.5/t.
ff3 and can approach O.SfT.
(6) A final comment concerns the use of the symbols
wT
ojt and oj].
wi. In this letter I have adopted Tilsley's convention but my personal preference, and a convention
oth€r writers, is to use 1/wi
adopted by some other
l/a^ as the transit
time for an ideal transistor and 1/wT
1/cot as the transit time
for an actual transistor.
Harwell, Berks.
D. E. HOOPER
Electronics Division, U.K.A.E.A.
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The author replies:
Other letters have been received, and in replying to
Mr. Hooper, I hope that I am answering other correspondents.
The article was intended as an introduction to the
difficult subject of the high-frequency behaviour of
transistors and since it catered for readers unfamiliar
with this subject, it is almost inevitable that those who have
made a special study of this field would find it over simplified and to that extent inaccurate.
(i) Perhaps the central point is my assertion that
fa., fi
and
h are
are all roughly the same frequency. If oca
/as
A an
dA
is plotted as a complex quantity at different frequencies,
frequencies,
then a curve of the form a
a,, sech yjwTn
s/jcotd is obtained
oc == OCo
for the internal current gain, where oca,,0 is its low frequency
value, and t
7nd is the minority carrier diffusion time
constant across the base region. This is shown in the
diagram. In the article I was simplifying this to the
dotted semicircle, and this is equivalent to taking only the
first two terms of the expansion of sech ·Vjcoro
v jw TD in series
0,0
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form. It is true that drift transistors deviate even further
from the semicircle and perhaps I should have mentioned
that then my approximation would be a very rough one.
At normal frequencies of operation, and up to /
f r:ta. , I
maintain that this semicircular approximation is permissible as a first approach, and with this simplification
fr,_,
fi and A
A, fx
the
h ar
aree indeed identical. I consider that the
more refined theory which gives
/a == 1.22fi
1.22 A more suitable
givesfrx
for an advanced treatment, and for this Mr. Hooper's
Proc. I.R.E.
own paper in Proc.
I.R .E. of Australia is excellent.
(ii) Since, in the approximation I have used,
used. fA,
frx and
1 , foe
f a are
are taken
taken as
as the
the same frequency, it is immaterial
A
f
f
whether one writes fp
~ or
=~
~~
f f3 —
=~
o~· fp
ff3 =
(j
p
(iii)
/r3 section of the main text of the article
(in) In the fp
(as distinct from the " Derivations "" section at the end),
I purposely avoided any j terms which might not have been
understood by all readers. My
Aly sole intention here was to
show by using nothing more than simple arithmetic that
/3f3 will fall off much more rapidly than oc,
a, and that it is not
f
f f3 to be about ~rx·
unreasonable for fp
P
In the " Derivations " section, which I , hoped would
be read by those wishing a somewhat fuller treatment,
I presupposed a knowledge of jj and gave the correct proof.
(But this, of course, also assuming a semicircular locus
for a).
oc).
Mr. Hooper may consider this oversimplification to be
Mr.
wrong, but I hope he does not think that I didn't know
any better!
(iv) The expression
/,1 == A
expressionf
Ia ,\/2a
noco-1
0 — l is also based on the
semicircular locus, which .Mr.
Mr. Hooper considers to be
founded on an inadequate physical model. Here again
I must stress that I was reducing the subject to its very
simplest terms consistent with obtaining useful results
for those approaching the subject for the first time.
Mr. Hooper is quite correct. I was considering the
(v) Mr.
case of current-fed stages, which is a common assumption
in elementary treatises. As he says, wide-band amplifiers
fed from low source impedances can give much higher
gain-bandwidth products.
I feel that the differences between the results obtained
from the greatly simplified approach II adopted and those
obtained from the fuller and more exact treatment Mr.
Hooper proposes, are of importance only to those who
already have a good understanding of this subject, and to
whom the article would be quite superfluous anyway.
I would prefer readers to understand an approximate
treatment than to be unable to follow a more exact one.
This one can find in any good text-book.
D. N. TILSLEY

Noise
in Audio
Audio Amplifiers
Noise in
Amplifiers
I FEEL there are certain false approximations and surmises
used by Mr. Tharma ("Noise
(" Noise in Audio Amplifiers,"
Sept. issue) which can influence some of his conclusions.
In order to obtain data on tape noise spectrum he has
adapted curves given in his reference 2, which relate to
measurements taken with full track system at a tape
speed of 15 in/sec and equalized to N.A.B. standards,
which he has merely bodily lowered by 10 dB in order to
compare results with a !,7track
J.Track system at 3.
3.75
75 in/sec.
.
First, the reduction in output e.m.f. produced by
quartering the track width will be 12 dB (actually this will
be more since ±
| track standard is less than this fraction of
twin
in tape) and not 10 dB as estimated. The reduction in
tape speed has no effect on the head output e.m.f. for the
same recorded low frequencies. From Tharma's reference
4 (page 193) the output e.m.f. of a magnetic head is given
by:by:—
V
v=
= 4.44 0
tP /
fN
N (Volts)
where $
tP is the total useful flux; f/ == frequency and N
N the
number of turns in the head windings.
Secondly, the reduction in tape speed will lower the
pass band of the system and would thus alter the "" character"
ter
" of the noise spectrum. Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 show the
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noise spectrum extending
extending to
to beyond
beyond 15kc/s
15 kc/s which
which isis
original reference
reference at
at the
the higher
higher tape
tape
applicable to the original
speed but can be considered
considered to
to exceed
exceed normal
normal performperformance at 3.75 in/sec.
Thirdly, the derivation
derivation of
of the
the head
head output
output e,m,f.
e.m.f. for
for aa
2H head by use of
of the
the expression
expression V,
Vs =
= 33 v'Tg
-\! Ls mV
mV at
at
·11 kc/s, seems vague in
in the
the lack
lack of
of including
including any
any known
known
value. Reference
Reference isis made
made to
to ""full
magnetic tape flux value.
full
modulation on tape " but
but this
this has
has not
not been
been defined.
defined. If
If
full modulation means aa system
system in
in which
which all
all the
the paraparameters have been adjusted
adjusted for
for maximum
maximum output
output (at
(at the
the
stated frequency) i.e.
i.e. maximum
maximum sensitivity
sensitivity for
for aa particular
particular
tape medium, then the
the figure of
of 4.2
4.2mV
mV for
for aa 2H
2H head
head
low.
seems unduly low.
Fourthly, the reference
reference data
data on
on tape
tape noise
noise spectrum
spectrum
was originally subjected
subjected to
to N.A.B.
N.A.B. equalization
equalization of
of 50
50
rsec
3.2 kc/s,
kc/s, where
where the
the ear
ear isis most
most sensisensijusec (turnover point 3.2
therefore be
be used
used to
to give
give aa true
true comcomtive)
tive) and cannot therefore
in/sec system
system the
the equalization
equalization of
ofwhich
which
parison with a 3.75 in/sec
is normally 140 fisec
rsec to
to 200
200 fisec
fLSec (1.3
(1.3 kc/s—800
kc/s-800c/s).
cjs).
tape noise
noise spectrum
spectrum was
was obtained
obtained
Finally, the reference tape
with a particular tape
tape (Irish
(Irish 211)
211) which
which was
was subjected
subjected
to a bias level corresponding
corresponding to
to "" peak
peak output
output for
for aa Ikc/s
lkc/s
signal." The resulting
resulting data
data is
is therefore
therefore only
only applicable
applicable
to "
" zero modulation
modulation noise
noise "" and
and itit specifically
specifically excludes
excludes
which exists
exists only
only in
in the
the presence
presence
" modulation noise "" which
of a signal and is a function of
of the
the instantaneous
instantaneous amplitude
amplitude
of the recorded signal.
signal. The
The data,
data, therefore,
therefore, cannot
cannot be
be
used to arrive at aa dynamic
dynamic signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio,
ratio, but
but
would be applicable for
for an
an assessment
assessment of
of aa basic
basic backbackground tape noise during modulation
modulation pauses.
pauses . If
If aa "" zero
zero
noise quantity
quantity is
is shown
shown as
as aa ratio
ratio of
of aa
modulation " tape noise
maximum recording
recording level,
level, aa typical
typical figure
figure will
will
signal at maximum
the same
same medium
medium aa "" modulation
modulation
be 60 dB. However, for the
noise"
carried out
out to
to DIN
DIN 45
45 519,
519, sheet
sheet 2,
2, will
will
noise
" ratio carried
signal-to-modulation "" noise
indicate a " signal-to-modulation
noise ratio
ratio of
of only
only
35dB.
35
dB.
London, NAV.7.
N.\V.7.
R. G.
G. T.
T . WARREN
WARREN
R.
The author replies:
replies:
Mr. Warren's comments
comments are
are very
very interesting,
interesting, but
but
these do not affect our
our conclusions.
conclusions.
in the
the tape
tape noise
noise spectra
spectra are
are
Inaccuracies of a few dB in
not significant as the
the noise
noise spectra
spectra of
of the
the amplifiers
amplifiers are
are
about 15dB
lSdB below
below tape noise.
noise.
The differences between
b etween the
~he spectra
spectra with
with AC107
AC107 and
and
EF86 do not depend
depend on
on the
the actual
actual signal
signal output
output from
from
the head. So
So our conclusions
conclusions are
are valid,
valid, irrespective
irrespective of
of
whatever heads or
or signal
signal levels
levels are
are chosen.
chosen.
the amplifier
amplifier noise
noise is
is well
well below
below tape
tape
Obviously, as the
noise, it is also very
very much
much below
below modulation
modulation noise.
noise.
P
P.. THARMA

Tape
Guides
Tape Guides
HAVING read with interest
interest the
the recent
recent correspondence
correspondence
tape guides,
guides, I'd
I'd like
like to
to suggest
suggest an
an
on materials for tape
explanation.
Although ideas in
in electrostatic
electrostatic forces
forces have
have been
been introintroduced it seems probable that
that such
such forces
forces would
would still
still be
be
quite small compared
compared with
with the
the simple
simple mechanical
mechanical fricfriction, and it is thermal
thermal conductivity
conductivity rather
rather than
than electrical
electrical
may influence
influence the
the result.
result. Similar
Similar
conductivity which may
effects are well known to
to mechanical
mechanical engineers
engineers in
in relarelation to bearing metals.
metals.
When tape is driven past
past aa tape
tape guide,
guide, work
work isis done
done
force of
of friction
friction between
between the
the two
two
in overcoming the force
work done
done is
is equal
equal to
to the
the distance
distance
materials. The work
and the
the friction
friction force
force opposing
opposing the
the
moved by the tape and
motion. This work is
is converted
converted into
into heat
heat in
in the
the small
small
rise in
in temperature
temperature until
until equiliequiliareas of contact which rise
between heat
heat generated
generated and
and heat
heat dissidissibrium is reached between
pated. Because the
the contact
contact areas
areas are
are small
small the
the
temperature rise
rise may
may be
be sufficient
sufficient to
to melt
melt the
the contact
contact
the tape guides.
guides. The
The corresponding
corresponding area
area
""peaks"
peaks " on the
of tape involved is
is so
so much
much greater
greater that
that heat
heat isis more
more
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and melting
melting is
is much
much less
less likely
likely to
to
readily dissipated and
occur and even more less
less iikely
likely to
to be
be detected.
detected.
This phenomenon of local
local melting,
melting, followed
followed by
by adadhesion and tearing is
is commonly
commonly observed
observed in
in metal
metal bearbearings which have been
been overloaded
overloaded or
or underlubricated.
underlubricated.
The lubricant in
in well-designed
well-designed bearings
bearings not
not only
only inincreases bearing support
support area
area and
and substitutes
substitutes fluid
fluid fricfriction for friction between
between solids,
solids, but
but also
also helps
helps greatly
greatly
to conduct the heat away
away without
without excessive
excessive temperatures.
temperatures.
Lubricants are not
not easily
easily applicable
applicable to
to tape
tape guides.
guides. The
The
high temperatures generated
generated by
by rubbing
rubbing solids
solids isis well
well
known by the famous method
method of
of starting
starting aa fire
fire by
by rubrubbing dry sticks together,
together, dry
dry sticks
sticks are
are poor
poor thermal
thermal
conductors.
If the above ideas apply,
apply, one
one would
would expect
expect that
that the
the
most suitable materials
materials for
for tape
tape guides
guides would
would have
have aa high
high
melting point and preferably
preferably aa high
high thermal
thermal conducconductivity as well as low coefficient
coefficient of
of friction.
friction. The
The familiar
familiar
highly polished, heavily
heavily chrome-plated
chrome-plated metal
metal guides
guides
satisfy this requirement
requirement well.
well. Glass
Glass apparently
apparently succeeds,
succeeds,
despite poor thermal conductivity,
conductivity, because
because of
of its
its high
high
melting .point compared
compared with
with synthetic
synthetic materials
materials like
like
p.t.f.e.
When local melting
melting of
of tiny
tiny rubbing
rubbing areas
areas on
on tape
tape
guides takes place,
place, irregular
irregular adhesion
adhesion isis likely
likely to
to follow,
follow.
force in
in the
the tape
tape would
would then
then be
be
the irregular dragging force
expected to cause
cause elastic
elastic oscillations
oscillations or
or flutter
flutter in
in the
the
tape movement as has been
been observed.
observed.
W.
London, N.W.10.
N .W .lO.
W. G.
G. EALY
EALY

Electrostatic
Attraction
Electrostatic Attraction
BEFORE we spend time pondering
pondering upon
upon the
the scientific
scientific
tingling sensation
sensation experienced
experienced by
by
implications of the tingling
Mr. Priestley (p. 501,
501, Oct.
Oct. issue),
issue), when
when he
he touched
touched his
his
he please
please confirm
confirm that
that he
he was
was not
not on
on
wife's hand, could he
his honeymoon at the
the time?
time?
Send, Surrey.
Surrey.
P. J.J. LEE
LEE
P.

N.
T.S.C. Colour
Colour
N.T.S.C.
rise to defend"
MAY I ""rise
defend" the
the N.T.S.C.
N .T.S.C. colour
colour system,
system,
my country
country for
for some
some years,
years, especially
especially to
to
as used in my
correct what I regard
regard as
as aa few
few misconceptions
misconceptions as
as
expressed in the article in
in the
the September
September issue
issue of
of W.W.?
W.W.?
For one, the service
service problem:
problem: having
having recently
recently had
had
occasion to make a survey
survey along
along these
these lines
lines in
in connecconnection with my own work,
work, II can
can report
report that
that the
the unaniunanimous opinion of dealers'
dealers' service
service managers,
managers, and
and indepenindep~n
dent technicians, is
is that
that colour
colour sets
sets require
require ""far
less
far less
black-and-white"! (Direct
(Direct quote
quote from
from
service than black-and-white"!
several.) This may be
be due
due in
in part
part to
to somewhat
somewhat more
more
careful construction,
construction, or
or closer
closer quality
quality control
control inspecinspection, but it is
is aa fact.
fact. My
My own
own experience
experience verifies
verifies this.
this ..
distortions and
and differential
differential fadings,
fadings,
As to assorted distortions
etc., I may hold the
the world's
world's record
record for
for continuous
continuous longlongreception; my
my best
best colour
colour station
station isis
distance colour TV reception;
over 200 miles from my home
home in
in the
the Arkansas
Arkansas Hills.
Hills.
During more than eight
eight years
years of
of every-day
every-day observation,
observation,
I have had very little
little trouble
trouble with
with colour,
colour, per
per se;
se; in
in
fact, one of
ot my favourite "' 'prop
stories" concerns
concerns the
the
prop stories"
time when a signal
signal faded
faded completely
completely out,
out, leaving
leaving aa
Cheshire-cat-like bright
bright red
red sweater
sweater worn
worn by
by aa lady
lady as
as
the only distinguishable object
object on
on the
the screen!
screen! ExperiExperimentally turning the colour
colour off
off eliminated
eliminated this,
this, leaving
leaving
nothing but snow! There
There have
have been
been difficulties,
difficulties, of
of
course, but no
no more than
than in
in black
black and
and white,
white, and
and very
very
few of them attributable
attributable solely
solely to
to colour.
colour. Colour
Colour transtransmissions have, in
in general,
general, been
been of
of excellent
excellent quality,
quality,
shows. There
There have
have been
been some
some diffidiffiespecially the live shows.
culties on the taped shows,
shows, but
but the
the consensus
consensus of
of opinion
opinion
among transmitter engineers
engineers seems
seems to
to be
be that
that this
this isis due
due
mainly to inexperience
inexperience on
on the
the part
part of
of network
network operators,
operators,
and not to any basic
basic faults
faults in
in the
the equipment.
equipment._ Tape
Tape
transmissions, as of now,
now, are
are generally
generally slightly
slightly inferior
inferior
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in quality to live transmissions,
transrrusslOns, but
but this
this can,
can, and
and unundoubtedly will, be remedied in
in the future.
I favour the inclusion of what
" (inwhat we call
call ."" Color
Color"
(intensity of colour, or saturation of colour) and
Hue "
and. ""Hue"
(the actual ""colour
colour of the colour
" or tint)
colour"
tint) controls,
controls, for
for
customer operation. Just as brightness
brightness and
and contrast
contrast
controls allow for an infinite range of
of adjustment
adjustment on
on
B/W pictures, from very pale to very
very dark,
~ark, so
so do
do these
~he~e
controls allow the user to set up
up the
the picture
p1cture to
to suit
smt his
h1s
own individual ideas! This, I should
should say,
say, makes
makes for
for
better customer satisfaction with
with the whole
whole idea.
idea. I've
I've
seen in making service calls and demonstrations, how
seen,
how
wid~ the range of ""proper
wide
proper adjustment" can
can be!
be! One
One
will set up the screen with colours barely
barely visible;
visible; ananother to what your author describes quite aptly as
as rude
rude
almost indecent health!
The only difficulty I've encountered, in
in actual
actual field
field
work, is of the type I ran into _when
when setting
setting up
up aa colour
colour
TV for one married couple whose contentiousness
contentiousness was
was
known far and wide. I set up the screen
screen according
according to
to
my own ideas. He promptly said, ""It's
It's too
too blue
blue"; she
she
replied, "No, too green!" So
So. I tried
trie~ to
to find
find aa .comcompromise setting. No luck. Finally,
Fmally, in
m desperation,
desperatiOn, II
showed them both how to work the
the colour
colour controls,
controls,
and said quietly, ""There
There it is—from
is-from now
now on you
you can
can set
set
it up to suit yourself! " and disappeared into
into the
the woodwoodwork! So they argued happily all that winter
winter about
about
whether the faces were bluish or greenish!
greenish! This
This was
was
not as bad as it
it sounds, as they
they had about run
run out
out of
of
fresh subjects for argument anyhow, and they are
are now
now
getting along better (outside of viewing
viewing hours)
hours) than
than
ever before!
A final word as to cost. From what II have
have seen
seen of
of
the prices, we can expect to see colour TV
TV sets
sets ranging
ranging
from $400.00 upwards. Most manufacturers
manufacturers use the
the
same chassis in all models, the sole difference
difference being
being the
the
cabinetry used. Motorola is in production on
on the
the new
new
90-degree rectangular colour picture tube,
tube, using
using aa
modification of a previous chassis aside from
from the special
special
circuitry required to attain good
good convergence
convergence in
in the
the
corners; most others use the original
original R.C.A.
R.C.A. shadowshadowmask tube. As far as I can gather, aside from these,
these,
there are no plans to produce in commercial quantities
quantities
any types of colour sets other than these
these two.
two. SetSetmakers are still busily conducting colour
colour schools
schools for
for
servicemen, and .these are well attended. Dealers
Dealers are
are
reporting greater colour sales than
than ever,
ever, and
and one
o~e large
large
dealer actually had more colour TV sets
sets on
on his
h1s sales
sales
floor than black and white!
Mena, Arkansas, U.S.A.
JACK
JACK DARR
DARR

Wireless Telegraphy
Telegraphy in
Wireless
in the
the Royal
Royal Navy
Navy
WHILE supporting the principal contention
contention of "Free
"Free
Grid" in your issue of April 1963
1963 ("Unbiased,"
("Unbiased," p.
p. 203)
203)
that wireless telegraphy was used by
by the Royal Navy
Navy for
for
several
several years before the first installation
installation in
in a merchant
merchant
ship, II feel that he tends to overstate his
his case when
when he
he
claims "the R.N. was using wireless ...
... in
in 1893."
1893." It
It
is true that Sir Henry Jackson probably already had
had the
the
idea of wireless telegraphy in 1893
1893 (a good
good many
many people
people
had); he was unable to put the idea into
into practice
practice for
for at
at
least two years.
years.
My researches into this period are, as yet,
yet, not
not suffisufficiently complete to give an exact date to
to the
the first R.N.
R.~.
experiments, but we already know the year
year from
from Sir
S1r
Henry's own statement: "In 1895,
1895, systematic
systematic experiexperiments were commenced by me with a view
view to
to utilizing
utilizing
the effect of Hertzian waves on imperfect electrical
electrical concontacts, for naval signalling purposes." (Proc. Roy.
Roy. Soc.,
Soc.,
Vol. 70A, p. 254: 1902.) This means that the
the first
first trials
trials
were about a year later than those of Lodge
Lodge and
and roughly
roughly
contemporary with those of Marconi.
Nevertheless, the Royal Navy was the pioneer
pioneer of
of
maritime radio, and not only on a basis of early
early experiexperiment. The practical value of wireless telegraphy
telegraphy at
at sea
sea
was demonstrated as early as 1899,
1899, when
when Marconi
Marconi sets
sets
were installed in three cruisers for the
the annual manoeuvres
manceuvres
548

(see G. Marconi "Wireless Telegraphy"
Telegraphy" Nature,
Nature, Vol.
Vol.
61, pp. 377-380: 1900). This is approximately
approximately two
two
years before the first Marconi installation in
in aa merchant
merchant
vessel.
Scampton, Lincoln.
ROWLAND F. POCOCK
POCOCK

Television
in Hospitals
Television in
Hospitals
THE regulations governing the hiring
hiring of
of television
television
receivers make special provision for the
the short-term needs
needs
of patients in private rooms. It would not
not be
be illegal
illegal for
for
me to hire a television set for my wife, who
who will
will be
be in
in
hospital for the next fortnight, although II may
may not
not hire
hire
one for myself for less than three
three months.
I am concerned, however, with the possible, not
not the
the
permitted. One large hiring service
service will
will not
not consider
consider
contracts below three months, another
another quotes aa miniminimum charge of £8. I have been
been urged to have
have aa 625625line set, although it was admitted that
that I should
should then
then
have to pay for an aerial. It is not
not certain
certain whether
whether aa
receiving licence would also be
be needed:
needed: if so,
so, the
the total
total
cost amounts to roughly £1 a day, even
even without
without the
the
pleasure of watching Band IV test
tes.t programmes.
programmes.
Surgical cases are usually adequately identified:
identified: after
after
all, the surgeon does not want them to disappear without
without
paying his fee. Since even the
the Board
Board of Trade
Trade has
has
shown some consideration for hospital patients,
patients, could
could
not the rental companies risk a few portable
portable sets
sets for
for the
the
prudent sick who have insured themselves against
against the
the
long wait for the public ward.
THOMAS
London, W.8.
THOMAS RODDAM
RODDAM
The arrangement to which Mr. Roddam refers is not
not inherent
inherent
in the regulations,
regulations, but is a concession granted
granted at
at discretion
discretion to
to
local dealers who must themselves apply
apply to their
their regional
regional office
office
of the Board of Trade.—Ed.
Trade.- ED.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS EXHIBITION

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS EXHIBITION

THIS year's International Radio Communications
Communications ExExhibition, previously known as the Radio Hobbies ExExhibition, which opens at the Seymour
Seymour Hall,
Hall, Seymour
Seymour
Place, London, W.l
W.1 on October 30th
30th for four
four days,
days, is
is
the sixteenth in the series sponsored by
by the
the Radio
Radio
Society of Great Britain. The show will .be
be officially
officially
opened by F. C. McLean, B.B.C.
B.B.C. Director
Director of
of EngineerEngineering, at 12.0 on the first day.
The R.S.G.B. will be operating two
t\vo stations
stations at
at the
the
show one using the Society's headquarters
headquarters call
call GB3RS
GB3RS
and the other using GB2VHF. The latter
latter call
call has
has been
been
granted by the Post Office especially for use
use at
at mobile
mobile
rallies, etc. As this is the jubilee
jubilee year
year of
of the
the Society
Society
a display of historic equipment is included.
included.
As will be seen from the following list
list of
of exhibitors
exhibitors
there are a number of " users
users "—both
"-both professional
professional and
and
amateur—as
amateur-as well as manufacturers and
and suppliers
suppliers of
of
equipment taking part.
A feature of the exhibition is the annual
annual competitions
competitions
for home constructed and commercial
commercial equipment.
equipment. On
On
the W.W.
W. W. stand will be demonstrated
demonstrated some
some of
of the
the
recently described pieces of equipment including
including the
the
W.W.
W.
W. oscilloscope, stereo balancer and
and audio
audio signal
signal
generator.
Admission to the show, which opens daily
0daily from
from 10
10.09.0, costs 3s.
Aveley Electric.
Amateur Radio Mobile
Society.
Society.
British Amateur Television
Club.
B.B.C.
Daystrom.
Electroniques (Felixstowe).
Enthoven Solders.
G.P.O . Engineering Dept.
G.P.O.
Green & Davis.
Hammarlund.
J-Beam Aerials.
Aerials .
K.W. Electronics.
Minimitter Co.
Philpott's Metalworks.

R.S.G.B.
Ralfe Radio.
Roding Boys' Society (Radii
(Radio
Group).
Royal Air Force.
Royal Navy.
Royal Signals—Special
Signals-Special T.A
T.A.
Communications Regt.
Salford Electrical Instruments .
Selray Book Company.
Short Wave Magazine.
Stern-Clyne.
Webbs Radio.
Withers Electronics.
Wireless World.
t:Forld.
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1 Mc /s to 32 0 Mc /s
an d co ns tan t ou tpu t lev el
1

and

Mc/s

to

3^0

constant

ce
AA highly stable signal from
.rom aa constan
constantt impedan
impedance
/ s isr
over the frequency
range 11 Mc/s
Mc/s to
to 320
320 Mc
Mc/s
frequenc y range
d design
provided by the advance
advanced
design of
of the
the Airmec
Airmec
or Type
VHF Signal Generat
Generator
Type 204.
204. The
The facilities
facilities for
for
rehensiv e and
modulation
comprehensive
and the
the output
output may
may
modulation are comp
e-modul ated,
be either continuo
continuous
wave, amplitud
amplitude-modulated,
us wave,
d
odul ated or
frequency-modulated,
pulse-modulated
or combine
combined
freq uency-m odulated , pulse-m
y-modul ated. The
amplitudefrequency-modulated.
The openopei
amplitude- and frequenc
circuit
adjusted to
to any
any value
value from
from 2J.!V
2 pV
circu it output may be adjusted
d over
to 220 mV RMS and, being
being stabilise
stabilised
over the
the
whole frequency
range,, there
there is
is no
no need
need for
for tedious
tedious
frequenc y range
ent of
checking and adjustm
adjustment
of the
the output.
output.
or Type
The VHF Signal Generat
Generator
Type 204
204 is
is one
one of
of the
the
complete range of VLF,
VLF, LF,
LF, HF
HF and
and VHF
VHF Signal
Signal
tured by
d and
Generators
designed
and manufac
manufactured
by Airmec.
Airmec.
Generators designe
lection
ensive · se
This range is part
part of the
the compreh
comprehensive
selection
nts which
ic instrume
of high quality electron
electronic
instruments
which Airmec
Airmec
ps.
ries and
produce
laboratories
and worksho
workshops.
Produce for use in laborato

Mc/s

output

level

RANGE :•
FREQUENCY
FREQUEN CY RANGE;/ s in 5 ranges,
11 -320 Mc
Mc/s
ranges,
scale length 29 ft.
ft.
TION:·
CRYSTAL
CALIBRATION
CRYSTAL CALIBRA
cal ibrati on accuracy
0.05% calibration
0.05%
accuracy
ATTENUATORS
TORS :ATTENUA
00-80
—80 dB in 20 dB steps
00-20
— 20 dB in 2 dB steps
continuo usly
00-2
— 2 dB continuously
variable

STABILISED
OUTPUT :·
STABILIS ED OUTPUT
-220 mV to RMS
2 pV
RMS
11V —220
from 52 or 75 ohms
CHECK
DEVIATIONN:CHECK DEVIATIO
Enables deviation to be
be
checked against crystal
crystal and
and
tuning control
control
provides fine tuning

d
"TV
• •
©

- - ■;

Ai rm ec for peak performance consistently

Airmec for peak performance consistently
rs,
copes, Wave
ors, Oscillos
:- Signal
The Airmec Range includes
includes:Signal Generat
Generators,
Oscilloscopes,
Wave Analyse
Analysers,
eters
Phasem
and
ters
Ohmme
rs, Ohmmeters and Phasemeters
Valve Voltmete
Voltmeters,
N
MENTS DIVISIO
LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION
LABOR ATORY INSTRU
ND
NGHAM SHIRE ENGLA
BUCKI
MBE
WYCO
HIGH
D,
AIRMEC
LIMITED,
WYCOMBE BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
ENGLAND
AIRME C LIMITE
MBE 2501
TELEPHONE:
WYCOMBE
2501 (10
(lO LINES)
LINES)
TELEP HONE: HIGH WYCO
R DETAILS
2WW—110
FURTHER
DETAILS..
2WW-11 0 FOR FURTHE

Wherever there is a need to vary Ac voltage

Wherever there is a need to vary ag voltage

YOU NEED THE
VERSATILITY OF
yOU NEED THE

VERSATILITY OF

Variac~-----Variac!

THE ORIGINAL AND BEST VARIABLE
THE
VARIABLE TRANSFORM
TRANSFORMER
ER

for
for infinitely
infinitely variable control
control of
of voltage,
voltage,
current, power,
current,
power, speed, heat
heat or
or light
light
Variac* is the most
most useful
useful device
device yet
yet developed
developed for
for the
the control
control
of AC voltage. It provides
provides aa smooth
smooth conti_
continuous
adjustment
of
nuous adjustme
nt of
output voltage, either
either manually
manually or
or remotely
remotely controlled
controlled,
from
zero
, from zero
to line voltage and above.
above.
Only Variac has Duratrak
Duratra *-a
■ -a patented
patented track
track surface
surface producing
producing
longer life, increased
increased overload
overu^ad and
and surge
surge capacity,
capacity, and
and maximum
maximum
economy in maintenan
maintenance.
The
superiority
of
Variac
has
been
ce. The superiorit y of Variac has been
proved in nearly 30
30 years
years of
of continuou
continuous
service inin factories
factories
s service
and in laboratori
laboratories
throughout
the world.
world.
es througho
ut the
There are over 200 types
types of
of Variac,
Variac, ranging
ranging from
from single
single small
small
units for laboratory or
or instrumen
instrumentt use
use to
to ganged
ganged assemblie
assemblies
for
s for
high
h gh power 3-phase
3-phase operation
operation.. The
The range
range includes
includes portable,
portable, open
open
and covered, metal-cla
metal-clad
and oil
oil immersed
immersed types,
types, dual-outp
dual-output
d and
ut
and high-frequ
high-frequency
types, plus
plus many
many 'specials'
'specials'.
ency types,

Variac

Varsac
*Registered
♦ Registered Trade
Trade Mark
Mark

Variacs
Vartacs are
are made
made in
in England
England by
by
The
The Zenith
Electric Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., London
London
Zenith Electric
and
and exclusively
distributed inin the
the UK,
UK, Eire
Eire
exclusively distributed
and British
British Colonies
Colonies by
by Claude
Claude Lyons
Lyons Ltd.
Ltd.

Sill*
HZ** w

ailaubc fHpons

Qj

mm

BE

Write {or
for illustrated
illustrated technical
technical literature
literature totc Publicity
Publicity Department,
Department, Hoddesdon.
Hoddesdon.
Write
LTD. Valley
Valley Works,
Works, Hoddesdo
Hoddesdon,
Herts. Hoddesdon
Hoddesdon 4541
4541 Telex:
Telex 22724
22724
CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
n, Herts.
76 Old
0ld Hall
Hal1 Street,
str
76
cm
eet, Liverpool,
Liverpool,3.3.MARitime
mar!time1761
1761 Telex:
Telex 62181
62181
,_2WW-111
2WW—til FOR FURTHER
FURTHER DETAILS.
DETAILS.
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'W OIIL _D
U.K.
-Eire Section
Section of
E. E.
U.K.-Eire
of I.E'.
LE.E.E.
THE
lectronics Engineers,
THE Institute of Electrical and E
Electronics
formed by the amalgamation of the American Institute
of Electrical
Eleetrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio
Radio
Engineers, is a " non-national" society with interests in
all parts of the world. The European Region
Region 8 is
regarded as being bounded by the Urals and the north
coast of Africa and already includes sections in the
the
Benelux countries, Egypt, France, Israel, Italy, Norway
and Switzerland. The formation of a United Kingdom
and Eire Section is now announced with headquarters
·at
at 2 Savoy Hill, London, W.C.Z,
W.C.2, where the I.E.E. has
has
offered facilities for meetings, and office assistance.
assistance.
Officers of the new Section are D
r. R. C. G
Dr.
G.. Williams
(chairman), Sir Harold Bishop and Sir John Hacking
(vice-chairmen),
(vice-chairmen). Dr. R. L. Smith-Rose (treasurer), F. S.
S.
I
Barton (secretary) and R. C. Winton (assistant secretary
secretary/
treasurer). Pending the establishment of an executive
commitnee, an advisory committee drawn from the power
committee,
and electronics sides of the profession will act on behalf
of . the I.E.E.E. Board of Directors. Its constitution
constitution is
is
as follows: Dr. T. E. Allibone, Sir Edward Appleton, Sir
Ashbr.i dge, Prof. H. E
Noel Ashbridge,
E.. M
M,. Barlow, S. L. M
M..
B-arlow, F. S. Barton, P
Barlow,
P.. A. T. Bevan,
Be van. Sir Harold Bishop,
C. O.
0. Boyse, Dr. R. C. Cuffe, B. Donkin,
Donkin, Dr. P
P.. Dunsheath, B. de Ferranti, Sir Archibald Gill, Sir John
John
I:Iacking, D.
D . · P. Sayers, Dr. R. L. Smith-Rose, Dr.
Hacking,
R. C. G. Williams (chairman) and A. J.
J. Young
Young..
.Membership of the new Section is approximately
approximately
· 1,100. · Total membership of tthe
he I.E.E.E.
LE.E.E. is 160,000
160,000
and of the I.E.E. 50,000.

· Co1npatible
S.S.B.
Compatible S.S.B.

~lodulation
Modulation

THE B.B.C.
B.B.C. are to test compatible single sideband
THE
(c.s.s.b.) modulation equipment developed in the EindEindhoven research laboratories of the Philips Group.
Group. If
If
these laboratory tests prove satisfactory, the B.B.C. may
may
.s.b.
apply to the P.M.G. to operate an experimental c.s
c.s.s.b.
h.f. band.
transmitter in the hi.
This method of modulation, which basically, is an
amplitude modulation system having the advantages
of s.s.b., yet can be detected with a conventional envelope
detector · (as in a domestic receiver) without introducing
distortion has been known for a number of years.
distortion,
years.
Probably 'the
the best known of the earlier systems, which
which
have been developed for h.f.
hi. and m.f.
mi. applications,
applications, is
that of
of Leonard
Leonard R.
that
R. Kahn and a paper by him titled
"A
compatible single sideband modulation system"
" A compatible
appeared in the Proceedings of the Radio Clu~
Club of
of
in March, 1958. The system the B.B.C. 1s
America in
is to
test, which has the same objectives as the Kahn system
although it makes use of some different theoretical
A method for
principles, is described in the paper ""A
for
obtaining compatible single sideband modulation
" by
modulation"
by
van Kessel, Stumpers and Uyen in the February, 1962,
issue of the E.B.U. Re·view
Review (No. 71A).
The Netherlands radio authorities have already
already underundertaken some experimental transmissions and it seems
to be clear from these and other experiments that the
the
system has several advantages over the conventional
amplitude modulation systems. These include a better
signal-to-noise ratio for an identical transmitter power
(and will therefore increase the service area of the
the transtransmitter) and a reduction in adjacent channel interference
(assuming the correct sidebands are chosen and the
the
transmitters are strategically placed).
The results of the B.B.C.'s tests will be made available
to the C.C.I.R.
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COMPAC
Cotnplete
COMPAC Complete
ON the 10th
lOth Oct0ber
October the final splice in the 8,700-mile
Commonwealth Pacific telephone cable (COMPAC) was
made off Leeward, Oahu, one of the Hawiian Islands
in the Pacific. Extensive testing and "lining
" lining up "" of
of
the cable and the shore-based stations, which control
the repeaters, is under way and the system is expected
to come into operation early in December, linking
Canada with New Zealand and Australia. This is the
the
second phase in the U.K. to the Far East telephone link
and, using the transatlantic cable CANT
CANTAT—which
AT-which was
commissioned in December 1961-and
1961—and a new 3,000-mile
microwave link spanning Canada, will proyide
provide 80 simultaneous telephone channels between the U.K. and
and
Australia. London and Sydney telephone operators will
be able to dial right through to subscribers at each end
of the link and any of the 80 telephone channels can
can
carry up to 22 telegraph circuits.
The cost of COMPAC, which has been jointly
]ointly
financed and organized by Britain, Canada, New Zealand and Australia has been put at £26,000,000. The
third phase of the project is the laying of the SouthSoutheast Asia Commonwealth cable (SEACOM), which will
connect Singapore, Hong Kong, North Borneo and
and
New Guinea to Australia and is scheduled for
for completion in 1966.

Modifications to
to Rugby
Rugby GBR
GBR

Modifications

TO improve the constancy of signals radiated by GBR
(Rugby) at 16kc/s, modifications have recently
recently bt;;en
been
made to the aerial coupling circuit. Frequency is
is
10
normally held to a few parts in 1010
but changes
changes of aerial
aerial
radiation impedance due to icing, low clouds and move% fluctuation
ment in high winds can cause not only 50
50%
fluctuation
of radiated power but a.lso
also changes of phase, amounting
amounting
0
to as much as +45
+ 45 o.
.
lorig-period changes have been compenFormerly, long-period
sated manually by adjustment of a variometer forming
forming
part of the aerial inductance. Now the variometer is
servo-controlled, the phase of the aerial current being
compared with a reference derived from the output of
the final amplifier. The new system is capable of
of
responding to changes of tune during a single telegraph
ZOmsec and with a residual phase error of
element of 20msec
les·s than + 11 o°.•
less
To complete
comPlete the stabilization the main aerial tuning
coils, wound with 6561/36 Litz cable on 16ft-diameter
wooden spiders, have been stiffened to overcome phase
jitter caused by electromechanical vibration at about
about 3
Sc/ s during on-off keying.
to 5c/s
The overall performance is now such that the aerial
current is constant to 0.1% and the phase relative
relative to
to
the crystal drive is generally within 0.5
0.5°o with occasional
o.
excursions to 1
1°.
The station is widely used as a frequency
frequency standard
and for comparison of time signals.

The Export Council for
British Weeks in Europe.Europe.—The
Europe has announced that next year's "" British Weeks ,"
are to be held in Dusseldorf (23rd-31st May)
May) and
and
Comprehensive
Copenhagen (25th Sept.-4th Oct.).
handbooks have been prepared and are available from
from
the Export Council for Europe, 21, Tothill Street,
Street,
London, S.W.l.
S.W.I.
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B.C.A.C. changes to U.K.A.C.—At
U.K.A.C. -At the annual general
general
meeting of the British Conference on
on Automation
Automatio n and
and
Computatio n Council held in London on 9th
Computation
9th October,
October,
agreement was reached to adopt the new
new name
name of
of
United Kingdom Automation
Automatio n Council. J.
}. F.
F. Coales,
Coales,
O.B.E.,
0.B.E., Reader .in
i n Engineering
Engineerin g at Cambridge University,
University,
was elected chairman of the Council
Council in succession
succession to
to
Sir Walter Puckey. A list of the 33
33 professional
professiona l instituinstitutions-inclu
tions—including
ding the British Computer Society,
Society, the
the
Brit.I.R.E., the I.E.E., the Inst.
Inst. of Physics
Physics &
& Phys.
Phys. Soc.,
Soc.,
and the Society of Instrument Technology—which
Technolog y-which conconstitute the membership
membershi p of the Council may be
be obtained
obtained
from the honorary secretary, F. Jervis Smith,
Smith, c/o
cjo
I.E.E., Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
1.E.E.,

TV for Kuala Lumpur.—A
Lumpur.- A Band III 625-line
625 -line teletelevision service is scheduled to start
start in
in Kuala Lumpur,
Lumpur,
Malaya, next month. This is the second city in
in Malaya
Malaya
to have television, as a service was started
started in
in Singapore
Singapore
last April, and is part of the first phase of
of the
the Malaysian
Malaysian
Television Service. Pye T.V.T. Ltd. supplied
supplied and
and
installed the Kuala Lumpur 5kW transmitter and E.M.I.
E.M.I.
Electronics Ltd. have been awarded a contract to
to supply
supply
£100,000 worth of studio and o.b. equipment.
equipment. The
The
transmissio n and studio equipment for
transmission
for the Singapore
Singapore
service, which now operates on two Band III
III channels,
channels,
was supplied by the Marconi Company (reported in the
the
April issue). The associated o.b.
o.b. equipment
equipment is
is Japanese.
Japanese.
African Communications.—The
Communic ations.-Th e International
Internation al TeleTelecommunica tion Union (I.T.U.) has sent a small
communication
small mission
mission
to Addis Ababa to assist in establishing the
the future
future teletelecommunica
tions network of Africa.
communications
Africa. The aim
aim of the
the
mission is to bring about increased direct communicacommunica tion facilities between African countries.
countries. The
The I.T.U.'s
I.T.U.'s
assistance was requested by the Executive Secretary of
of
the United Nations Economic Commission
Commissio n for
for Africa.
Africa.
A.F.C.E.A .-The new president of
A.F.C.E.A.—The
of the London
London
Chapter of the American Armed Forces CommunicaCommunic ations-Elect ronics Association is Capt. J.
tions-Electronics
}. R.
R. Penfold
Penfold of
of
the U.S.
U.S . Navy. As the membership
membershi p of
of the
the Chapter
Chapter
includes many British electronics engineers
engineers several
several
members of the executive committee are British.
British.
H. Schwartz (Decca) is 2nd vice-president,
vice-presid ent, and
and Sir
Sir
Reginald Payne-Gallwey
Payne-Gall wey (consultant),
(consultant ), L. T. Hinton
Hinton
(S.T.C.) and W. C.
C . J. Nixon (G.E.C.)
(G.E.C .) are associate
associate vicevicepresidents.
Apprentice
Apprenticeship
ship Awards.—At
Awards.-A t the M-O
M-0 Valve ComCompany's apprentices'
apprentices ' open evening (4th Oct.)
Oct.) completed
completed
indentures were presented and also two special
special awards
awards
for the year's best apprentices—M.
apprentice s-M. A. Corden
Corden (elec(electrical) and C. R. Maund (mechanical).
(mechanica l). In
In addition
addition to
to
craft apprenticeships,
apprentices hips, which now also include
include glass
glass
engineering
engineering,, the firm offers technician
technician and student
student
apprentices hips, the latter leading to the Dip.Tech.
apprenticeships,
Dip.Tech. in
in
applied physics or electrical or mechanical engineering.
engineering .

I.F.A.C. World Congress.—The
Congress. -The International
Internation al FederaFederation of Automatic Control held its
its second
second world
world concongress in the Swiss Industries Fair building
building in
in Basle,
Basle,
Switzerlan
Switzerland,
d, over the period 26th August-4th
August-4th SeptemSeptember. J. F. Coales, from Cambridge University,
University, has
has been
been
appointed the new president in
in succession
succession to
to Professor
Professor
E.
E. Gerecke, who retired at the
the congress
congress on
on the
the comcompletion of his term of office. The next I.F.A.C.
I.F.A.C. Congress
Congress
is to be held in London in June, 1966.
1966.
U.H.F. Television
T elevision Stations.—According
Stations.- According to
to the
the latest
latest
edition (No.
(No. 8)
8) of the list of European television
television stations
stations
issued annually by the European Broadcasting
Broadcastin g Union
Union
there are now about 150 u.h.f.
u .h.f. television
television stations
stations
operating in Western Europe.
Europe. Over 90 of
of the
the stations
station,s
are in the Federal Republic of Germany and
and some
some 50
SO
in Italy.
Italy. The publication,
publication , which
which lists
lists the
the stations
stations in
in
all four television bands, is
is obtainable from
from the
the E.B.U.,
E.B.U.,
Technical Centre, 32, avenue Albert Lancaster,
L ancaster, Brussels,
Brussels,
price 50
SO Belgian francs, and includes six
six bi-monthly
bi-monthly
supplemen
ts .
supplements.

The end-of-the-year
end-of-the- year vacancies on the board
board of
of the
the
I.E.E. Electronics Division are being filled
the
filled by
by the folfollowing: P.
lowing:
P . A. T.
T . Bevan (I.T.A.)
(I.T.A.) and Prof.
Prof. A.
A. L.
L. Cullen
Cullen
(Sheffield Univ.)
Univ.) as vice-chairmen,
vice-chairm en, and Dr.
Dr. R. L.
L. Beurle
Beurle
(Nottingha
(Nottingham
m Univ.), H.
H . V. Beck (Marconi Inst.),
I nst.), W.
W . J.
J.
Bray (G.P.O.), E. M.
M . Hickin (G.E.C.),
(G .E.C.), Dr.
Dr. D.
D. W.
W. Hill
Hill
(Royal College of Surgeons), J. Redmond (B.B.C.),
(B.B.C.), Dr.
Dr.
K.. F.
K
F . Sander (Cambridge
(Cambridg e Univ.)
U niv.) and
and S.
S. G.
G. Young
Young
(G
.P.O.), as ordinary members.
(G.P.O.),

H .M.S. Leander is the first of several vessels
H.M.S.
vessels of
of the
the
Royal Navy to begin testing a new anti-submarine
anti-subma rine
device known as Variable Depth Sonar. This
This device
device is
is
towed behind the ship and can be lowered to
to considerconsiderable depths to enable a sonar beam to
to be
be transmitted
transmitted
below the reflecting temperature
temperatur e discontinuity
discontinui ty layers
layers
which often impede the .passage of sonar transmissions
transmissio ns
from hull-mounted
hull-mount ed apparatus. The equipment,
equipment, which
which
was developed in Canada by E.M.I.-Cossor
E.M.I.-Cos sor ElecElectronics Ltd., in conjunction with the Canadian
Canadian Defence
Defence
Research Establishment,
Establishm ent, has proved very successful
successful in
in
trials undertaken by the Royal Canadian Navy.
Navy.
Another Anglo-American
Anglo-Ame rican Link.—The
Link.-Th e transatlantic
transatlanti c
telephone cable TAT-3,
TAT-3; linking Britain to
to the
the United
United
States, came into service on 16th
16th October, just
just five
five
weeks after C.S.
C.S. Long Lines, the American cable
cable laying
laying
ship, left Southampton
Southampt on with 1,700
1,700 n.m. of
of S.T.C.
S.T.C. cable
cable
to complete the American end of the project.
project. Details
Details
of TAT-3
TAT -3 were given in the October issue,
issue, p.
p. 502.
502.
Band III B.B.C. Station.—The
Station.-T he B.B.C. is to
to build
build aa
Band III television station at Winter Hill,
Hill, Lancashire,
Lancashire ,
to reinforce the existing Band I service from
from Holme
Holme
Moss.
Temporary arrangements
arrangemen ts are being
being made
made to
to
enable transmissions,
transmissio ns, on Channel 12,
12, to start
start at
at the
the
beginning of next summer and the permanent
permanent installainstallation-whic
tion—which,
h, incidentally,
incidentally , will share the same site
site as
as
the present I.T.A. station—should
station-sh ould be completed
completed in
in 1965.
1965.

Schools Lectures.—Among
Lectures.-A mong the series of lectures at
at
the Royal Institution for sixth form boys
boys and
and girls
girls from
from
schools in the London area is one by Sir
Sir Lawrence
Lawrence ·
Bragg on electricity and magnetism. It will be
be given
given at
at
The Electrical Research Association,
Association , of Cleeve Road,
5.30 on 5th November and repeated on the
6th,
Road,
the 6th, 12th
12th
Leatherhea d, Surrey, has issued a booklet
Leatherhead,
and 13th. Prof.
booklet " E.R.A.
Prof. R. L. F. Boyd will
E.R.A.
will lecture
lecture on
on the
the
Electronics
Electronics"" to show more clearly what the Association
exploration of the upper atmosphere by space
Association
space vehicles
vehicles
is
doing
in
the
electronics
field.
It
describes
briefly
on 26th November and again on the 27th
It
describes
briefly
27th and
and December
December
the work being done on the electrical
3rd and . 4th. Applications
electrical properties
properties of
Application s for tickets should
of
should be
be made
made
thin·films, on component reliability, etc.
thimfilms,
to the Royal Institution, 21 Albemarle Street,
Street, London,
London,
W.l.
The third Industrial
I ndustrial Photographic
Photograph ic and Television
The Electronic Engineering
Engineerin g Association has
Exhibition opens at Earls Court on 11th
has now
now
11th November,
November, for
for
issued Section 2 of its " Guide for joints
six days. It is open daily from 9.30
joints on
on electronic
electronic
9.30 to
to 6.0
6.0 (4.0
(4.0 on
on
equipment
equipment"" dealing with "crimped
"crimped joints
joints for
for general
general · Saturday). _
purpose electronic cables." Copies
Copies of this guide
guide are
are
available from 11 Green Street, London, W.l.
ILMAC 1966.—The
1966.-The third international
internation al exhibition and
and
congress of laboratory, measurement
automation
measureme nt and
and
Total attendance at the Berlin Radio Exhibition,
Exhibition,
techniques in chemistry (ILMAC)
(ILMAC) will not be
be held
held
which closed on 8th September,
September , was 417,500. At
At the
the
until 1966. The dates are 17th-22nd October and
the
and
the
last exhibition in 1961 there were 387,500
387,500 visitors.
visitors.
venue Basle.
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have
Ltd. have
Tabulators Ltd.
and Tabulators
Computers and
International Computers
for aa
Ferranti for
of Ferranti
department of
computer department
acquired the computer
shares
paid shares
fully paid
(1,900,000 fully
£6.25M (1,900,000
consideration of £6.25M
Ferranti
the Ferranti
of the
personnel of
The personnel
cash). The
and £1.5M in cash).
been
have been
1,900, have
over 1,900,
total over
which total
department, which
computer department,
de
Z. de
Basil Z.
organization. Basil
I.C.T. organization.
the I.C.T.
join the
invited to join
Ferranti,
of Ferranti,
director of
remain aa director
will remain
M .P., who will
Ferranti, M.P.,
I.C.T.
of I.C.T.
director of
managing director
deputy managing
has been appointed deputy
Brackat BrackFerranti, at
of Ferranti,
department of
he digital systems department
T
The
manufactures
and manufactures
designs and
which designs
Oldham, which
nell and Oldham,
for
principally for
equipment principally
data-transmission equipment
digital and data-transmission
be
not be
will not
applications, will
special applications,
military and other special
control
industrial control
the industrial
will the
nor will
I.C.T., nor
to I.C.T.,
transferred to
Wythenshawe.
at Wythenshawe.
systems department at
announced
have announced
Ltd. have
Industries Ltd.
M usical Industries
Electric and Musical
June
30th June
ended 30th
year ended
the year
for the
profits for
that their group profits
to
amounted to
profit amounted
Net profit
mark. Net
topped the £5M mark.
the
on the
£89,000 on
of £89,000
increase of
an increase
2,405,000 and showed an
££2,405,000
said
directors said
the directors
Incidentally, the
results. Incidentally,
year's results.
previous year's
been
had been
year had
the year
for the
business for
the business
of the
the electronics side of
very disappointing.
ended
year ended
the year
for the
G.m.b.H. for
Telefunken G.m.b.H.
Net profit of Telefunken
19,600,000)
(DM 19,600,000)
£1,750,000 (DM
to £1,750,000
31st March amounted to
2,100,000)
(DM 2,100,000)
£187,500 (DM
of £187,500
increase of
an increase
represents an
and represents
compared
Sales compared
results. Sales
year's results.
on the previous year's
£73,661,000
to £73,661,000
11% to
by 11%
increased by
1961/62 increased
th 1961/62
wi
with
825,000,000).
(DM 825,000,0000.
subsidiary
its subsidiary
and its
Ltd. and
Decca Ltd.
of Decca
Profits before taxation of
March)
31st March)
(ended 31st
year (ended
this year
up this
companies were slightly up
previous
the previous
in the
£2,930,000 in
against £2,930,000
at £2,958,000 as against
at
lower at
slightly lower
however, slightly
were, however,
profits were,
ye ar. Net profits
year.
increased
to increased
due to
£1,482,000 due
against £1,482,000
£1,444,000
£^444,000 as against
taxation.
range
the ""Graph"
of the
makers of
Waveforms Limited, makers
Graph " range
IndusMetal Industhe Metal
by the
acquired by
been acquired
has been
oscilloscope s, has
of
of oscilloscopes,
are
Waveforms are
of Waveforms
activities of
future activities
The future
Group. The
tries Group.
all
being all
time being
the time
for the
and for
review and
at present under review
the
from. the
conducted from
be conducted
will be
company will
operations of the company
Bndge
Vauxhall Bridge
92-96 Vauxhall
of 92-96
Ltd. of
Avo Ltd.
subsidiary Avo
.I. subsidiary
M
M.I.
S.\\1.1.
Road, London, S.W.l.
Company
Marconi Company
Agreement.-The Marconi
Anglo-French Agreement.—The
Fran<;aise
Compagnie Frangaise
with Compagnie
agreement with
has signed an agreement
secondary
new secondary
jointly aa new
produce jointly
to produce
Thomson-Houston to
The
system. The
interrogator system.
ground interrogator
surveillance radar ground
as
known as
be known
to be
is to
which is
system, which
this system,
equipment for this
exception
the exception
with the
throughout, with
transistors throughout,
SECAR, uses transistors
discussions
Technical discussions
stage. Technical
output stage.
of the high-power output
since
progress since
in progress
been in
have been
companies have
t\\-'0 companies
between the two
in
now in
are now
units are
main units
the main
and the
year and
the end of last year
course of production.
chairman
Radley, chairman
Gordon Radley,
Month.-Sir Gordon
£1M Orders a Month.—Sir
announced
has announced
Ltd., has
Computers Ltd.,
Electric-Leo Computers
of English Electric-Leo
of
rate of
the rate
at the
orders at
received orders
has received
company has
that his company
the
when the
year when
this year
April this
since April
£1,000,000 a month since
Leo
of Leo
merger of
the merger
following the
formed, following
company was formed,
of
division of
processing division
data processing
the data
and the
Computers Ltd. and
English Electric.
by
arranged by
being arranged
is being
exhibitions is
one-day exhibitions
A series of one-day
gear,
test gear,
latest test
their latest
display their
to display
Ltd. to
Cossor Electronics Ltd.
other
and other
lines and
delay lines
equipment, delay
v.h.f. communications equipment,
be
to be
are to
series are
the series
of the
shows of
two shows
apparatus. The first two
and
November) and
(13th November)
Manchester (13th
held at Queens Hotel, Manchester
may
Invitations may
November). Invitations
(26th November).
Bristol (26th
Grand Hotel, Bristol
instrument
the instrument
of the
manager of
sales manager
the sales
be obtained from the
Pinnacles,
The Pinnacles,
Ltd., The
Electronics Ltd.,
Cossor Electronics
division of Cossor
Harlow, Essex.
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an
received an
have received
Group have
Electronic Group
The Solartron Electronic
Ministry
Air Ministry
the Air
from the
£70,000 from
of £70,000
value of
order to the value
These
simulators. These
direction-finding simulators.
specialized direction-finding
for six specialized
controllers
airfield controllers
train airfield
to train
used to
be used
to be
simulators are to
secondary
and secondary
surveillance and
of surveillance
aspects of
in the operational aspects
received
also received
have also
Solartron have
equipments. Solartron
radar d.f. equipments.
tactical
surface tactical
for aa "" surface
Navy for
Royal Navy
an order from the Royal
designed
been designed
has been
which has
trainer," which
and blind pilotage trainer,"
several
to several
information to
radar information
simulated radar
to provide simulated
simultaneously.
" model " ships simultaneously.
"model"
been
have been
Ltd. have
Cables Ltd.
and Cables
Telephones and
Standard Telephones
telemicrowave telenew microwave
for aa new
contract for
awarded a £200,000 contract
London
The London
Bristol. The
and Bristol.
London and
between London
phone link between
the
in the
operate in
will operate
which will
link, which
new link,
terminal
terminal of the new
telephone
960 telephone
provide 960
and provide
band and
4,000Mc/ss frequency band
4,000Mc/
tower.
radio tower.
Office radio
Post Office
new Post
the new
be the
circuits, will be
radar
their radar
of their
one of
installed one
have installed
Kelvin Hughes have
The
Avalon. The
ship Avalon.
Railways ship
British Railways
new British
systems in the new
but
independent, but
two independent,
comprises two
installation comprises
complete installation
relative-motion
16in relative-motion
and 16in
12in and
with 12in
sets with
switched, radar sets
combined
ship's combined
the ship's
in the
fitted in
or true-motion displays fitted
weatheradditional weatheran additional
plus an
chartroom plus
wheelhouse and chartroom
bridge.
flying bridge.
the flying
on the
display on
relative-motion display
proofed 12in relative-motion
of
sets of
twenty-five sets
supply twenty-five
to supply
also to
Kelvin Hughes are also
Ltd.
Trawlers Ltd.
Northern Trawlers
to Northern
radar equipment to
Spatiales isis
d'Etudes Spatiales
National d'Etudes
Centre National
The French Centre
and
control and
The control
stations. The
ground stations.
satellite ground
to build four satellite
like
look like
will look
which will
stations, which
the stations,
tracking equipment for the
be
to be
centre, isis to
the American N.A.S.A. ""Minitrack"
Minitrack" centre,
Telegraphie
de Telegraphic
Generale de
(Compagnie Generale
C.S .F. (Compagnie
supplied by C.S.F.
of
division of
electronics division
the electronics
with the
conjunction with
Sans Fil), in conjunction
(Societe
S.N.E.C.M.A. (Societe
company S.N.E.C.M.A.
engine company
the aircraft engine
Moteurs
de Moteurs
Construction de
de Construction
et de
Nationale d'Etude et
Fran<;:aise
(Compagnie Franqaise
C.F.T.H. (Compagnie
d'Aviation), and C.F.T.H.
Thomson-Houston).
Tele& TeleTechnograph &
with Technograph
association with
Pye Ltd., in association
Products
Electronic Products
Technograph Electronic
Ltd. (formerly Technograph
graph Ltd.
Motors
Printed Motors
Pye Printed
company, Pye
new company,
Ltd.),
Ltd.), have formed aa new
magnet
permanent magnet
manufacture permanent
to manufacture
is to
Ltd. Its object is
licence
under licence
rotors, under
circuit rotors,
printed circuit
servo motors, with printed
Cie
and Cie
d'Automatisme and
et d'Automatisme
d'Electronique et
from Societe d'Electronique
Electro-Mecanique of
Paris.
of Paris.
Electro-Mecanique
small
from small
orders from
of orders
execution of
quick execution
To facilitate quick
H.
A. H.
etc., A.
departments, etc.,
maintenance departments,
electronics firms, maintenance
of
number of
appointed aa number
have appointed
Hunt (Capacitors) Ltd. have
Robertson
Harper Robertson
are: Harper
These are:
distributors. These
regional distributors.
(Leeds);
Ltd. (Leeds);
Farnell Ltd.
C. Farnell
A. C.
(Glasgow); A.
Electronics Ltd. (Glasgow);
Gothic
(Manchester); Gothic
Ltd. (Manchester);
Hemmerdinger Ltd.
Holiday & Hemmerdinger
Co.
& Co.
Lugton &
(Birmingham); Lugton
Ltd. (Birmingham);
Electrical Supplies Ltd.
Ltd.
Co. Ltd.
Supply Co.
Aeronautical Supply
Stewart Aeronautical
Ltd. (London); Stewart
supBulk sup(Bristol). Bulk
Ltd. (Bristol).
Electric Ltd.
Wireless Electric
(Redhill); Wireless
manufacturers.
the manufacturers.
by the
handled by
be handled
to be
continue to
plies will continue
Radio
Stern Radio
and Stern
Radio, and
Premier Radio,
Ltd., Premier
Clyne Radio Ltd.,
the
under the
trading under
now trading
are now
and are
amalgamated and
Ltd., have amalgamated
its
opened its
company opened
The company
Ltd. The
name of Stern-Clyne Ltd.
on
Bristol 1,I, on
Street, Bristol
Merchant Street,
26 Merchant
at 26
seventh branch, at
12th October.
Corporation
Zenith Corporation
the Zenith
of the
retailers of
to retailers
Television sales to
nine
first nine
the first
in the
mark in
million mark
the million
of Illinois topped the
year
successive year
fifth successive
the fifth
is the
This is
months of this year. This
television
with television
mark with
year mark
million aa year
the million
pass the
for Zenith to pass
receivers.
Max
appointed Max
have appointed
Co. have
Valve Co.
Electric Valve
The English Electric
Switzerfor Switzeragents for
exclusive agents
their exclusive
Paul Frey, of Berne, their
land.
land ~
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The dom estic rang e of radi o and telev
ision rece

iver s
ture d by Ban g & Olu fsen will in
■ man
J ufac
acrr^rn/^Uei
futu
re
be
han
dled in this cou
handled
country
by the
the Deb
Debendam
and
ntry by
end am electrical
elec
trica
l
and
radi
o dn
divi sion of St. A
radio
Warehouse
Aldigate
gate War
eho use Ltd.,
Ltd ., Innworth
Innw
orth
Lan e, <..
Glo
Lane,
loucester.
Smith
uces ter. Aveley
Aveley Electric
Elec tric ILtd1., of
of
Sou
th
Ock
end en, Esse
Ockenden
Essex,
leen
#ing
if these
x, who have
hav e bee
n han dlin
g some
som
e
of
thes
e
prod
ucts
prodi ets , will
wil con
continue
to market
tinu e to
mar ket the
the professiona
prof essi onal audio
aud io
equ
ipm
ent
of
equipment
Bang
Ban g &
& Olufsen.
Olu fsen .

Ke
Nor weg ian Tou rs.- A n
new
s^tTJrz-^T fKel
"vin Hug hes dem onstra
tion
van vn
left the Hai nau lt
to stan T
. factory
LOfc dtober
fact ory on lOth
Oct obe r
tosi star t cenSe!
a two -mo nth
!i tour
^ ?
m seaports
and
of Norweg
Nor weg ian
seap
orts
and
fish ing centtres
res. This
Thi s vehi
vehicle
specially
co
i-cle has been
bee
n
spec
ially
com
d
emonstrat
0
mis
sion
ed
for
onst ratio
ns of marine
SnmSt and dem
nnavi
vigat:
nal
mar
ine
t
/i "
gati onal
lded t0
equ ipm
it ^
is inte
intefnde
tour
wilent and
mlw
resent
d to fohow
follow up
up the
the pres
ent
tour• with similar
simi lar tours
tour s in other
othe r European
Eur ope an countries.
coun tries .

Fed eral Ger man y's G<
lt 0ffi
Con
Governm
stru ctio ns Radioelectriques
ernm9
ent
Office for
Rad ioel ectr ique s et
Constructions
et Electroniques du
Tech^o^^f^i.
or Weapons
Wea pon s
Tec
hno logy and Proc urem ent has
Cen tre (C.R .C.) of Fran ce hav e app ointElec tron ique s du
sign
1£
Slgned
a
ed
a
con trac
ed
Clau
de Lyons
Lyo ns
Centre
Francereel
have Jverpoc
appoint Claude
with · Raidf
con
actt
four
Ran k rimel
Cin tel for
Ltd.
, of(QR.C.)
the Ssupp
766 OldofHall
Ltd
vlnev
Erection
•r the
.Upply
complete
ly of
of
Hal l Stre
four
com
et, Live rpoo l 3 and
plet
e
and
Vall
dire ctio
Pmer 3
)r
n find ing equ ipm
Wor
ents for
ks, Hod desd
Works,
esdon, 1Her
;rts.,
exclusive
agents
in
the U.Iey,
with
accessories
JJtmospherics
atm osph eric s together
ts., excl
toge
ther
usive agen
ts
in
the
U.K
with
.,
Dresent
acce
ssories and spar es. u Theu ~pres ent contract
Com
mon wea lth, Rep
Commonwealth,
lepuL.ic
i < udes installation
ubli c of Ireland
con trac t
Irel and and
and South
Sou th Africa
Africa
incl udes ftinstthe^Xjo
alla tion and is to be followed
for
their precision
forth
nucleonic
instruments,
contract
aa further
prec isio n electronic
followed by
elec tron ic and
by
furt her
and nucl eoni c inst rum ents ,
con
trac t for rentro
0 men t
the dev elop
whi ch incl
ude a.f. and v.l.f
supp ly of an auto
include
v.l.f.. generators.
evaluation
Pment and supply
utomatic
mat ic
gene rato rs.
eval uati on cent re for atm osph eric rang
ing.
t-u
evaluation,
centre
for
atmospheric
rangine
The
total
tota l
The inst rum ents divi sion of L.F .E.
valu e of the con trac ts is in the regi on
Inco
of f^OOO.
rpor
FE
ncor
or ated
value
£40 ,000 .
(Lab
orat ory For Elec tron8ics)
fLa^oVo^For^l.^
^, 0f
.
t
'
P
ated
the
contracts
is
in
the
pon
of
of Bos
As a -res ult of a con trac t sign ed bby £lfflvox
specialize in mic row ave test gear , hav ton, U.S .A., who
,roduc,ion
Hifivox Prod
ucti on
e app ointted
g
"owaye'Ksf^
hav?app.
^e?
BaAierro^'fti^TTr
'
ed
Jam
,arrarcl
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Bar
bier b
i ofrard
Pari
s
Sco
and
tt (Eleclromc:
(Ele ctro nic Enggmeering)
Gar
rard
Scott
of
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Indus65,
r
JrlrA
^
,
Bering
Lt.
some
Eng
inee
inee ring ) Ltc
ring
Ltd
Ltd ., of Car ntyn e Indu s.,
som e
65,0
00
Gar
rard
recoare
trial Estate,
rd play ers 1"
Esta te, Glasgow,
exclusive
agents
for
the
U.K.
of
ver
£1
0
000
changers,
to
the
value
Glas gow , E.2,
and
chan
E.2, excl
gers
,
to
the
usive agen
valu
e
ts for the U.K .
of ove r £160,000, are to be ship ped
to
Fran
t e 116x1 six
LirinS
ce
duri
ng
Den
tron ics Incorporated,
the
)entronics
of Emerson
Tersev
r nex t six man
is. Mr
E Undderw<
Inco rpor ated , of
mon ths.
Eme rson , New
Mr. A. E.
New Jers
erw ood , rchai rma n
ey,
hav e app oint ed Cou tant Elec tron ics
of
the
com
pany
,
has
rece
ntly
Ltd . sole . U.K .
stat ed that his com pan y
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ts for thei r SgTS
expo rts over To^'ol
aSsTrTifr
^
exp^s^
rang e of sS^^tt
70 % of MalToSu^
stra in gaug
thei r tota l prod ucti on "and duri ng
tron ics are mov ing duri ng the mon th es. Cou tant Elec the past twel ve mon ths thei r over seas
from
711 Fulh am
sale'
fr
m0nthS
S
n
Roa
d, Lon don
by 42% .
S:Lon
Ta.vTt
Road!
Rfcteld
*
"""
^s have rise
, S.W .6 to ?Vrfed
3 Traf ford Roa
d,
Rich
field
Indu
stria l Estate,
Industrial
Reading'
55391),
Decca
Radar
Ltd
hav
•
j
Esta te, Reading.
Rea ding . (Tel.:
(Tel .: Rea ding 55391).
Dec ca Rad ar Ltd . have rece ived from
the Roy
edish Air
al
Pain
ton
and
Swe
Painton
Co. Ltd
d.. of Kings^horpe,
*
ortl T o^dei
"fS
dish Air Force
For ce £1,000,0
Kin gsth orpe , Northampton
£1,0 00,0 00 wor
Nor
tham
th
pton
of
,
orde
rs
for
·
have sign
si ited- a manufact
ring
and
marked]
?
agreen
isistouzec
radar
dis
lay
and
<
ita
ndlfn
^
tran
man ufac turi
sisto
rize
d
rada r disp lay and data han
ng and mar keti ng agre eme nt
dlin
ment m
laa
an<llmg
g
equ
ipwith
men t in ^
swit ch man
".a. the
be switch
facturers
P® Mos
£,ZZ,
« montts
^
the last« eigh teen
man ufac
ture rs Donald
Don ald P.
mon ths.
sma n,
Inc.
inc. of Brew
Brewster,
York.
covers
ster , New
New Yor
k. The
The agreement
agre
eme
nt cove rs
excl
usive manufacturing-selling
exclusive
the United
——
man ufac turin g-se lling licences
licen ces for
for the
Uni ted
Kin gdo m, the who le of Wes tern Eur
ope and Austra16 0f Western
Aus tralasia
ksia.
Europe and
_
Insp ectr on Ltd . of Emp ire Hou
Lon don , W.4 , hav e bee n app oint edse, Chis wick Roa d,
sole U.K . agen ts
for Sen
Sennheiser
nhe iser Electronics,
Elec tron ics, of
of Bissendorf
Biss endo rf, wesstt GerGer man y, who specialize in mic roph one
s
and
othe
r
aud
0
j
io
equ
ipm ent. ^
equipment
-doS aSo
Dob bie Mclnnes
Mci nne s (Electronics)
^^ohhie
(Ele ctro nics ) Ltd.,
Ltd of 4 The Mount
Gui ldfo rd, Surr ey, hav e been app., of 4 The Mou nt,
oint ed sole U.K .
agen
a^ents 0for
f
Surrey
sole UK ;
the
Ana lachave
Combeen
pan y, appointed
of
Analac
Pari s, whose
who se p
produS
tZhtj
Company,
of
Paris,
duc
ts
incl
ude
rang e of
of general
gen eral purpose
^ mclude aa range
analogue
purp
ose
anal
ogu
e
com
pute rs.
computers.
Aro
Aross S.p.
S.p.a.,
constant
a., of Milan,
Mil an, manufacturers
man ufac ture rs of
of conCor
stan t
volt
age transformers,
voltage
Langbourr
tran sfor mer s, have
hav e appointed
app oint ed Lan gbo urne Con sult
ants
sultants Ltd.,
House,
120 High
FdJ"
Ltd ., of Barnei
Bar
net Hou
se, 120
Hig h Stre?
Stre et,' Edg
Swar
e, Mid
ware,
Middlesex,
ex usiv
usivee U.K.
"
dles ex, excl
U.K . agents
agen ts.
- Ran k-B ush Mur phy Ltd . hav e
30,000 sq ft fact ory at Cam born e, bee n allo cate d a
Boa rd of Tra de. Prod ucti on of tele visiCor nwa ll, by the
and com pon ents , to feed thei r Plymon sub- asse mbl ies
exp ecte d to beg in at Cam b_o rne befo outh fact ory, is
re the end of the
year .
Cos moc ord Ltd . hav e com plet ed
sion to thei r fact ory at Wal tham Croass,5,500 sq ft exte nHer ts. The floor
area of the com plet e fact ory now cove
and the exte nsio n, whi ch is to be used rs 55,000 sq ft
by the plas tics
division, incl udes a larg e pres suri zed
"cle an room ."
Farn ell Inst rum ents Ltd . are tran sfer
men t agen cy and man ufac turi ng busiring thei r inst ru20,000 sq ft fact ory in San dbe ck Way , ness to a new
Wet herb y, Yor ks,
at the end of the mon th. The tele pho
ne num ber will
rem ain Wet herb y 2691.
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CLUB NEWS
Edg war e.-M eeti ngs of the Edg ware
and Dist
rict Rad io
sak
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four
th
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days '^
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each
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At the
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g
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et.
Street
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titl^of
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Val ley. -" The ■Elec tron
Mar shal
title
of 14th
the talk to be give n by S. Jone s ofling Yar d" is the
at
e
Railways
'vemtr:
"tinf f-e Sp ' Briti
vi sh 5
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emb er m
mee ting of the Spen
Ead
al 1
isssssasii
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«*
ateUr
Valley
!0o Society.
Or
J,
)ivev
rG2HHv!
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F aio
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fG2HHv!
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On the 28th J. Spiv ey (G2 HHV ) willAma teur
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elect
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Meeti
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7 n It
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office
:ettings
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elec tron
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EXPORT NEWS
Am pex Gre at Brit ain Ltd . have rece
ived an orde r
for abo ut £25 0,00 0 wor th of ferr ite
core
mem orie s
from the Swe dish com pan y Stan dard
Rad
io
and
Tele fon
AB, of Bro mm a. The se com pon ents
are to be used
in
a
ta) digi tal proc essi ng syst em whi ch is bein
g dev elop ed
and manufactured
man ufac ture d for
for the
the Swedish
Swe dish goveZfent
gov ernm ent.

mm*....,

The display ?
of the
Itffsr
"J ^
on .Mr
Dorking &
& District &S
Radio society
Society on
their
stand at the four-day Model &
hel^Xrlfni'nZ^r!
Railways & Engineering Exhi
held in Dorking in October.
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PEIISONil LITIES

JPERSOIXALtTiES
J.
]. Langhau.
Langham Thompson is to be president of the
British Institution of Radio Engineers in succession to
Earl Mountbatten. Mr. Thompson, who
\Vho is 57, has
been a vice-president of the Institution for a number
of years. He started his career with A. C. Cossor Ltd.
in 192'
1927 and seven years later joined
joined McMichael Radio
as
as chief
;hief engineer, where he remained until the outbreak of war.
war. During the early part of the war he
served as officer i/c of the

wireless section of the Inspectorate of Electrical and
Mechanical
Engineering
and before forming his own
company in 1946 he practised as a consulting engineer.
Mr. Thompson
last year relinquished the
chairmanship and managing directorship of J.
Langham Thompson and
resigned from the board
of Ether Langham Thompson. He is to deliver his
presidential address on 27th
November.

J. E. Rhys-Jones, M.B.E., M.I.E.E., has retired from
J.
the Plessey organization which he joined in
n 1933. Mr.
Rhys-Jones, who is 62, has been concerned for the past
24 years with the setting up of small engineering units
(remote from the main factories) for advanced development work. It was for his work on direction finding
and navigat
navigation
during
on dur
ig the war that he was appointed
an M.B.E. in
n 1946 when he was chief engineer
engineer of
Plessey's communication receiver development. After
Korthampton Enginee
Engineering
studying at the Northampton
ng College he
started his career in the radio and electronics industry
joining S.T.G.
S.T.C. at Colindaie.
Colindale. He was also on the
by joining
staffs of Marconiphone, Columbia Graphophone, H.M.V
H.M.V.
and Kolster Brandes before joining Plessey.
John Garland retired last month after completing
completing
47 years' service vwith
'.th the Marconi International Marine
Company.
Mr. Garland, who has been company
relations manager for the past year, started his career
:
seagoing
as a seago
ng radio officer in 1916. After representing
Marconi Ma
Marine
Marcor
ine on many occasions overseas and founding Establecimientos Argentinos
Argentinas Marconi in Buenos
1935, he became general manager of the MarAires ini 1935
coni Group of Companies in South America at the end
of the war. Four years later, he returned to the U.K.
to .become
of the special products
products division of
to,
become manager of
Marconi Marine; a position he held up to 1962.

Willis-jones, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., has been
Eric Willis-Jones,
appointed commercial manager of A.E.I.'s valve and
semiconductor factory at Lincoln in succession to Dr.
vvho is at present on a course of busiJohn Westhead, who
ness studies at Stanford University, California. Mr. .
wa s previous^
previously based at A.E.I.'s London
Willis-Jones was
headquarters and held the post of manager, Southern
Region Light Current.

A. E,
E. Cawkell has relinquished his directorships of
A.
Cawkell
Ca
kell Research & Electronics Ltd. and Dawe InstruAmplivo:?{ Ltd. as head of
ments Ltd. and has joined Amplivox
research and product development. After war service
in the Communications Branch of the Royal Navy,
Navy; Mr.
Cawkell founded, in 1948, the company bearing his
name which became part of the Simms group in 1960.
contributed
article
Last year he cont
buted an ar
:1( to Wireless World
on the indexing of technical information.
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Oliver Simpson, Ph.D., M.A., is to take up the post
of superint^adent
superintendent of the basic physics division of the
National Physical Laboratory next January. Dr. Simpson, who is 38, has been head of solid state physics at
the Se
:es Electronics Research Laboratory, Baldock,
Services
since 1956. After graduating from Trinity College,
Cambridge, in 1944, he ..pent
spent a year with the Admiralty
Research Laboratory before returning to Cambridge to
do re
:arch on photo-conductivity in semiconductors at
research
the Cavendish Laboratory, first as a research scholar
and later as Fellow of Trinity College. In 1949 Dr.
Simpson
vas appointed an assistant professor of physics
Simpson was
at the University of Michigan.
At the S.E.R.L.
he has been concerned with research on the electronic
properties of organic semiconductors.
Dr. H. E. M. Barlow, F.R.S., Fender
Pender Professor of
Electrical Engineer
Engineering
ig at University College, London,
has been elected to the board of directors of Marconi
Instruments Ltd. Professor Barlow, who is known
for his work in the microwave field and in power
measurement joined
ned the faculty of engineering at
University College, London, in 1925 and, apart from
war service, he has been a member of the academic
staff
itaff ever ssince.
ice. At the end of the war he rejoined
University College as professor of electrical engineering
and, a year later, he was awarded a fellowship. In 1949
he was appointed Dean of the engineering faculty. He
is also a member of the B.B.C.'s scientific advisory committee and the Radio Research Board of the D.S.I.R.
L. A. Thomas, B.Sc., F.Inst.P.,
F .Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., chief
chid
physicist of the Hirst Research Laboratory of the
General Electric Company, and Denis Taylor, Ph.D.,
M.Sc., M.I.E.E., consultant to the Plessey Company,
have just
ist returned from the Soviet Union after visiting
universities in Moscow and Leningrad. They were
IS-strong delegation to see
invited as members of a 15-strong
how the Russians co-ordinate their research efforts.
The delegation, which was at the invitation of V.
Kuznetsov, the director of the foreign relations department of the Soviet State Committee for the co-ordination of sscientific
entific research, was led by R. j.
J. Kerr-Muir,
the research director of Courtaulds.
D. Gabor, Dr. Ing., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., F.R.S
F.R.S,, and
A.M.I.E.E., have
have been
Colin Cherry, D.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.LE.E.,
granted Honorary Associateships of the City and Guilds
of London Institute (A.C.G.I.) on the completion of five
years as professors at the City and Guilds College. Dr.
Gabor is professor of applied electron physics in the
Department of Electrical Engineering where Dr. Cherry
is professor of telecommunications.
Douglas Fowler, Assoc. I.E.E., has been appointed
a director of Avo Ltd. Mr. Fowler came from Brookhirst Igranic, another subsidiary in the Metal Industries
Group, to take up the appointment of Avo's works
manager in 1961. After completing his apprenticeship
Igranicc in 1932, he held several sales
with Brookhirst Igrai
posts with the company and was subsequently appointed
chief of organization and methods in 1957.

J. A. Avery, A.M.Brit.LR.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., who has been chief
J.
inspector of Avo Ltd. since 1949, ir
is to be chief engineer.
Mr. Avery, who is 47, attained the rank of captain
R.E.M.E. during the war.
while serving with the R.E.M.E,
directot
Douglas A. Lyons, for more than 30 years directoi
of the Trix organization and a prominent member in
radio
the councils of the audio side of the ra
. o industry,
has resigned the managing directorship of Trix Electronics Ltd.
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Gp. Capt. C. Stephen
Steph en Betts, C.B.E.,
C.B.E ., who
who is
is now
now
W. Sillars,
Sillars, B.A.CCantab.),
B.A.(C antab.) , D.Ph.COxon),
D.Ph.( Oxon) , M.I.E.E.,
„ R. W.
M.I.E. E.,
Office
Comm anding the Ballistic
Officerr Commanding
Ballistic Missile
Missil e Early
Early Warning
Warni ng
F.Inst
m .P.,
,1J., has been
appointed
manager
of
the
A.E.I
R(
been
appoin
ted
manag
er
of
the
A.E.I.
Re(BME WS) at Fylingdales,
SStatio
ationn (BMEWS^
rectorr
Fyling dales, was
was deputy
deputy ddirecto
search
searc Laboratory
Manchester.
Dr.
Sillars
led
Labor atory at
at
Manch
ester.
Dr.
Sillars
joined
of operational
operat ional requirements
requir ement s at the
the Air
Air Min
Ministtry
ry from
from
Metro politan
Metr
ihtan-Vickers
of
A.E.I.)
in
193
and
-Vicke rs (now part
part
of
A.E.I.)
in
1932 and
1959 until his new appointment
appoin tment earlier this
this year.
year. Gp.
Gp.
after two years as a college apprentice,
alter
appren tice, he
he entered
entere d the
the
Capt. Betts,
Gap
tts, who is 44, joined
:al Branch
of
joined the
the Techn
Techn ical
Branc h of
resear ch department.
research
following
year
he
event
depart ment. In the
the
follow
ing
year
he
went
the RJ
R.A.F
F.. in 1941 after graduating
gradua ting at
at Cambridge
Cambr idge and
and
to New College,
College, Ox—rd,
Oxford , - as
as aa Metro-Vick
Metro -Vick scholar
schola r and
and
was on signals duties with Coastal
Coasta l Command
Comm and throughout
throug hout
on his return in 1937
he
re-entered
the
research
1937
he
re-ent
ered
the
resear
ch departdepart
5
the war. 1Ini 1952 he became
Officer,
becam e Command
Comm and Signals
Signal s Officer,
ment. Dr. Sillars
include
section
leader
Sillars ' appointments
appoin
tments
includ
e
section
leader
Air H.Q., Iraq, and three
tree years later
later was
was attached
attach ed to
to the
the
of the semiconductor
pt
semico nducto r section
section in
in 1947,
1947, phvsics
physic s group
group
Guided Weapons
Weapo ns Dept. of R.A.E.,
R.A.E ., Farnborough.
Farnbo rough. In
In
leader in 1950 and leader of
the
electrical
materials
of
the
electri
cal
materi
als
1958 he was appointed
appoin ted chief instructor
the
instruc tor commanding
comm anding the
group in 1955.
Weapo
ns Systems
System s Wing at the R.A.F.
Weapons
R.A.F . Technical
Techn ical College,
College,
Henlo w, Beds.
Henlow,
The United States Navy Letter of Commendation
Comm endati on has
has
been awarded
award ed to Wing Cdr. R.
I,
Gray for
R.
I.
for his
his meritorimerito ri:
ous service \whilst
lst on an exchange
tingg during
exchan ge po
postin
■:p Wl
during 1960/
1960 I
63 as a staff member
memb er of t^e
the electromagnetic
electro magne tic hazards
hazard s
divisio
n of tf
the LU.S.
division
3. Naval Weapons
Weapo ns Laboratory
Labor atory at
at
Dahlg ren, Virgin
ia. The award is
Dahlgren,
^ginia.
is in
in respect
respec t of
of three
three
invent ions to improve
improv e the
inventions
the safety and relia
reliabiility
lity of
of elecelectrically initiated
initiate d weapo
-eapons.
ns. The irventions
invent ions have
have been
been
introd uced to nminim
.iintroduced
iinir ize the risks
"sks of
of premature
prema ture initiation
initiat ion
of the weapo ns' ex]
osive
spurious
r.f.
radiaexplos
ive systems
systems by
by spurio us r.f. radiation. Wing Cdr. Gray is now
now at the
the Central
Centra l Servicing
Servic ing
Devel opmen t Establishment,
Establ ishmen t, R.A.F.
Development
R.A.F . Swanton
Swant on Morley,
Morle y,
Norfol k.
Norfolk.
Amon g the Irecipie
Among
cipients
nts of monetary
monet ary awards
awards for
for inveninventions to save ttime
n< and money in the
ie Royal
Royal Air
Air Force
Force
are two
two civilia
:iviliann :radio
■ dio technicians.
techni cians. D.
D. F.
F. Willies,
Willies, who
who is
is
station
ed at R.A.F.
R.A.F . Neatishead,
tationed
Neatis head, Norfolk,
Norfol k, recei
received
ed £50
£50
for 1hiss idea which led to the modification
modifi cation of
Dr R,
R. W
of the
W. Sillars
the power
power
D1nald Scott
Dmald
amplif ier circuit in the Type T217A
amplifier
r217A/GR
/GR multi-channel
multi- channe l
transm itters, to save valves being
u.h.f. transmitters^
being damaged
damag ed while
while
transm itters were being tuned.
the transmitters
tuned. Mr.
Mr. Willies,
Donal d Scott, Assoc.LE.E,
Willies, whr
Donald
who iss
Assoc. I.E.E., has
has been
been appointed
appoin ted
amate ur transmitter
an amateur
transm itter with
with the
the call
engine er-in-c
call G3HRK,
G3HR K, is
engineej
in-chief
C—; and Wireles
;d nin suchief of Cable
is the
the
Wirele
ss
Ltd.
sucNorfo lk county controlk
Norfolk
contro ller of the radio
cession
ate C. J.
V.
ho died
in
August.
cessio n to the
radio amateur
amate ur emerthe late
emerJ.
V. Law
Lawsom,
n, who
died
in
Augus
t.
netwo rk.
gency netwc
k. The other award,
award , of
Mr. Scott, who is 60 and joined
of £45,
Mr
Wireless
£45, was
was made
made
joined Cable
Cable and
and
Wirele
ss
in
to J.
J. C. Wilson of R.A.F.
iyiy, has served in
R.A.F . Warding
1919,
Wartli ng Sussex,
Sussex , for
in aa number
for renumbe r of
reof overseas
overse as stations
station s. He
He
design ing a section of the modulator
designing
was appoin
ppomted
1955
and
deputy
modul ator drive
drive stage
ted assistant
stage in
assista nt e.-ki-c.
in the
the
e.-in-c . in
in
1955
and
deputy
Mulla rd radar training
Mullard
e 2293.
trainin g control
contro l equipment
e.in-c. in
a A
;:rch last year. Four
equipm ent Tj
March
Type
2293 .
Four further
furthe r appointments
appoin tments
have
e
been
ma
:oll<
ving
Mr.
Scott's
promotion.
made
follow
ing
Mr.
Scott's
A. H. Robinson,
.(Eng.),
,,
Grad.
I.E.E.,
has
Robin son, B.J
promo tion.
B.Sc.(
Eng.), D.I.(
D.I.C. , Grad. I.E.E., has
These
are:
Antho
ny
S.
Pudne
Ant
h
r,
M
.B.E.,
A.M.B
award ed the Oliver
been awarded
'i.ver Lodge Scholarship
the
rit.I.R
.E.,
Schola rship by
T
^
S.
Pudner,
M.B.E.,
7
U
it.I I.E.,
by the
A.M.I .E.E.,
A.M.1.E
I, andJ Denis G. Smith
Smith as
as deputy
deputy engineers-ir
Institu
engine ers-inIns ;ute
te of Electrical
Electri cal Engineers
Engine ers to
to complete
compl ete the
the final
final
chief, am
I.I.E.E
and William
Willia m A. D.
D. Talbot,
Talbo t, A
A.M.I.
yearr in his investigations
E.E., and
ye
:mperial
lege,
on,
investi gation s at Imper
and
ial C<
Colleg
e, Lon
Londo
n,
Dudle
Dudley
W.
Weedon,
B.Sc.(Eng.),
A.M.I.E.E.,
as
y
Weedo
n,
B.Sc.(
Eng.),
·
into the possibilities
A.M.I
.E.E.,
mm
possibilities for ;he
as
the bandwidth
bandw idth compression
compr ession of
of
assista
nt
assistant
engineers-in-chief.
engine
ers-inchief.
video
signals
vii
>
for transmission.
transm ission. He
He started
started this
this study
study In
in
Octob er 1961 under an award given
October
given by
by the
the Department
Depar tment
Scientific and Industrial
of Scientific
IOBIT
Indust rial Research.
Resear ch.
UARY
OBITUARY
Harry
C.
Rober
ts
relinqu
ished his position
positio n as
. Harry C. Robert! r :linquished
as managmanag Eric Ball
Balliol1 Monllin,
Moull in, M.A
M.A., Sc.I
Sc.D.,, Professor
Profes sor of
of ElecElecdirecto r of
of thee Cossc
ing director
Cosso r Valve Company,
Comp any, through
throug h ill
ill
trical
tnca
Engineering
University
until
1960,
Engin eering at Cambridge
Cambr
idge
Unive
rsity
until
1960,
health
th on lst
October,
but
he
will
continue
in
the
1sti Octob er, but he will contin ue in the
died on 18th September,
Septem ber, aged
aged 70.
70. Dr.
Dr. Moullin,
Moull in, who
who
capaci
ty of a director
capacity
directo r and consultant.
consul tant. Mr.
Mr. Roberts,
Rober ts, who
who
was the first occupant
of
the
chair
of
ele
ctr: cal engineeroccup
ant
of
the
chair
of
electri
engine
eriss 64, has been with the company
1948
and
was
compa ny since
since 1948 and was
ing
establi
shed
in
1945
at
the
Unive
1
g
3t
bl
1
ed
in
9
rsity,
was
a
Fellow
previo
previouusly with Marconiphone
Marco niphon e and
i ^ i®
? , College,
1 45 at
I liversity,and
was a 1 'ellow
and Mullard.
Mulla rd. He
He is
off both
King
Cambridge,
is
King's
Colleg
e, the
Cambr
idge, and Magdalen
Magda len
succee ded 1byr S. E
succeeded
D. Coode-Bate,
Coode -Bate, who
who was
was previously
previo usly
College, Oxford
He
lecture rr at
at Cambridge
Cambr idge fro
0 r .
e was
as a
a lectur
from
assista
nt to the managing
assistant
Cossor
Electronics
manag ing director
directo r of
Foin
f'
,?fo
9
Q
•
t
u
u
^
of Cosso r Electro nics
il 1929 when he
nee Donald
ider
1920 ui
until
he bee
becam
Donal d Pollock
Polloc k rreader
Ltd.
in engineering
d
unti
engine ering science
science at
at Oxforc
Oxford , where
where he
he st
stayed until
being aappoin
G. S. Westbrook
ras been
ted to the professorship
Fjpc ited
Westb rook has
profes sorshi p at
been appointed
at Cambridge.
Cambr idge. His
appoin ted group
group general
His
genera l
researc
r<
search
, :ry wide
h studies covered
manag er by the■, Sealectro
covere d a very
manager
Sealec tro Corporation
wide range
Corpo ration of
range of
of 'rad
radioI
of Mamaroneck,
Mama roneck ,
subjec
subjects
ts and his books include
U.S.A
i.». ., and will be,
includ e "Principles
be. responsible
"Princ iples
respon sible for
off Elec
for the
Electrothe British
oBritish branch
branch
P
magne tism" and "Radio
magnetism
Aerials."
Dr
Moullin,
vwho
?o
compa ny aat Hersham,
company
"Radi
o
Hersh am, Walton-on-Thames.
Aerial
s."
Walto n-on-T hames . Mr.
Dr.
Moull
in,
Mr. WestWestwas
for
many
years
on
the
Editorial
Adv:
ry
Board
of
many years on the Editor ial Adviso ry Board of
brook joined the Sealectro
Corporation
Sealec tro Corpo
ration aa short
short time
time ago
ago
Wirele
ss
Engine er, was presid ent of the I.E.E. for
spendi ng a number
after spending
Counting
istrunumbe r of years with
with Count ing Instru was
1949/5
0.
.1^49/50
. President of the I.E.E. for
ments Ltd. in the capacity
ectorr and
general
capaci ty of
of d"
directo
and genera l
manag er. Prior
manager.
d for
Priqr to this he
he hi
Dr. Sisir K
:ra, F
R.S.,, Professor
held
for six
six years
K. M
years aa similar
Mitra,
F.R.S.
simila r
Profes sor Emeritus
Emeri tus of
of the
the
post with Electro
Electr o Methods
Metho ds Ltd..
Unive
Ltd . .
rsity
m er
y of Calcut ta, died in Augus t at the age of
73.
7
w?
alcutta,
died
ii
August
at
the
age
of
73
Prof. Mitra, who was elect
Pi
d aa Fellow
elected
D. H. Fisher,
Fellow of
of tlthe; Royal
Fisher , A.M.I.E.E.,
Royal
A.M.I .E.E., the
the manager
manag er of
of the
the recently
recent ly
Societ
Societyy n
958 "for
for his re
marches
in 1958
resear
ches in
forme
in many
many branches
d- colour television
branch es
formed
televis ion division
divisio n of
of RCA
R.C.A . Great
Great
of
f upper atmos phere physic s," was profes
sor of
Britain L
I has announce
1
that
E.
A.
Neaf
as
been
Ltd.,
physic
o
"PPff
atmosphe
;
physics,"
v.-as
professor'
if p:
ysicss
annou nced that E. A. Neaf has been
at the
e Unive rsity for many years until his retirem ent in
appoin ted the divisic
appointed
i's sales manager.
Neaf
was
divisio n's
manag er. Mr,
Mr. Neaf was
?Q«
for many years until his retirement in
1955. Upwersity
He was also
head
of the
the University's
evi usly
b
Unive rsity's Institute
previo
Institu te
with the
the closed
closed circuit
circuit television
televis ion division
divisio n coff
P5
° usly with
f Radio
n V Physics
1 Electronics.
fad of
of
and
He
receiv
Physic
s
and
Electro
nics.
the Marconi
Scadeng,
A.M.Br
IRE
He
receiv edi his
Marco ni Company,
his D.Sr
D.Sc.
Comp any. P.
P. Scaden g, A.M.B rit.I.R .E.,
from Calcutta
Wersity
in
1919
after
whicl
h,
studied
Calcut ta U
Unive
rsity
in
1919
after
which
division'ss engineerin
the division
the
company
he
studie
engine ering manager,
d
manag er, joined
joined the compa ny
at the Sorbo
nne in PParis.
Prof. Mitr
in April this year from Rediffusion.
Mitra
was
rb nne
r s
Prof
chairm
an
Rediffusion.
? fta section
^ of
", Brit.I.R.E.
wi chairman
cSf-fV
^alcutta
rs.
of the
the Calcut
ofi the
the
Brit.I.
R.E. for
for thr
three years.
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QUARTZ STABILITY
QUARTZ

STABILin

CRYSTAL
OVENS
L OVENS
CRYSTA

er
The Marconi 'change
The
'change of
ot state'
state' oven
oven employs
employs no
no thermomet
thermometer
and has a
switch and
a switching
switching differential
differential of
of 0.0014°C.
0.0014JC.
er
s or
crystal ovens,
ovens, using
using thermostat
thermostats
or thermomet
thermometer
Orthodox crystal
e variations
switches, are available
ava able where
where wider
wider temperatur
temperature
variations
acceptable.
are acceptable.

L FILTERS
CRYSTAL
FILTERS
CRYSTA
tics
crystal filters
Standard crystal
Standard
filters with
with SSB
SSB or
or bandpass
bandpass characteris
characteristics
s.
F. filters
for 100
available for
are available
100 kc/s
kc/s operation,
operation, and
and I.
I.F,
filters for
for 455
455 kc/
kc/s.
filters are
special filters
Many special
are available
available for
for frequencies
frequencies up
up to
to
meet
to
produced
be
can
designs
new
and
Mc/s; and new designs can be produced to meet
20 Mc/s;
20
irements.
specific requ
specific
requirements.
The Specialized Components
Components Catalogue
Catalogue lists
'.'sts over
over 110
110 Marconi
Marconi
which
Components , the design and manufacture
Components,
manufacture of
of which is
is undertaken
undertaken only
only
case
every
almost
in
and
available,
is
when no suitable alternative
alternative is available, and in almost every case
Marconi components are designed for
for higher
higher performance
performance and
and are
are
alternative.
available
any
tolerance than
made to closer tolerance
than any available alternative.

MA RCO NI

MARCONI

NENTS
SPECIALIZED
COMPONENTS
LIZED COMPO
SPECIA
TS DIVISION
ED COMPONEN
Please address your enquiries to:
to: SPECIALIZ
SPECIALIZED
COMPONENTS
DIVISION
ORD,
CHELMSF
LIMITED,
Y
COMPAN
I
MARCON
THE
MARCONI
COMPANY
LIMITED,
CHELMSFORD
2WW-112 FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
2WW—112

ESSEX,

ENGLAND
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BELL ING- LEE NOTES
NOTE S
BELLING-LEE
No. 46 of a series.
series.
Is an aerial balun
balun really
really
necess ary at u.h.f.
necessary
u.h.f. ??
A balun is a device for
for coupling
couplin g aa balanbalanced circuit to
to an
an unbalanced
unbalan ced one
one (hence
(hence
its name), or vice versa.
" balanced
versa. By
By aa"
balance d
circuit
circuit"" is meant
meant aa circuit
circuit which
which isis
compris ed of two halves
comprised
halves of
of equal
equal impedimpedance, each of which
which also
also has
has aa common
commo n
impedan ce to earth and
impedance
and to
to other
other electrical
electrica l
circuits .
circuits.
A balanced
balance d circuit
circuit cannot
cannot
be connected
connect ed directly
directly to
to an
an unbalanced
unbalan ced
one without becoming
becomin g unbalanced.
unbalan ced.
Now a conventional
convent ional television
televisio n aerial
aerial inincorpora ting a centre
corporating
centre fed
fed dipole,
dipole, and
and this
this
includes Yagi arrays,
arrays, is
is essentially
essentia lly aa
balance d arrangement.
arrange ment. It
balanced
It can,
can, of
of course,
course,
become unbalanced
unbalan ced by
by bad
bad design,
design, or
or
by induction
inductio n if
if mounted
mounte d too
too close
close to
to
anythin g which disturbs
anything
disturbs the
the surrounding
surroun ding
asymme trically; mounting
field asymmetrically;
mountin g itit verticvertically inevitably
inevitab ly disturbs
disturbs the
the balance
balance to
to
some extent, however
howeve r slight.
slight. If
If this
this
occurs, the two halves
halves of
of the
the aerial
aerial are
are
no longer of equal
equal impedance
impeda nce and
and the
the
current distribution
distribu tion therefore
therefor e becomes
become s
differen t in each
different
each half,
half, and
and if
if aa balanced
balance d
transmi ssion line (the
transmission
(the feeder
feeder or
or downdownlead) is connected
connect ed directly
directly to
to it,
it, the
the unununbalan ced component
unbalanced
compon ent of
of the
the aerial
aerial
current appears in
in the
the line,
line, unbalancing
unbalan cing

it.
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conside rably more
more skill
considerably
skill and
and care
care in
in its
its
installat ion if the
the balance
installation
balance is
is not
not to
to be
be
upset, e.g. by stray
stray capacitances;
capacita nces; also,
also,
unbalan ced receiver
receiver inputs
unbalanced
inputs are
are easier
easier
and cheaper to produce.
produce .
Fortuna
tely, the amount
Fortunately,
amount of
of unbalance
unbalan ce
of a coaxial cable
cable is
is small
small if
if the
the diameter
diamete r
cable is
of the cable
is small
small compared
compar ed with
with the
the
wavelen gth of the
wavelength
the signals
signals to
to be
be handled,
handled ,
and this is normal
normal practice
practice in
in domestic
domesti c
receivin g systems.
systems .
receiving
An
An unbalanced
unbalan ced
current does flow in the
the outer
outer conductor
conduct or
(screen) , and this
(screen),
this in
in turn
turn means
means that
that the
the
current distribution
distribu tion in
in the
the two
two halves
halves
of the aerial dipole
dipole is
is unbalanced,
unbalan ced, which
which
affects the nulls and
and overall
overall pattern
pattern of
of
aerial's polar
the aerial's
polar diagram;
diagram ; in
in the
the case
case
transmi tting aerial,
of a transmitting
aerial, it
it also
also means
means aa
waste of power. The
The effect
effect will
will be
be aa
minimu m if the feeder
minimum
feeder cable
cable is
is correctly
correctl y
matched to
to the aerial,
aerial, i.e.
i.e. if
if the
the characcharacimpedan ce of
teristic impedance
of the
the cable
cable isis of
of the
the
same value as
as the centre
centre impedance
impedan ce of
of
the aerial.
The accompanying
accomp anying polar
polar diagrams,
diagram s,
recordin g the performance
recording
perform ance on
on channel
channel 33
33
(567 Mc/s)
Mc fs) of
of aa typical
typical 10-element
10-elem ent
(reflecto r, dipole,
dipole, and
(reflector,
and 88 directors)
director s) u.h.f.
u .h.f.
connect ed to
aerial connected
to aa coaxial
coaxial cable
cable with
with
and without aa balun,
balun, show
show how
how slight
slight
the effect of a normal coaxial
coaxial (unbalanced)
(unbala nced)
line is when the
the aerial
aerial and
and cable
cable are
are
correctl y matched
correctly
matched for
for impedance.
impedan ce. The
The
small amount of
of spoliation
spoliati on has
has no
no
practical significance
practical
significance under
under normal
normal
domestic reception conditions
conditions where
where local
local
noise is predominantly
predom inantly thermal,
thermal , and
and the
the

VOLT
AGE POLAR
VOLTAGE
POLA R DIAGRAMS
DIAG RAMS
8 Director
Direc tor array—
array - . 567
567 Mc/
Mc/s

i
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m

w
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COM PLET E RANGE
COMPLETE
RANG E OF
OF
U.H.F . AERIALS
U.H.F,
AERI ALS
Belling -Lee make
Belling-Lee
make aa range
range of
of
u.h.f. aerials
aerials from
from aa simple
simple 33elemen
elementt (reflector,
(reflec tor, dipole
dipole and
and one
one
directo r) to
director)
to an
an 18-e!ement
18-e!e ment (16
(16
directo rs) and
directors)
and aa double
double 10-element
10-elern:ent |
broads
broadside
ide array.
array. These
These aerials
aerials
provid e uniform
provide
the
unifor m gain
gain over
over the four
four
local channels;
the
graduated
channe ls; the gradua ted didipole is correctly
correct ly matched
matche d to
to the
the
cable, requiring
requiri ng no
no balun.
balun. They
They
are extremely
easy
extrem ely easy to
to install.
install.
For example,
examp le, note
note the
the removable
remov able
cable termination,
termin ation, which
which allows
allows
the feeder to
to be
be made
made up
up on
on the
the
ground.

i

mm
ii

as a balun.
balun. The
The alternative
alternat ive is
is to
to alter
alter
the centre impedance
impedan ce of
of the
the folded
folded dipole,
dipole,
which can
can be done
done by
by varying
varying the
the crosscrosssection of _ its limbs
limbs along
along their
their length,
length,
and if this is
is done
done correctly,
correctl y, aa good
good
impeda nce match to
to the
impedance
the cable
cable can
can be
be
achieve d without aa transformer.
achieved
transfor mer. A
A balun
balun
then becomes
become s unnecessary
unneces sary for
for aa domestic
domesti c
aerial.

i
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m
m
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m

with balun
In practice^
practice , in
in order
order to
to achieve
achieve optimum
optimu m
receptio n, it is
reception^
is usual
usual to
to mount
mount television
televisio n
aerials clear of disturbing
disturbi ng influences
influenc es and
and
so, ^ for all practical
practica l purposes,
purpose s, balance
balance isis
maintai ned. However,
maintained.
Howeve r, in
in this
this country,
country ,
a coaxial feeder is
is usually
usually employed
employ ed for
for
conduct ing the
conducting
the signal
signal energy
energy to
to the
the
receiver
receiver,, and this is
is not
not aa balanced
balance d transtransmission line.
The
The reasons
reasons for
for this
this
practice are that
that aa balanced
balance d line
line needs
needs

is
m

I
m

~~BELLING-LEE
BELLING-LEE

witho ut balun
balun
without

Belling & Lee Ltd.
Ltd.

back-to -front ratio
back-to-front
ratio and
and directivity
directiv ity are
are
imperce ptibly affected
imperceptibly
affected as
as far
far as
as the
the
ordinar y viewer is
ordinary
is concerned.
concern ed. Of
Of course,
course,
if there is an appreciable
appreci able impedance
impedan ce mismismatch (say, greater
greater than
than 2:1)
2 : 1) anywhere
anywhe re
in the response
respons e band
band of
of the
the aerial,
aerial, the
the
effect will be magnified
magnifi ed and
and it
it may
may then
then
be necessary
to
fit
an
impedance
matching
necessa ry
fit an impedan ce matchin g
transfor mer; in this
transformer;
this event
event the
the transtransformer can be designed
designe d to
to function
function also
also

Great Cambridge
Cambr idge Road,
Road, Enfield,
Enfield ,

2W W—113
W-113 FOR FURTHER
FURTHE R DETAILS.
DETAIL S.

Middx .
Middx.
Tel:
Tel : Enfield 5393
5393
Alost
Most Belling-Lee
Belling-Lee products
products are
are covered
covered by
by
patents, registered
registered designs,
designs, or
or applicaapplications.
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NEW
NEW
Travelling Wave Tube
Power Unit .
A LARGE variety of travelling
travelling wave
wave
tubes may be operated
operated from
from aa power
power
manufactured by
by
unit Type 4580 manufactured
James Scott Ltd., Carntyne
Carntyne IndusIndusE.2. Supplies
Supplies
trial Estate, Glasgow, E.2.
are available for helix,
helix, collector
collector and
and
positive
with
second grid which are posi
ve w
h
cathode and
and aa negative
negative
respect to the cathode
voltage for the control
control grid
grid as
as well
well
the t.w.t.
t.w.t. The
The
as a heater supply for the
unit is supplied
supplied for use
use with
with tubes
tubes
uni
which have the collector
collector at
at earth
earth
earth connection
connection being
being
potential, the earth
made in the power supply
supply.
variable from
from
The helix supply is variable
11 to 33 kV positive
positive with
with respect
respect to
to
cathode at currents up
up to
to 22 mA
rnA and
and
is stab
stabilized
to 0.1%
0.1% for
for +5%
± 5%
ized to
variation in mains
mains voltage.
voltage. Both
Both
is metered.
metered. The
The
voltage and current is
obtained from
from aa
collector supply is obtained
V source
source wh
which
variable 0 to 500 V
;h isis
added to the helix supply
supply givir
giving
g
to 3.5
3.5 kV^
kV; currents
currents
voltages from 11 to
of . up to 30 mA
rnA can be
be drawn.
drawn.
Grid-2 supply pro
provides
rnA of
of
ides 22 mA
current over a continuously'
continuously variable
variable
range of voltage from
from 100
100 to
to 800
800 V.
V.
The grid-1 voltage is obtained
obtained from
from
a neon-regulated supply
supply and
and is
is varivari to 150
150 V.
V. A
A variable
variable
able from 0 to
heater supply of 44 to
to 7.5
7.5 V
V a.v.
a.v. is
is
provided.
Other features of
of this
this Instrument
instrument
overload proproinclude a helix-current overload
tection circuit, aa stal
stabilizer
valve
prozer valve prointerlock system
system
tection trip and an interlock
\Vhereby the h.t. supplies
supplies can
can be
be
whereby
applied only in
in the order
order collectorcollectorhelix-grid.
heiix-grid.
measures 21jX
21-! X
Tht>
The equipment measures
cost is
is £735.
£735.
19
X 18in. The cost
19Xl8in.
2WW 322
3.22 for
fo~ further details.
details.

ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC

PHODLJCTS

PHODVCTS

EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT

The full-scale
full -scale
ligament suspension. The
of the
the recorder
recorder isis
deflection time of
approximately 1.5
1.5 seconds
seconds and
and direct
direct
voltage measurement (20,00011/V)
(20,000!:2 /V) is
is
500V ini eight
eight ranges.
ranges.
possible up to 500V
up to
to 1A
1A can
can be
be
D.c. measurements up
seven ranges.
ranges. Alternating
Alternating
made in seven
to 500V
500V in
in five
five ranges
ranges
voltages up to
are possible and alternating
alternating currents
currents
can be measured up to
to 0.2
0.2 mA
rnA on
on
No ink is
is required
required for
for
one range. No
1
The equipment
equipment weighs
weighs
recording.
recording, The'
Slb
the dimensions
dimensions are
are 245
245 XX
51b and me
120 x90mm.
120X90mm.
2WW 323 for further details.
Laser Rods

MACHINED laser rods are
are available
available
from Stanley
Stanley Sealey
Sealey Instruments
Instruments
Ltd., Avery Hill
Hill Road, New
New Eltham,
Eltham,

AND
4ND

ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES

S.E.9. Neodymium-doped
Neodymium-doped
London, S.E.9.
glass rods can
can be
be suppi'
supplied
with
:d with
ground and polished
polished flat
fiat ends.
ends. Other
Other
end shapes can also be
be supplied.
supplied.
Optical systems and reflectors
reflectors suitsuitable for use with the
the rods
rods can
can be
be
customer specification.
specification.
produced to customer
The company also offer
offer a laser
laser rod
rod
machining service.
324 for further details.
2WW 321

Receiver
Standard Frequency Receiver
all-British product
product
THE FIRST all-British
from Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard Ltd.,
Ltd., Dallas
Dallas
Road, Bedford, has
has recently
recently been
been
announced.
I t is the
the 5090A
5090A Standard
Standard
announced It
Frequency Receiver, which
which takes
takes
advantage of the
the recently
recently improved
improved
stability of the
tbe Droitwich
Droitwich 200kc/s
200 kc/s

by Stanley
Stanley Sealey
Sealey Instruments
Instruments Ltd.
Ltd.
Laser rods machined by

Multi-range Test
Test Set
Set
Multi-range
THE COMBINATION, with a high
high
degree of portab
portability,
of aa multimultity, of
nd current
current measuring
measuring
range voltage _and
instrument and a chart
chart recorder
recorder
which also marks the
the measuring
measuring
automatically
on the
the chart
chart
range automat
ally on
should prove valuable
valuable ini con
continuous
nuous
measurement app!
applications.
The
:ations.
The
"Multiscript
test set
set marketed
marketed
" Multiscript 33"
" test
S'miths Industrial
Industrial Division,
Division,
by
Smiths
Park Drive,
Drive,
Kelvin House, Wembley Park
Wembley, Middlesei;,
Middlesex, employs
employs aa
moving-coil movement with
with tauttaut\XTIRELESS World,
WoRLD, November
NovEMBER 1963
1963
Wireless

Travelling wave tube power
power unit
unit
james Scott
Scott
manufactured by James
Ltd., of Glasgow.
Glasgow.
Smith 's "
"Multiscript
Right: Smith's
Multiscript
3 " measuring and recording
recording
set.
test set.

\
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Jrix
Trix Electronics Model
.T636 amplifier.
,7636
amplifier.

-m
A
A Hewlett-Packard engineer setting
setting up the
the 5090A
5090A standard
standard
frequency receiver during field
field trials.

transmitter to provide a highly reset monthly) although propagation
transmittt/
accurate signal for the operation of effects at long range may influence
counters and calibration of instru- this in the short term. Phase delays
ments.
Outputs are provided at do not exceed 1/j.sec
1,usec over the range
o
1Mc/s
IMc/s and lOOkc/s,
100kc/s, and a "fail 0 to 50
C. Sensitivity is 1/xV.
50°C.
1!'.V.
safe " faci
ty iss provided whereoy
facility
whereby no 2WW 325 for further details.
available
output is ava'
able in the absence of
a 200 kc/s signal.
An internal
100 kc/s oscillator is phase-locked to 30 W Amplifier
lOOkc/s
the standard signal via a frequency
doubler, the required narrow band- ELEVEN transistors are used in the
width (0.2 c/s) be
ig obtained by Model T636 amplifier manufactured
being
Trix Electronics Ltd., Maple
means of an integrating amplifier. by TrV
W.l. The equipment
An additional phase detector is used Place, London, W.L
r
can
be
powered
by a 12 V car batto ggive
an
output
90deg
out
of
phase
e
with the ma,ii
main one, which
which is indi- tery or from an alternating mains
200-240V). Inputs
cated on the meter. Any meter supply (115 or 200-240V)
indication then means that the oscil- are provided for two microphones
lator is locked.
This output also and a music source. Separate tone
1
provided
drives the signal gate, so that in the controls are pro
"ded for the microabsence of lock, no output is ob- phone and music inputs. All three
nputs can be faded or mixed and a
tained. The gate may be bypassed inputs
selector switch enables the music iniff required
required.
Facilities are provided for com- put to be selected from pickup, tape
parison of external frequencies and
and or radio. If the amplifier is used
vehicle, adjustment for either
the standard frequencies, a chart ina a vel':le,
posltlve-or negative—earthed
recorder output being provided for a
negative-earthed
positive—or
chassis is ssimple.
this purpose.
nple, The power output,
Long-term stability is that of the
the with less than 5%
5 % total distortion is
lu
transmitter (5 parts in 10
per day, 30W. Output matching caters for
10'"

.................................................................................................................................
INFORMATION SERVICE FOR PROFESSIONAL READERS
To expedite requests for further information on products appearing in
in
the editorial and advertisement pages of Wireless World each month,
mon~h, aa
sheet of reader service cards is included in this
this issue. The cards will
will be
be
found between advertisement pages 40 and 41.
.we
We inv!te
nvite readers to make use of these cards for all inquiries dealing
w1th specific
spec1fic products. Many editorial items and all advertisements
with
advertisements are
coded with a number, prefixed by 2WW, and it is then
then necessary only to
enter the number(s) on the card.
Readers will appreciate the advantage of being able to fold out the
the sheet
sheet
of cards, enabling them to make entries while studying the editorial
and advertisement pages.
Postage is free in the U.K., but cards must be stamped if posted overseas.
This service will enable professional readers to obtain the
the additional
information they require quickly and easily.
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Mki
Sin loudspeaker (Kelly
Mk. VII L,F.
L.F. I/Sin
Acoustics Ltd.).
4, 8 and 100f2
1000 i'ties.
lines. The overall
20;} X 9 X 7in.
dimensions are 20|x9x7in.
2WW 32S
325 for further details.
d-etails ,

Loudspeakers
LOUDSPEAKER S recently deLOUDSPEAKERS
signed by Kelly Acoustics Ltd., Enfield, Middlesex, are constructed to
withstand transient peaks in excess
of 100W without damage to the
assembly. In these new units the
assembly.
voice coil is embedded in a laminated
aluminium former with a polyester
resin. The metal former is swaged
8\Vaged
to both sides of the cone.
cone. Of the
the
five units so constructed, four are
12-in
12 n speakers (Marks III to VI) the
other, the Mk VII L.F., has a 15-in
15-in
diameter. The Mk III and the Mk
IV have power ratings of 15W
15W, the
Mk V and Mk
CT are rated at 35W.
Mk VI
The 15-in unit has a power rating
of SOW.
A silver grey hammer
finish is standard for all models.
models.
2WW 327 for further details.
details.

Tim
e· Delay
Delay
Time
A ONE-SECOND time delay unit
suitable for use over a temperature
-65 to +70°C
range of —65
+70 oC and with
d.v. supplies of 18 V to 29 V at 33 A is
d.v.
available from M. L. Aviation Co.
Co.
Ltd., White Waltham, Berkshire. An
\VIRELESS World,
WoRLD, November
NOVEMBER 1963
Wireless
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Rocbar
counter/timer distributed in the1""
Rochar counter/timer
So!artron Electronic Group.
U.K. by the Solartron
Marconi Instruments signal generator
V
developed for television Bands IV and V
requirements.
test requirements.

L.E.A. distortion factor meter and
millivoltmeter.
millivoltmeter.

manufactured
One-second time delay unit manufactured
M.L. Aviation Co. Ltd.
by M.L
electromechanical
electromech anical relay is operated
from a transistor delay circuit. The
hermaticall y
unit is housed in a hermatically
sealed container. Power consumption with the relay energised is
-5 7 W.
automatical ly resets when
The unit automatically
the power supply is broken. Delays
in
up to 10 seconds can be achieved in
manufactur ed for
alternative types manufactured
a.c. operation.
2WW 328 for further details.

Generato r
U.H.F. Signal Generator
requiremen ts
requirements
SIGNAL SOURCE
testV testfor television Bands IV and V
ing are catered for by the Marconi
Instruments,
Instrument s, St. Albans, Herts,
TF1060/3 signal generator.
The
470
frequency range extends from 470
freand fre960 Mc/s and amplitude and
to 960Mc/s
are
quency modulation facilities are
available. A.m. is achieved by an
internal 11 kc/s oscillator, the depth
at
maintained at
of modulation being maintained
variableF .m. is applied via variable30%. F.m.
capacitance diodes from either inrtthe
ternal or external sources and the
deviation is variable in three ranges
power
up to 300 kc/s. The maximum power
output is greater than 11 mW at all
m W at the
frequencies rising
„-ng to 25 mW
mini-higher end of the scale. The mi
the
110 dB less than the
outp'lt is HOdB
mum output
and
maximum. The source e.m.f.
1963
NovEMBER 1963
WoRLD, November
Wireless
WIRELESS World,

(SOD
power (50
O, load) are shown on aa
directly calibrated dial. Carrier level
on aa
and deviation are indicated on
meter.
Basically, the instrument consists
contain-of a coaxial-line oscillator contain
Quarter-wa ve
ing a disc-seal triode. Quarter-wave
and
grid, and
lines between anode and grid,
anby
grid and cathode are tuned
anfronta
to
nular plungers coupled
frontVariable-ca pacitance
panel control. Variable-capacitance
grid prodiodes between anode and g^.d
vide f.m. and fine frequency control.
piston
Two pick-up loops fitted on piston
outlets
separate
provide
attenuators pnv
de
to the monitor and front-panel
socket. The equipment is available
rack-moun ting versions.
in bench or rack-mounting
2WW 329 for further details.

measureme nts . Nixie
multiple ratio measurements.
v
8-digit,
tubes are used in the 8-dig'
, in-line
display panel. The maximum sensiSOmV, but at this level only
tivity is 50mV,
ZOe Is and 22
frequencies between 20c/s
Mc/s
Me/ s can be measured. Over the
range z.f. to 22Mc/s, the maximum
SOOmV.
sensitivity iss 500mV.
The oscillator uses an oven-conSMc Is crystal. Stabilities of
trolled, 5Mc/s
1099
108~ or 11 part in 10
either 11 part in lO
per day can be ordered. The
counter can operate over the tembe
0-50°C.
perature range 0—50
"C. It can be
rack-moun ting
m 19in, rack-mounting
supplied in
form.
further details.
2WW 330 for furthef

Counter Timer

meter,
A DISTORTION
DISTORT ION factor meter.
by
manufactu red by
Type E.H.D. 30, manufactured
L.E.A. of rue Jules Parent, Rueil
also
France, iss also
0.), France,
.(S. & O.),
Malmaison,(S.
·Malmaison
capable of being used as a millivoltfundament al frequency
meter. The fundamental
used
range of the instrument when used
c/s
25 c/s
measureme nts is> 25
for distortion measurements
kc/s
100 kc/s
to 100
to 25 kc/s; harmonics up to
iminput imThe input
measurable . The
are measurable.
levels
voltage
1MD and
pedance is IMH
levels
acceptable.
from 0.1 to 300V are acceptable.
Distortion from 0.2 to 100% can be
indicated.
as aa
used as
The instrument can be used

measureme nts
DIRECT frequency measurements
from z.f. to 22 Mc/s may be perand
formed with gate times of 0.1, 11 and
counter
10 seconds by the Rochar counter
in
Al149. Distributed in
timer Type A1149.
the U.K. by the Solartron Electronic
Group Ltd., Victoria Road, Farncan
borough.
borough, Hants, the instrument can
duration
also be used for pulse duration
measurement,
measureme nt, time interval measureindependen t
ment between two independent
period
pulses, single and multiple period
and
measurement
and
single
and
measureme nt

Meter
Factor Meter
Distortion
Distortio n Factor

557

millivo
milJ
voltmeter
ltmeter over a voltage range
range
of 33m
nV
V to
~o 300V at a frequency
frequen cy of
of
25 c/s to lOOkc/s.
100 kc/s. · The equipment
25c/s
equipm ent
can be rack mounted
mounte d and its dimensions are 43 X 28 X 22 cm.
The
em.
weight is 13.5 kg.
2WW 331 for further
further details.
details.

Modu lar Television
Teievi sion Equipment
Modular
Equip ment
A NEW range of television
televisi on special
effects and test apparatus
appara tus is being
manufa ctured by Riker Industries
manufactured
Industr ies
Inc. The equipment
equipm ent uses transistors
transist ors
through out and all the systems
throughout
system s are
built up from plug-.n
plug-in modules.
module s. The
The
include s mixers,
range includes
mixers, amplifiers,
amplifiers,
sync-ge nerator s · and . multi-burst
sync-generators
multi-b urst
generat ors. The ""specia
generators.
speciall effects
effects""
genera tor "· has some noteworthy
generator
notewo rthy
feature s. When required,
features.
require d, further
module s can be added to this equipmodules
ment to increase
increas e its effects capability.
capabil ity.
The generator
genera tor when using seven
seven
module s has facilities
modules
facilities for wipes, fades
and the pos_
oning
positiO
ning of circular,
circula r,
square and diamond
diamon d patterns,
pattern s, etc. in
in
any portion of the picture
picture area.
area.
Twenty -nine standard
Twenty-nine
standar d wipes can be
produc ed. In addition,
produced.
additio n, combinations
combin ations
of these are possible.
possible. Generators
Genera tors
can be obtained
obtaine d for use on
on both
both
625- arid 405-line'
405-line , systems,.
systems . . The
The
power consumption
consum ption of the equipment
equipm ent
using the 7 modules
module s is 25W The
The
module s can be mounted
modules
mounte d in a rack
rack
with a frontal area of 3iX
3t X 19in.
19in.
Riker equipment
equipm ent is marketed
market ed in
in the
the
U.K. byy Livingston
Livings ton Laboratories
Labora tories
Ltd., 31, Camden
Camde n Road, London,
London ,
N.W.l.
N.W.I.
2WW 332 for
for further
further details.
details.

mercur y cell allows approximately
mercury
approx imately
40 hours continuous
continu ous use. Provided
Provide d
with the transmitter
transm itter are . a lapel
lapel
microp hone and flexible . aerial. The
microphone
equipm
ent is crystal controlled
equ
pment
control led . and
and
suitable for use in 25kc/s
channell
25 kc/s channe
systems. The peat
spaced systems.
peak power
output is in the region of ^t W. The
transm itter
transm:
ter may be combined
combin ed with
the TR20 portable
portabl e receiver,
tne
receiver, forming
formin g
telepho ne system. Both units
a radio telephone
manufa ctured by The Radio
are manufactured
Commu
nicatio ns
Compa ny,
Communications
Company,
16
Abbey Street, Crewkerne,
Crewke rne, Somerset.
Somers et.
2WW 334 for further details.
details.

Bulk Eraser
Bulk
SPOOL S of magnetic
magnet ic recording
SPOOLS
recordi ng tape
can be quickly and completely
comple tely erased
Weircliffe bulk tape eraser.
by the Weircliffe
The spools are inserte
isertedd into a slot
slot
in the equipment.
equipm ent. A system of
of
guides and springs ensures that the
eraser cannot be switched
switche d off before
the tape is wi
ndrawn
withdra
wn from the
the
eraser. Because
Becaus e of this arrangement,
arrange ment,
howeve r, the unit
however,
un.L must be switched
switche d
on before the tape can be inserted.
inserted .

When
hen the tape reaches the rear of
of
the slot an amber light glows. WithWithdrawal L
is spring assisted.
assisted.
Two models are available.
available, Model 66
accepts up to 8j-in
8;}-in diameter
diamet er spools,
Model 7 iss designed
designe d for erasing 6|
6f X
X
8-in continuous
continu ous tape cassettes.
cassette s. A
A
200-240V 50c/s
200-240V
SOc/ s mains supply is rerequired, but instruments
instrum ents can
can be
be
manufa ctured to order for other
manufactured
voltages.
mains voltages.
The equipment
equipm ent
weighs 331b
33lb and the dimensions
dimens ions are
are
llt X 12t X 7tin. The erasers are
lliXl2^X7^in.
manufa
ctured by Amos of Exeter
■ lanufactured
Ltd.,
td., Weircli
' reircliffe
ffe Court, Exwick,
Exwick,
Exeter. The cost is £29.
£29.
2WW 335 for
for further
further details.
details.

Millia mmete r
MHIiammeter
THE MEASUREMENT
MEAS UREM ENT of a.c. in
THE
transist or circuits is simplified
transistor
simplified by the
use oi
of the Hatfield
Hatfiel d Instruments
Instrum ents
Type LE60 cL
clip-on
r-on miiliammeter.
milliam meter.
The probe is clamped
clampe d on to the
the conconductor. Currents
Curren ts from 0.5 mA
rnA to
to
10 A ove
over the frequency
frequen cy range 20
20 c/s
c/s
2 Me/ s may be measured.
to 2Mc/s
measur ed. A
A
slide-sw itch fitted on the
small slide-switch
the

• •

Anti-m icroph onic Cable
Anti-microphonic
MINIA TURE , ami
MINIATURE,
anti - microphonic,
microp honic,
pt.f.e.
insulated
p.t.f.e.- insulate
d coaxial cables
cables are
are
bbeing
ing manufactured
by
BIGG
manufa ctured by BICC Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Blooms
bury Street, London,
lOomsbury
London , W.C.
W.C.l.
During the manufacturing
manufa cturing process
process aa
lay
layerr of graphite
graphit e is applied
applied to
to the
the
surface of the extruded
extrude d p.t.f.e. This
This
conduc ting layer neutralizes
conducting
neutral izes electrical
electric al
charges that may be produced
produc ed on
on the
the
outer braid when the cable is subsubject to movement.
movem ent. Capacitive
Capaci tive interinterference is minimized
minimi zed by the
the close
close
*contact
antac of the graphite
graphit e with
with the
the
insulati on. The cables can operate ·
insulation,
in the temperature
temper ature range—75°
range- 75 o to
to +
+
0
240°C.
240
C.
2WW 333 for
for further
further details.
details.

Weircli
ffe bulk tape eraser
Weircliffe
eraser.
V.h.f. single-channel
single-channel transtrans·
mitter (Radio Communicamitter
Communicattions Company).
Company).
t

KM

V.H.F. Transmitter
Trans mitter
THE "Telecomm"
"Telec omm" v.h.f.
v.h.f. transtransmitter Type TT20 is aa transistor
transist or
instrum ent designed
instrument
for
single
designe d
single
channe l operation
operati on in the frequency
channel
frequen cy
range 40 to 140Mc/s.
140 Mc/s. The internal
internal
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mm

Hatfield Instruments
Instruments LE60
L£60 a.c. clip-on miiliammeter.
miJ/iammeter.
WIRELE SS World,
WoRLD , November
Wireless
NovEM BER 1963

probe selects either the low-current
ranges or the high-current ranges.
rnA (in four furThese are 0 to 300 mA
on the meter)
selected
ranges,
ther
ranges. An
three
in
A
10
to
0
·
and
output is provided on the meter
front panel so that the waveshape
can be displayed on a suitable oscilloscope. The impedance reflected
into the circuit by the probe is; less
SOmD in series vwith
than 50mf2
th O.OS,uH.
0.05,uH.
The instrument weighs 6}lb
6j\h and its
T}in. When the consize is 6 X St
5i X 7^in.
ductor under test is carrying direct
current, the a.c. calibration is unaffected for currents up to 1.5 A.
2WW 336 tor
for further details.

m
mm

High current photocell Type 9608
E.M.I. Ltd.
manufactured by E.M.L

Electromechanical counting relay with
indication.
direct indication.,

Electromechanical
Electromechan ical Counting
Relay
A SINGLE-DIGIT counting relay,
suitable for assembly into multi-digit
multi-d f t
arrays and having facilities for electronic readout and re-setting is
:i
Radiatron,
announced by Rac
atron, 7 Sheen
The unit
Surrey.
Park, Richmond,
V d.v.
24
a
by
powered
must be
maxia
at
step
supply and it will
second.
per
pulses
25
of
mum speed
Each one has a digit indication of
7 X 4 mm magnified by a cylinder
7X4
lens. The relays are plugged into a
multi-way socket and are held to a
face plate by two screws. When
assembled into a multi-digit combination, the relays can be reset
individually or simultaneously. Each
unit costs approximately £4.
tor further details.
2WW 337 for
Photocell

A HIGH current photocell, Type
Type
9608, is announced by E.M.I. Elec9008,
:
tronics Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex. It
It is
i
a
with
variety
opaque-cathode
an
anode
high-transmission
mesh
anoae
and
window
flat
mounted close to the
plane
the
from
a few millimetres
cathode. Peak currents up to IA
1A may
.is available with
be drawn. The tube
tube,is
caesium antimony, bismuth silver
caesium or silver . oxide caesium
cathodes.
2WW 338 for further details.
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Marconi Instruments wave analyser TF2330.

equipment. The voltage rangt;~
the equipment
ranges
IOV and 0 to SOV,
are 0 to 10V
50V, while
those of current are 0-lOOmA
0-100mA and
0-1
A. A current limiting device pro0-IA.
tects the power supply in the event
circuitt developing
of a short circi
develop ig externally. On rectification of the fault the
output returns automatically to its
ts
previous value. On the 0 to IA
1A current range an overload protection
circuit can be set anywhere in the
!SOmA to IA.
range 150mA
1A. The price is
£75.
turther details.
2WW 339 for further

Wave Analyser

HARMONIC distortion, noise and
hum levels down to -75dB
— 75dB are
that can
among
the
measurements
Supply
Power Supply
Transistor Power
be made ·over
over the frequency range
STABILIZED supplies over the 20c/s to SOkc/s
50kc/s with the Marconi
range of C0 to SOV
50V and up to IA
1A can Instruments TF2330 wave analyser.
be obtained from the Type LSO
L50 An a.f.c. circuit can be selected to
stabilized voltage supply unit manu- obviate the .need for continual reV
3/fV
factured by Farnell Instruments Ltd., tuning. Signal amplitudes from 3,u
Wether
by, Yorkshire. Course and to 300V may be applied to the inWetherby,
fine output controls facilitate the set- strument. Two signal outputs are
ting of the voltage required. Output provided, a variable voltage at the
voltage and current can be monitored frequency of the signal component
at two levels of sensitivity by the under investigation which can be
and aa
meter mounted on the front panel of . used for external monitoring, and
Wireless
World, NovEMBER
November 1963
WIRELESS WoRLD,

mr.

b.f.o. output the frequency of which
with the voltmeter
being coincident w.di
voltmeter..
tuning.
tui
ng. The level of this latter signal can be adjusted up to IV across
60011. This output can be fed, via
v: a
600D.
equipment whose frequency response
is to be checked, to the input. Amplitude deviations due to the frequency
frequency
characteristics of the equipment are
then indicated
indicated on the voltmeter of
the wave analyser. An external ren series
corder may be connected in
with the voltmeter.
with
Semiconductor devices are used
throughout the instrument,
istrument, and the
instrument can be energized by a
wide range of mains and battery
voltages. The weight of the equip24lb.
ment is 241b.
details;
~ 40 for further details.
2WW UO

Wideband Voltmeter
IOO,u.V to 300V
R.M.S. voltages, from lOO/fV
can be measured over a frequency
ISc/s to SOMc/s
range of 15c/s
50Mc/s with the
Keithley Instruments Model 121
wideband true r.m.s. voltmeter. The
V. The
lowest full-scale range is lm
ImV.
measuring accuracies of the instru± 1% of full scale
ment are within +1%
IOMc/s, ±3% of full
from 20c/s to lOMc/s,
559

"Press-Fit"
" Press-Fit " Teflon terminals Type FTSM-71-C/0 (Sealectro)
SM-7I-CI0
Millisecond time dela
delay unit manufactured by Vacuum Reflex Ltd. It has
a delay range of 220 to 2,000 msec
in steps of 20 msec, and can be
triggered from either pulse
pulse or switch.

-10 to +55''C,
+55 o C, and supply voltof —10
age variations of +10%.
± 10 % .
· A tyj
typical
cal unit is a time delay relay
where the output contacts close after
continuous
cont
tuous application of a given
input voltage for 60 seconds;,
seconds; if the
input voltage is removed for more
than 100 msec the tin
ig sequence is
timing
re-initiated. The output contacts are
rated at 240 V 2 A. Other applications of un
unitss ini the range are switch
control with reset facilities, autof!Utomatic recycling and single shot operations initiated by work'
ig contacts
working
opening
and the opei
ng or closing of control
contacts. ·· Models having either
switched or continuously variable delays are available.
ve "able. Typical of this
series is the unit having a maximum
delay of 22 seconds, switched in steps
20msec.
of 20
msec.,
2WW 343 for further details.
details .

Transistor Stabilizer
~~ ~\:~ .... YO ~

.,::._.,Z~)-...

•·

,...,

Model 121 voltmeter (Keithley Instruments Inc.).

Transistor voltage stabilizer Type PE4862
P£4862
(Philips).

scale from 18c/s to 20Mc/s and
± 5 % of full scale from 15c/s
±5%
15c/ s to
50Mc/ s. The input impedance
50Mc/s.
..Tipedance is
1MO shunted by 20pF. This can be
lOMQ (15pF) for signals
increased to 10MO
up to BOOmV
300mV by using the
the Model
1201 cathode follower probe. The
voltmeter may also be used as an
:
amplifier.
ampl
ler. When so used, a gain of
100 and a risetime of less than 6 nsec
over the frequenc;
frequency range lOc/s
10c/s to
lOOMc/
lOOMc/ss are achieved.
The price isi £356 excluding duty,
and the instrument
nstrument can be obtained
from L
igston Laboratories Ltd.,
Livingston
Camden Road, London, N.W.I
N.W.l.
2WW 341 for further details.
2WW.

chassis thickness into which the
terr
nals may be inserted is 0.060in,
terminals
0.060in,
where it is recommended that a
special insertion
nsertion tool be used. Ten
different body colours are available.
The components are available from
the Sealectro Corporation, Hersham
Trading Estate, Walton-on-Thames,
Walton-on-Thame s,
Surrey.

Feed-through Terminals
Feed-through
A NEW "Press-Fit"
''Press-Fit" Teflon-insulated,
l&ted, feed-through terminal may be
used in assemblies where height is
limited. Designated the FT-SMFT -SM71-C10, the units have a body diadiameter of 0.264in and an overall
height of 0.303in. Thus the large
body diameter compensates for
restricted height in providing flashover protection.
The maximum

560

A DIRECT voltage stabilizer intended for building into other equipment has been introduced by
Philips.
Designated
the
Type
PE4862, these units can be obtained
in the U.K. through Research and
Control Instruments Ltd,
Ltd., King's
Cross Road, London, W.C.I
W.C.l. The
output voltage can be preset anywhere in the range 11 to 30 V. At
24 V, 1.3 A may be drawn. A differamplifier ensures that with
ential amplifier
mains fluctuations of ±10%
± 10% the
output does not change by more
than 0.001 of its nominal value. The
internal resistance is less than 0.01O.
0.010.
unit can be used in temperaThe un:
C. If so required,
tures of up to 45 0oC.
ver;
jns are available as rack-mountversions
ing units with mains switch and indicator lamp. A cabinet version is also
being manufactured.
2WW 344 for further details.

2WW 342 fot*
for further details.
details.

Servo Motor

Process Control Timers and
Process
Relays
Relays

A SERVO motor of the permanent
magnet type, instead of a conventional wound rotor, embodies a discprinted
shaped pr
ited circuit. Features of
particularly
this motor make it pai
ticularly advantageous for use as aa servo component.
It has low inertia and'
and
extremely smooth torque down to
zero speed. Gearless drives are possible thus eliminating backlash and
improving the .response rate of the
load. The manufacturers are Pye
Cambridge,
Printed Motors -Ltd., Camb:
dge, and
the motors are made under licence
from Societe d'Electronique et
d' Automatisme and Cie Electrod'Automatismt
Mecanique
Mecamque of Paris. Four different'
different ·
sizes are available.
2WW 345 for further details.

SOLID state techniques are used
throughout a new range of process
control timers and relays developed
by Vacuum Reflex Ltd., Soho Street,
London, W.l. The units in this
series are claimed to give stable,
accurate delays of long duration and
are unaffected by wide ambient
temperature changes. Delays of up
to 55 minutes are possible.
possible. Modules
can be connected in series however
for longer delays or sequential
switching operations. Encapsulated
supplied with an initial
units can be supp'ied
delay tolerance of ±i%,
± t%, which is
maintained over a temperature range

WIRELESS
WoRLD, November
NOVEMBER 1963
Wireless World,

ries
rities of
raph Autho
Post and
The Post
and Teleg
Telegraph
Authorities
ofmore
more than
than 80
80 count
countries
The
ment
mmun icatio ns equip
oni teleco
rely
on Marc
Marconi
telecommunications
equipment
rely on
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unication s
s telecomm
SURVEYS
Marconi's
telecommunications
S ★ Marconi'
SURVEY
parts
many
in
are at
at work
work in many parts of
of the
the
survey teams are
maincompany
only
the
is
s
world,
Marconi's
is
the
only
company
mainMarconi'
world.
nt research
taining a permane
permanent
research group
group working
working
ion.
entirely on wave propagat
propagaiion,

e is
s vast
PLANNING
Marconi's
vast experienc
experience
is
PLANN ING ★ Marconi'
in the
the quality
quality of
of its
its system
system planning
planning
reflected in
employed
ly
constant
is
organisation
on
organisa tion which is constantly employed on
unication s systems
planning major
major telecomm
telecommunications
systems
for many
for
many parts
parts of
of the
the world.
world.

n
s installatio
INSTALLATION
Marconi's
Installation
LATION · ★ Marconi'
INSTAL
for
bility
responsi
complete
e
undertake complete responsibility for
teams undertak
n, including
system installatio
installation,
including erection
erection of
of buildbuildas
well
as
ing works
engineering
works as well as the
the
ings and civil engineer
equips
unication
telecomm
the
of
n
installation
installatio of the telecommunications equipplant.
ment and auxiliary plant.

s provide
MAINTENANCE
★ Marconi'
Marconi's
provide aa comcomNANCE *
MAINTE
underand
nce service
plete system
system maintena
maintenance
service and undernce
operating
of
the training
take the
take
training of operating and
and maintena
maintenance
s
staff, either
either locally
locally or
or in
in England.
England. Marconi'
Marconi's
training
local
also establish
also
establish and
and manage
manage loca
training
es.
Authoriti
h
Telegrap
and
Post
schools for
schools
for Post and Telegraph Authorities.
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is

one

speech

channel

enough?

If
your H.F.
H. F. radiotelephone
If your
radiotelephone circuits
circuits are
are pushed
pushed to
to the
the limit
limit or
or if
if you
you find
find new
new planning
planning difficult—yon
difficul t-you
need Rediplex
need
Rediplex for
for maximum
maximum utilisation
utilisation and
and lower
lower operating
operating costs.
costs. Now
Now for
for the
the first time, at low capital

first time, at low capital
cost,, Redifon
Redifon introduce
introduce aa compact
compact ISB
ISB multi-channel
multi-channel system
system for
for short
short and
and medium
medium distance
distance
commu
nication. Four
Four speech
communication.
speech cnannels
channels simultaneously
simultaneously using
using one
one carrier.
carrier. The
The cost
cost of
of the
the transmitting
transmitting
and
and receiving
receiving terminals,
terminals, including
including the
the channelling,
channelling, isis far
far less
less than
than you
you would
would pay
pay for
for regular
regular
channel
ling and
channelling
and displacement
rlisplacement equipment—a
equipm ent-a quickly
quickly installed
installed packaged
packaged deal.
deal. It
It will
will pay
pay you
you to
to find
find
out
more about
out more
about Rediplex.
Rediplex. Write
Write now
now for
for full
full specifications.
specifications.

Th e Re dip lex sy ste m giv es yo u

The Red

iplex system gives you

Four simultaneous
simultaneous speech channels,
channels, or
or any
any combination
combinat ion of
of
speech, teleprinter,
acsimile or
ntelligencee signals.
teleprinter, facsimile
or tone
tone intelligenc
signals.
Four crystal contrciled
controll~d spot frequencies,
frequencies, 22 to
to 16
16 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
100 watts p.e.p output, continuous
continuou s rating
rating (or
(or 750
750 watts
watts with
with
the G.A.406 amplifier).
amplifier).
Compatible with
with Standard
Standard Internadonal
Internatio nal ISB systems.
systems.
Compatible
Complete
ly transistorised
transistorised receiving
receiving terminal
terminal and
and transmitter
transmitter
Completely
drive unit.
Modular construction
construction and printed
printed circuits.
~ircuits,
Alternativ
' Iternativee power supply units for
for a.c.
a.c. mains
mains
or 24
24 volts
ains or
volts
battery
battery supplies.
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redifon
REDIFON
redifon limited
limited
Communications
Sales
Division
LIMITED Communications
Commun ications Sales
Sales Division
Division
Broomhill
Rd.,
London,
S.W.I8,
Tel:
VANdyke
Broomh ill Rd.,
Broomhill
7281
Rd., London,
London, S.W.I8,
S.W.18. Tel:
Tel: VANdyke
VANdyk e 7281
7281
a
„
r>
^
A
Manufac
turing
Company
in the Rediffusion
Rediffusion Group
' Manufacturing Company in
Group.
§] Rx^
Rx2
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FIRATO 63
IN
AMSTERDAM
FIRATO

63

IN

AMSTERDAM

THE

exhibition
International exhbition
13th
The 13
th International
associaF.I.A.R. associathe F.I.A.R.
organized by the
impormanufacturers , importion of Dutch manufacturers,
radio
of radio
field of
the field
in the
ters and agents in
the
for the
held for
was held
and electronics was
RAI
new RAI
large new
the large
second time in the
Europathe Europain the
buildings
igs in
exhibition build
evident
was evident
It was
plein in Amsterdam. It
new
these new
essay into
after the first essay
nto these
character
the character
that the
1961, that
premises in 1961,
been
had. been
which had
exhibition,
of the .exh
bition, which
Kazemier
Mr. Kazemier
late Mr.
established by the late
on
entered on
had entered
years, had
post,-war years,
in the post-war
the
that the
and that
transition and
a period of transition
organization
the organization
of the
foundations of
carryto ca
extended to
be extenaed
would have to be
lyexpansion.
future expansion.
ing the expected future
made
was made
agreement was
Accordingly an agreement
(the
building
the buii.
of the
with the owners of
ng. (the
organization)
industry organization)
R.A.I.
R.A.I, motor industry
the
and the
backing; ·and
for substantial backing;
also
Service also
Television Service
Netherlands Television
increased
much increased
on aa much
participated on
scale.
established
oldest established
Firato is the oldest
in
exhibition
radio exhibition in
international radio
consistently
been
Europe and has been consistently
Belgian,
American, Belgian,
by American,
supported by
Italian,
German,
French,
Danish,
German Italian,
and
Swedish
Japanese,
Hong Kong,
Swedish and
the
year
This
.
manufacturers
Swiss manufacturers. Thh year the
considerably
was considerably
participation was
British participation
ManufacAudio Manufacthe Audio
by the
strengthened by
who
B.R.E.M.A. who
of B.R.E.M.A.
turers Group of
laid
and laid
exhibit and
staged a combined exhibit
of
demonstration
on a representative demonstrat
m of
reproduction
high-quality
sound
reproduction
of
size of
small size
the small
of the
which, in spite of
stanreached aa stanroom, reached
the listening room,
our
impressed our
obvio1,1sly impressed
dard which obviously
even
favourably-a nd even
Dutch friends favourably—and
advance
The advance
reporter. The
satisfied your reporter
Decca's
of Decca's
tape of
master tape
hearing of the master
Carmen "
of "" Carmen"
new stereo recording of
impressive.
particularly impressive.
was particularly
Group
Audio Group
British Audio
Next to the British
The
exhibit "" The
was an educational exhibh
the
by the
to by
contributed to
Electron"
Electron " contributed
Services,
Armed Services,
Dutch Post Office, Armed
(N.R.U.),
Union
Broadcasting
Ur
on
(N.R.U.),
the
and the
Electrologica and
N.V. Electrologica
Philips, N.VEnschede.
at Enschede.
School at
High School
Technical High
·Technical
1963
NovEMBER 1963
WoRLD, November
Wireless
WIRELESS World,

in
visitors in
take visitors
to take
This was arranged to
and
models and
working
mg models
sequence from worl
structure in
electronic structure
diagrams of electronic
n
and
semiconducto rs and
matter, valves, semiconductors
advanced
more advanced
the more
to the
typical circuits to
applicaradar applicacommunications
communicatio ns and radar
exhibit
this exhibit
of th:
description of
tions. A description
but
article, but
separate article,
would require aa separate
the
in
particularly interested
we were particularly
nterested in the
Schevenat
post at Schevenlistening post
replici.
replica of a listening
which
station which
PCH-a station
ingen Radio PCH—a
:
and
1904
in
spark) ..i 1904 and
(on spark)
working
was worl
ng (on
coastal
busiest
the busiest coastal
of the
is now one of
with
world with.
the world
in the
radio stations in
receivers
spread
and
transmitters
(4
whole of Holland (4
over the whole
and 88
telegraphy and
medium-wave for telegraphy
short-wave
medium-wave and 55 short-wave
The
telephony). The
transmitters . for telephony).
IJmuiden.
at IJmuiden.
is at
office is
central control office
included
also included
exhibit also
The PTT exhibit
Mobilofoon
the Mobilofoon
demonstrations
demonstration s of the
the
of the
and of
cars and
to cars
service
telephone ser'
ce to
narrowof narrowservice of
unique Simafoon service

in
(described in
signalling (described
band code signalling
and
1963) and
January 1963)
in January
this journal in
avoid
to avoid
Semafoon to
now renamed Semafoon
of
products
the products of
confusion with the
of
manufacturer of
telephone manufacturer
another telephone
wire
television
The telev:, >n wire
world renown. The
using
Hague, using
The Hague,
in The
experiment
ment in
relay expe
for
wiring
telephone
normal quad telephone v ring for
suerunning
still
is
distribution,
still rum., ng suc- ·
to
afoot to
are afoot
plans
and
cessfully,
plans are
;T,
give
to
"
experiment
"
the
extend
"experiment" to g e aa
12
and 12
television and
three
of
choice
television
about
in about
programmes in
v.h.f. sound programmes
foreign
of foreign
Modulation
6,000 homes. Modulaon of
converted
be converted
will be
TV programmes will
will
viewers whl
that viewers
so that
where necessary so
sets.
not have to buy ""universal"
universal" sets.
elecprofessional electhe professional
This year the
the
in the
segregated in
was segregated
tronics sector was
Adexhibition. Adthe exhibition.
North Hall of the
1
free)
(and free)
invitation
by in
mission was by
ta on (and
so
entrance so
separate entrance
was a separate
and there was
normal
the normal
pay the
not pay
need not
visitors> need
that visito
Nevercharge. Neveradmission charge.
exhibition admission
conhaving concustomers, having
theless, most customers,
electhe elecbusiness in
their business
cluded their
ti the
the
how the
see "" how
to see
paid to
tronics section, paid
electronics ·
The electronics
lives." The
other
other half lives,"
dominated
heavily dominated
sector was not so heavuy
in
as in
battalions as
by the American big battalions
they
though they
some earlier IFirato's
"rate's though
Many
evidence. .Many
were, of course, in evidence.
manufaccomponent manufacleading British component

prominent
was aaprominent
manufacturers, was
equipment manufacturers,
audio equipment
British audio
nineteen British
The group exhibit of nineteen
Firato.
year's Firato.
of this year's
feature of
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Dutc h but, in the South
Dutch
Sout h of Holland,
Holl and, European
Euro pean market,
mark et, and were
were shown
shovvn
the French,
Fren ch, Belgian
Belg ian and
and German
Germ an by Holland-Impex
Holl and- Impe x N.V
N.V.
transm1sswns.
transmissions.
In · the
Phili pss
Mos t of the Dutch
I
f •
^
Most
Dutc h manufacturers
manu factu rers
23TX 380A receiver
23TX380A
recei ver the line frefre- as well
well as the leading
leadi ng German
Germ
an firms
firms
quen cy and modulation
quency
modu latio n polarity,
polar ity, forfor- who were in the exhibition
exhib ition were
were
merl y selected
merly
selec ted by separate
separ ate switches
switc hes <demo
munstrating
receivers.
nstra ting stereo
stere o radio
radio
recei
vers.
are now automatically
autom atica lly coupled
coup led with
with Thes
Thesee were working
work ing on signals
signals in
in the
the
chan nel selector
the channel
selec tor switch.
switc h. This
This is
is hall radiated
low-powered
radia~ed from a
a
lowpowe
red
re also of the latest
a ·featu
feature
lates t Erres
Erre s transmitter
trans mitte r which
whic h was specially
specially
(TV9 645) set, which
(TV9645)
whic h now makes
make s no
no licensed
licen sed for the duration
the
exhidurat ion of
of
the
exhisecre t of the fact that its chassis
secret
chass is is
is bitio
n. Other
bition.
Othe r radio receivers
recei vers which
whic
h
made by van der Heem and that
that the
the attracted
attra cted attention
amateur
atten tion were the
the
amat
eur
comm
ercia l backing
commercial
back ing comes
come s from
from radio equipment
equip ment made by
by the
the Italian
Italia n
Stokvis. "Thes
Stokvis.
hesee sets, like most other
other firm
tn of Geloso
Eddystone
Gelo so and the
the
Eddy
stone
mode
ls, make provision
models,
prov ision for u.h.f.
u .h.f. rere- comm
unica tions receiver
recei ver with panorcommunications
pano
rcepti on as well as v.h.f. One
ception
One Erres
Erres amic unit which
on
whic h was seen
seen working
work
ing
on
set, the TV5939,
TV59 39, incorporates
incor porat es the
the tht
the stand of J. J.
J. de
de Kort
Kort of
of Hilver^
Hilv ernove lty .of
.of push-button
novelty
push -butt on picture
pictu re enen- sum.
large
ment , whereby
wher eby a central
largement,
centr al area
area of
of
In the East Hall of the
the RAI
RAI buildbuild the normal
norm al scan is pulled
pulle d up
up to
to full
full ing the NTS
NTS (Netherlands
(Neth erlan ds Televise
Telev
ise
scree
n size (and down to the
| screen
the muchmuch - Sti
Stich ting)
'ing) were operating
largest
oper ating the
the
large
st
malig
ned 405-line
405-l ine standard,
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stand ard, of
of studio
studi o so far put into
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Push-button picture
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in
Push-buttq
picture enlargement
enlargement is
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turt of
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TV5639 recei
ver.
The Japanese
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alrea dy in
pock et-tra nsist or
turer s e.g. Paintor.,
turers
Pain ton, McMurdo,
d receivers,
recei vers, is now being applied
sound
McM urdo , WidWid- soun
appli ed
ney-D orlec were well represented
telev
ney-Dorlec
to
television.
ision. Two makes—the
repre sente d
mak es-th e Sony
Sony
appe ared to be doing
5-303 E ""Mic
and appeared
Micro
doin g good busiro TV," and the
busi- 5-303E
the HayaHaya ness. Kerry's
Kerr y's gave demonstrations
TRP -601
TRP-601
"
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demo nstra tions kawa
"Sha
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of ultra
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sonic drilling
6-inc
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6-inch
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pictures
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no
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At the
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othei end
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of -the
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it other
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as their stand.
stand . On the large Philips'
"Bea
the
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Japanese
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pe"
Phili ps'
of Japan ese
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Fresn el-ty pe lens
instr u- origin),
lens
ment s and components
ments
comp onen ts were being
in
thin
plastic
material
plast
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mate
rial giving
being
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up to
to
show
n, notable
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% magnification
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exam ples being
being the
the 50 %
place d in
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GM2308
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tnd 5601 oscilloscopes
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groov es at
for television
telev ision tric prismatic
at mm
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cing and the PM5320
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impressed
in
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front
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f.m./
front
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surfa
ce.
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good -qual1 ity
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not visible,
visible, but
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price
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priced
ey refract
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trans istor they
thick spherical
spher ical
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TV monitor
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EL81 00 lens migh)
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and there
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there was equivalent
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was a new series (PM1000)
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T e Bell Telephone
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high quali
ty industrial
indus trial cameras
Com pany (I.T.T.)
quality
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olland
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±O.SdB response
Mc/s
:ry wide range of domestic
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e
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on.. A camera
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the
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Genoa

Fair

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TlLECOMMUNICA TIONS

1963

FOR
FOR SHIPS
SHIPS

AIRCRAFT
AND
AND AIRCRAFT

AN

jb N effort is being made at Genoa to provide
provide an
an annual
annual
tion,
exhibition of equipment used in
n marine
mariiie communica
communication,
nications. On
telecommunications.
On the
the
communica tion and telecommu
air communication
fair
the
expect
organizers
the
side
telecommunications
the
fair
nications
telecommu
to provide manufacturers
their
manufactur ers with a place to show their
equipment to a wide range of operators of ships and
and airairnications
craft as well as to engineers of telecommu
telecommunications
ns.
organizat
organizatioms.
n-Genoa triangle
Genoa is in the booming Turin-Mila
Turin-Milan-Genoa
triangle
the
exhibition,
aircraft
the
with
together
this,
and
the interintertions and the
national meeting on communica
communications
the interinterheld
national meeting of port authorities which were
were,held
a
ensured
October
20th
to
5th
the
from
5 th
ensured a subsubat the Fair
visitors.
of
kind
·
right
the
of
number
stantial
visitors.
Viewing conditions are very different from
from those
those one
one
fair
The
.
exhibitions
other
most
and
finds at British
exhibitions. The fair is
is
sea in
the
from
reclaimed
held on land
in the
the best
best part
part of
of
nications building
Genoa harbour. The telecommu
telecommunications
building is
is the
the
floors
ten
its
of
five
first
the
and
fair
tallest in the
first
ten floors were
were
used for this, the first exhibition. Dividing the
the exhibiexhil ■
to
seemed
way
this
in
tion up into five sections
to produce
produce
far less tiring conditions than at the long, wide,
wide, one
one
of
Strips
to.
accustomed
floor exhibition one is
of floorfloorto-ceiling glass windows placed every few
few yards pr.ovided
provided
of the
tour
A
Mediterran ean.
views of the Mediterranean.
the telecomtelecommunications
half way
way and
and
munication s exhibits could be interrupted half
a trip taken across the harbour in
in aa launch
launch provided
provided by
by
the Fair authorities to see the aircraft
a'rcraft on
on show
show at
at the
the
Cristoforo
sunny weather
weather
Cristofaro Colombo airport. All this in sunny
in
summer
in the
the
. superior to the best we have had this
U
K
U.K.
Of the Italian companies exhibiting,
exhibiting, Telettra
Telettra of
of Milan,
Milan,
success
export success in
in
who have been having increasing export
recent years, were showing new microwave link
link equipequpinstrument s. Their H22 FM
ment and test instruments.
FM link
link system
system
13,250
is designed to operate in the 10,700
10,700 to
to 13,250 Mc/s
Mc/s
band. With one klystron the tuning range
range is3 500
500 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
Me/ s and the equipment can
Peak deviation is 6 Mc/s
can handle
handle
monochrom e or colour
one 525 or 625 monochrome
colour TV
TV channel,
channel, or
or
one closed circuit TV channel with
with one
one facsimile
facsimile
channel, or 120 p.c.m. channels. Also shown
shown was
was their
their
-modulatio n
DT24 system, a time division pulse-code
pulse-code-modulation
nt of
multiplex equipment suitable for the establishme
establishment
of
al
medium-capacity
conventional
medium-ca pacity telephone links in place of convention
v.f. systems. Intended to be used with
with their
their H22
H22 radio
radio
noise produced
produced on
on
system, it is practically unaffected by noise
the physical circuit. A useful range of measuring
measu ng instruinstruments for the audio, carrier and
and low
low radio
radio frequencies
frequencies
was on show. This part of
of the
the frequency
frequency range
range iss not
not
particularly well covered by the commercia
commerciall instrument
instrument
s seem
manufacturers
instruments
seem
manufactur ers and some of Telettra's instrument
lly available
to fill gaps in the range of commercia
commercially
available instruinstruSelective voltmeters covering
ments.
covering the
the frequency
frequency
range 20 kc/s to 6 Mc/s and. 50
50 c/s
c/s to
to 15,000
15,000 c/s
c/s are
are
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Wireless
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available.
available. The
The first
first of
of these
these voltmeters
voltmeters has
has aa sensitiVIty
sensitivi y
reading
minimum
a
with
V
3
to
p.V
10
from
of
of from 10 /xV to 3 V with a minimun reading of
of 22 ,uV,,
p.V to
and
and the
the other
other one
one has
has aa sensitivity
sensitivi.. of
of from
from 10
10,uV
to
V.
100
100 V
V with
with aa minimum
minimum reading
reading of
of 1,u
1/xV.
A
A swept
swept frequency
frequency selective
select ve amplifier
oplifier voltmeter
voltmeter covercoverto
c/s
200
range
frequency
the
ing
ing the frequency range 200 c/s to 1300
1300 kc/s
kc/s has
has
recently
recently been
been introduced
introduced.. Used
Used with
w h either
either aa sweep
i /eep
it prooscillator
oscillator or
or aa manually
manually tuned
tunec signal
signal generator
generator it prodBm,
-98
to
dBm
22
+
of
range
nt
measureme
a
vides
vides a measurement range c.
22 dBm to ^
8dBm,
banddB
3
The
dBm.
-115
of
reading
minimum
a
with
with a minimum reading of —115 dBm. 1 le I dB bandc/s. As
100'0c/s.
width
width is
is ±
±1
As aa logarithmic
logarithmic voltmeter
voltmeter the
the
range is
is 60
60 dB.
dB. A
A prototype
prototype of
of the
the Janus
Janus system
system of
of
range
on show. This
was
equipment
radio
avoiding
collision
collision avoiding i"adio equip nent was on
ow. This
bridge-to-b ridge
is
is aa shipboard
shipboard equipment
equipment designed
designed^ for
for bridge-tr iridge
whether or
n on
working.
working. Informatio
Informa ion
on the
the ship's
ships course,
course, whether or
position is
ship's
the
anchor
at
if
and
anchor,
at
not
not at anchor, and if at s chor the ship's position is
Manual
ly.
automatical
and
regularly
transmitted
transmitted regularly and
lutorna cally.
Manual
are also
facilities
tion
communica
voice
and
signalling
signalling and voice communication facilities are also
fitted.
fitted.
radio telephones
Medium
Medium and
and high
high frequency
frequency marine
marine radio telephones
Maritima. One
Radio
Italiana
Societa
by
shown
were
were shown by Societa Italiana Ra a Maritima. One
measured
which
63,
Mizar
the
/receiver,
transmitter
transmitter/receiver the Mizar 63, wl
easured
The
watts.
70
of
output
power
a
had
em
36
X
17.5
X
39
39X1 .5x36 cm had a power output of 70 watts. The
frequencies
spot
on
operate
to
designed
is
transmitter
transmittex is design 1 to op ate or
pc
:q encies
s bands
in
in the
the 1600
1600 to
to 2850
2850 kc/s,
kc/s, and
and 88 to
to 99 Mcj
Mc/s
md and
and
coverage from 500 kc/s
the
the receiver
receiver provides
provides continuous
continu us coverage from 500 kc/s
to
to 3 Mc/s
Mc/s and
and 88 Mc/s
Mc/s to
to 99 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
showed
Rome
of
Selenia
Selenia of Rome showed their
their Meteor
Meteor 200
200 model
model
order for this equiplarge
A
radar.
weather
-1C
RMT
RMT-1C weather radar. A large order for this equipfrom Sweden. It is
ment
ment · has
has recently
recently been
been received
received from Sweden. It is
a p.r.f. of
radar
power
peak
kW
200
X-band,
an
an X-band, 200 kW peak po ver radar withi a p. .f. of
MaxiflS and 0.3 p.s.
0.5
of
widths
pulse
at
240
or
1200
1200 or 240 at pulse
Iths of 0.5/xs and 0.3/xs. Maxir.h.i. presentaand
p.p.i.
and
miles
250
is
range
mum
mum range i 250 miles and r.p.i. and r.h.i. presentacan be switched
tions
tions are
are available.
available. Iso-echo
Iso-echo facilities
facilities can be switched
on on both types of display. The company, a member
on on both types of display.

The company, a member
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of the Raytheon group, were also shO\ving
showing marine radars
radars
great deal of interest was shown in the Marconi Italiana
Italian.a
and microwave
microwav e relay systems designed and built in
all-transi
in Italy.
Italy.
stor multichannel
multichan nel radio link equipment,
all-transistor
equipmen t, Type
Type
Industrie s, the American company were showLitton Industries,
showMH141. Designed to work in the 5925 to
to 8500
8500 Mc/s
Mc/s
ing inertial navigation
navigatio n equipment
equipmen t and electronic
electronic test
band, the frequency deviation is 200kc/s
test
channel
200 kc/s per
per channel
equipmen
equipmentt in the aircraft exhibition.
exhibition . This equipment
equipmen t
and the capacity is 300 to 400 channels.
has been shown before but they did announce that
that the
the
While discussing
discussin g colour television systems with
with
depth of their range of 10 to 11 potentiometers
has
potentiom eters has been
engineers from Radiotele
been
Radiotelevisione
visione Italiana at their stand
stand it
it
reduced to half an inch.
very rapidly became clear that their choice
for the
choice for
the EuroEuroA number of British, European and American comcompean standard was PAL. This preference
stated
preferenc e was
was stated
panies had stands. Solartron and EMR, both members
members
emphatica lly. Very different from the way
most emphatically.
way B.B.C.
B.B.C.
of the same group each had a stand, and aa wide
selecwide selecengineers expressed themselves
during the
themselve s in July during
the
tion of equipmen
equipmentt was shown by Philips of
of Eindhoven.
Eindhove n.
demonstr
ation to the E.B.U. ad hoc colour group.
demonstration
A particularly
particular ly impressive
impressiv e display of measuring
measurin g instruinstruWhile there were very few visitors on the
the first
first day
day
ments was seen at the Marconi Instruments
Instrume nts stand.
stand. All
All the
the
of the fair the grounds were crowded on
2nd
on the
the 2nd day,
day,
instrumen ts on show had been seen at other exhibitions
instruments
exhibition s
and after a fall in numbers on the third
fourth days
third and
and fourth
days
this year, but advance information
informati on on new additions to
to
the number of visitors, particularly
particular ly the
the technically
technicall y
their range of modular electronic instruments
instrumen ts was
was availavailqualified, began to rise very substantially.
substantia lly. A
A slow
slow start
start
able in their new catalogue which had just been
been printed.
printed.
was perhaps to be expected
so
expect~d at an exhibition lasting
lasting so
The Marconi Instruments
Instrume nts stand formed part of
of the
the .long-fou
long—fourteen
the
way
the
numrteen days—but
days-bu t to judge by
by the way the numluxurious Marconi Italiana stand. The Marconi ComCombers had increased by the fifth day
da v the
the total
total over
over the
the
pany of Chelmsford
Chelmsfo rd also had space on this
this stand.
stand. A
A
period will be very substantial.
R,B.
substantial.
R.B.
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items and all advertisements
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it
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Ltd.,
to enter the number(s)
on the card:
card.
number(s
)
·
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.
S.E.I
Price
Price
Readers wilt
able
will appreciate
65s.
appreciat e the advantage of
of being
being able
to fold out the sheet of cards, enabling them
them to
to make
make
entries while studying the editorial and advertisement
advertise ment
Les Fonctions
Fonction s de la
Complexe,
Ia Variable Complex
e, by
by A.
A. KaufKaufpages.
mann and R. Douriaux.
Douriaux . Advanced mathematical
mathema tical texttextbook (in French) on the theory and
and applicatio
applications
of
Postage is free in the U.K., but cards must
ns of
must be
be
complex quantities
quantitie s and functions in engineering,
stamped if posted overseas. This service will
engineeri ng, ininwill enable
enable
cluding electrical networks.
Eyrolles,
networks . Pp. 427. Editions
professional readers to obtain the additional informaprofessional
Editions Eyrolles,
informa61 Boulevard
60,
Boulevar d Saint-Germain,
Saint-Ge rmain, Paris Ve. Price
tion they require quickly and easily.
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TO 27TH
23RD TO
LONDON, 23RD

S

was
meeting was
joint meeting
first joint
the first
when the
1950 when
Since
INCE 1950
military
the military
both the
of both
proponents of
Philadelphia , proponents
held in Philadelphia,
sec~ions
in~ustrial sections
the industrial
and the
" aerospace ") and
(largely "aerospace")
Natwnal
the National
m the
U.S. in
the U.S.
in the
met in
have met
of the art have
step
major step
year aa major
This year
Conferences. This
Telemetering
Telemeterin g Conferences.
the
of the
inauguration of
the inauguration
with the
taken with
forward was taken
London.
in London.
Conference in
Telemeterin g Conference
International
Internationa l Telemetering
of
Institute of
the Institute
by the
America by
in America
This was sponsored in
Instrument
the Instrument
Astronautics , the
Aeronautics and Astronautics,
the
by the
U.K., by
the U.K.,
in the
and, in
I.E.E.E., and,
Society and the I.E.E.E.,
the
were the
I.E.E. were
The I.E.E.
I.E.E. The
the I.E.E.
Brit. I.R.E. and the
in
held in
being held
Conference being
the Conference
organization , the
"host" organization,
Place.
Savoy Place.
at Savoy
building at
Institution building
the Institution

the
of the
session of
opening session
the opening
in the
scene in
who set the scene
the
in the
was in
presentation was
on presentation
there on
From there
Conference. From
the
giving the
of giving
object of
the object
with the
hands of rapporteurs
rapporteurs with
discussion.
to discussion.
time to
maximum possible time
with
concerned with
were concerned
papers were
American papers
Most of the American
papers
being papers
exceptions being
notable exceptions
aerospace matters, notable
and aa
telemetry, and
biomedical telemetry,
and biomedical
on oceanographic
oceanograph ic and
for aa
system for
control system
supervisory control
description of aa supervisory
from
stretching from
network stretching
pipeline network
large natural gas pipeline
the
of the
seaboard of
eastern seaboard
the eastern
to the
border to
the Mexican border
northern States.

many
the many
of the
Conference: -Because of
Scope of the Conference:—Because
comand comwide and
telemetry isis aa wide
technologies involved telemetry
wh~ch
in which
way in
the way
of the
because of
Also, because
plex subject. Also,
arnve
to arrive
easy to
not easy
is not
interlock, itit is
these technologies interlock,
occasion
This occasion
discussion. This
for discussion.
divisions for
at clear-cut divisions
joint
the joint
that the
evident that
was evident
and itit was
was no exception, and
probth!s probencountered this
had encountered
committees had
programme committees
the
by the
difficult by
more difficult
made more
been made
had been
lem which had
was
what was
into what
papers into
59 papers
of 59
total of
need to compress aa total
day.s.
half days.
and aa half
three and
only three
of only
period of
effectively a period
mam
two main
of two
conception of
original conception
Nevertheless the original
to
time to
from time
out from
brought out
was brought
telemetry was
types of telemetry
perwas perwhat was
with what
connection with
in connection
particularly in
time, particularly
the
during the
raised during
issue raised
controversial issue
haps the most controversial
maturity?
reached maturity?
telemetry reached
Conference—Has
Conference -Has telemetry
considerable
points, aa considerable
debating points,
good debating
all good
As with all
both
on both
forward on
put forward
were put
arguments were
number of arguments
picture
enable aa picture
to enable
was to
which was
of which
outcome of
sides, one outcome
development
of development
state of
relative state
the relative
of the
to be obtained of
clear
became clear
Thus itit became
areas. Thus
specific areas.
reached in specific
decomplete deof complete
state of
as aa state
maturity as
that defining maturity
that,
achieved
be achieved
to be
likely to
more likely
much more
was much
velopment,
velo~ment, this was
cont~ol
line control
pipe line
(i.e. pipe
telemetry (i.e.
utility telemetry
with public utility
w1th
than with
systems) than
distribution systems)
electricity distribution
and electricity
reutility re~ublic utility
vehicles. Public
aerospace vehicles.
systems for aerospace
frozen
be frozen
can be
design can
telemetry design
hence telemetry
quirements and hence
and
vehicles and
aerospace vehicles
whereas aerospace
stage, whereas
early stage,
at an early
invariably
almost invariably
are almost
systems are
instrumentat ion systems
their instrumentation
utility
public utility
For public
development . For
under continuous development.
have
systems have
telemetry systems
applications telemetry
similar applications
and similar
mature
as mature
described as
be described
could be
which could
been produced which
use.
into use.
came into
they came
time they
at the time
in ""Thirty
clearly in
out clearly
brought out
was brought
point was
The last point
Thirty
Gunning.
F. Gunning.
P. F.
Mr. P.
by Mr.
Telemeterin g" by
Years of Grid Telemetering"
perthe pergave the
paper gave
this paper
in this
Equipment described in
be
to be
have to
not have
did not
and did
of itit and
formance demanded of
operational
fresh operational
until fresh
systems until
new systems
by new
replaced by
"pho.toteleth~ "phototeleinstanc.e the
For instance
arose. For
requirements arose.
for
service for
m service
remamed in
1935, remained
in 1935,
introduced in
meter" introduced
meter,"
telemetering
grid telemetering
other grid
and other
This and
nearly
nearl~ 20 years. This
~ove~e.d
p~riod covered
yea~s period
30 years
the 30
with the
systems associated with
angitheir origim their
workmg in
shown working
by Mr. Gunning were shown
Place.
Savoy Place.
at Savoy
exhibition at
conference exhibition
nal form in the conference

that
in that
interest in
particular interest
of particular
was of
system was
The last system
and
States
United
the
in
kind in the United States and
its kind
of its
it was the first of
rey
comparativel
use
into use comparatively rebrought into
been brought
had only been
opernot
Although
1962).
in 1962). Although not operwas in
(installation was
cently (installation
Goddard
the Goddard
of the
range of
bit/ sec range
150,000 bit/sec
ating in the 150,000
system
telemetry
pipeline
this
scheme, this pipeline telemetry system
Data Central scheme,
working
its
of
virtue
by
speed" by virtue of its working
"high speed"
was entitled "high
speakSeveral speaksec). Several
per sec).
(bits per
bauds (bits
1,000 bauds
of 1,000
speed of
with
it
contrasted
and contrasted it with
value and
this value
ers remarked on this
many
for
past
the
in
adopted in the past for many
speeds adopted
the much lower speeds
main
the main
for the
especially for
applications, especially
public utility applications,
Kingdom.
United
the United Kingdom.
in the
links in
supply links
electricity
electricity supply
bandthe bandby the
limited by
is limited
operation is
of operation
Obviously speed of
an
has
clearly
This clearly has an
available. This
width which is available.
bandthe
with the bandincreasing with
aspect-cost increasing
economic aspect—cost
was
However itit was
available. However
made available.
is made
width .which is
System
Bell
the Bell System
1960 the
in 1960
that in
paper that
stated in the paper
with aa
facility with
handling facility
data handling
provided aa data
Dataphone provided
telegraph
ordinary telegraph
an ordinary
of an
that of
times that
system rate 80 times
overall
that overall
and that
cost, and
the cost,
times the
four times
only four
circuit at only
in
increase
with
cheaper with increase in
became cheaper
rate"
the ""per-bit
per-bit rate
" became
bandwidth.
conthat aa confact that
the fact
therefore the
circumstance s therefore
In the circumstances
to
1960
in
company in 1960 to
British company
to aa British
tract was awarded to
Asia
in
pipeline in Asia
for aa pipeline
system for
baud system
1,200 baud
supply a 1,200
system
the system
of the
features of
main features
The main
became significant.
significant. The
confirm
the
of
e
representativ of the firm conby aa representative
were outlined by
discussion
the
during
Ltd.) during the discussion
Controls Ltd.)
cerned (Serck Controls
.
period.
Ferranti
from
one
by
followed by one from Ferranti
was followed
This account was
using
link using
radio link
microwave radio
band microwave
X band
of an X
(Edinburgh) of
digit~lly
from
directly
operating directly from digitally
pulsed magnetrons operating
supplied
been supplied
had been
link had
The link
signals. The
coded telemetry signals.
Das
the Das
for
installationControls
Serck Controls installation—for the
for another Serck
equipment
the
all
project-and
oil project—and all the equipment
Island offshore oil
withto withdesigned to
be designed
to be
had to
had had
from both firms had
conditions
al
environment
adverse
extremely adverse environmental conditions
stand the extremely
equipdemonstratio n equipof demonstration
set of
A set
Gulf. A
Arabian Gulf.
of the Arabian
Interconcurrent
the
at
operation
in
ment was shown
operation at the concurrent InterHilt_on
the
at
Exhibition
Telemetering Exhibition at the Hilton
national Telemetering
represe?tattv e
incorporated aa representative
set incorporated
Hotel. This set
eqmpment
telemetry
Controls
Serck
of
selection
Controls telemetry equipment
units
link units
radio
Ferranti
with
conjunction
in
working
conjunction with Ferranti radio link
..
.
type.
of the Das Island type.
posltlon
the
cons1der
to
apposite
is
it
point
this
At
At this point it is apposite to consider the position

speakers
Practice:-T he speakers
and Practice:—The
Thought and
Technical Thought
those
were those
given were
been given
already been
have already
whose names have
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reached with ""public
public utility
utility"" telemetry in
in Europe,
Europe,
and in the United Kingdom in particular,
particular, and—in
and-in
the light of comment at the Conference—to
Conferen ce-to compare
compare
it with that in north America. More
More than
than one
one
speaker from the U.S. did not hesitate
to
hesitate to say
say that
that
"power industry" telemetry systems
systems in
in the
the U.K.
U.K.
and Europe were ahead of their American
American countercounterparts. This situation was also evinced
evinced by
by the
the Hilton
Hilton
and
Hotel exhibition where
wher·e all the British
British and European
European
firms in general were concentrating
concentrat ing to aa great
great extent
extent
or
on industrial telemetry in one form
form or another,
another,
whereas the American exhibitors were
were concerned
concerned
more with aerospace techniques and
and equipment.
equipmen t.
There will, of course, always be
be aa number of
of fundafundamental differences between the two fields.
fields . NevertheNevertheless, there is an increasing tendency for
for many
many basic
basic
techniques to become common to
to both.
both.

stations. This equipment was shown
shown at
at the
the I.T.
I.T.
Exhibition
Exhibition,, where it was intimated
intimated that
that this
this was
was aa
three-freq
uency system in that
three-frequency
that the
the synchronizing
synchroniz ing
drive signals were transmitted
transmitte d on
on aa "middle
"middle frefrequency." The other two frequencies
frequencie s are
are used
used to
to
transmit
transmit information
informatio n by conventional
convention al two-tone
two-tone
methods, signals being held in aa temporary
temporary store
store or
or
register at the receiving end from which
which they
they are
are
transferred to the final (control) register
register through
through
standard gating circuits, provided
provided synchronism
synchronis m over
over .
the scan period has been "'' proved"
proved " and
and parity
parity
checking has been carried out satisfactorily.
satisfactor ily. System
System
operating speed lies between
between 100
100 and 250
250 bauds,
bauds, the
the
upper limit being extended to 350
350 bauds
bauds when
when
required subject to the additional
additional communication
communic ation
bandwidth being available.
The G.E.C. (Electronics)
(Electronic s) "Teledata"
"Teledata " equipment
equipmen t
is typical of frequency division multiplexed
multiplexe d systems
systems
designed
to
work
over
G.P.O.
or
equivalent
circuits.
equivalent
circuits.
P.C.M. and T.D.M.
P.C.M.
The gear is fully transistorized
transistori zed and its
its working
working
One of the most outstanding
outstandin g examples
examples of
of this
this trend
trend
range of —
10oC to +450°C
C may be
-10°C
be taken
taken as
as being
being
is the adoption of pulse code modulation
modulatio n and
and time
time
representa tive, somewhat higher figures being
representative,
being given
given
division multiplexing
multiplexi ng for telemetry systems
systems for
for
for the transmitter
transmitte r section and for storage
storage and
and transtransAmerican aerospace vehicles such
such as the
the Minuteman
Minutema n
portation. In its standard form the system
system provides
provides
missile, and, in parallel, for the more
more sophisticated
sophisticat ed · 24 basic channels, demultiplexing
demultiple xing being carried
carried out
out
industrial telemetering
telemeteri ng and telecontrol systems.
systems. The
The
convention al bandpass filters.
by conventional
main differences lie in the degree of
of complexity
complexity of
of
One system of interest, described at
at the ConferConferthe individual pulse group ""words"
words " together
together with
with
ence, . had been developed by S. Smith
Smith and
and Son
Son
the redundant pulses (e.g., parity bits)
bits) included
included in
in
specifically for use in coal mines, and
and to
to meet
meet the
the
them for error checking, recognition,
recognition , etc.,
etc., and
and in
in the
the
requireme nt for intrinsic safety. The
requirement
The intelligence
intelligenc e
methods used for scanning synchronization.
synchroniz ation.
which has to be passed from the working areas
areas to
to
Thus the p.c.m. code used for the Minuteman
Minutema n
a central control station on the surface
surface may
may either
either
missile is based on a 27-bit word. The
The last
last three
three bits
bits
be in analogue or on
/off form, and time
on/off
time division
division
of the 27 are used to give word
word identification;
identificati on; as
as for
for
working using a solid state multiplexing
multiplexi ng switch
switch was
was
instance in the ""telemete
telemeterr word" where two
two 8-bit
8-bit
adopted. Solid state devices are, in
in fact,
fact, employed
employed
analogue data blocks converted into digital
digital form
form are
are
throughou
t, their low working power
throughout,
power level
level making
making
separated by an 8-bit digital block
block containing
containing
a significant · contribution
contributio n to satisfying
satisfying the
the intrinsic
intrinsic
guidance and control data. For the Compagnie
Compagni e des
des
safety criterion.
Compteur
Compteurss system for electric
·electric power networks
networks aa 2525In the equipment
equipmen t shown a relatively
relatively small
small nunv
nuw..bit word is used, but in this case
case 99 bits
bits are
are utilized
utilized
ber of data channels—six—were
transchannels -six-were provided;
provided;
transfor checking—5
checking- 5 bits (numbers 99 to
to 13)
13) for
for the
the comcommitting units and receiver being linked
linked through
through aa
plementar
plementary
y value of the address, itself sent
sent as
as aa 5-bit
5-bit
phantom transformer
order
to
transforme r arrangement
arrangeme nt in
in
order
to econoeconogroup, and 4 bits (numbers 22 to 25)
25) for
for transmitting
transmittin g
mize in the number of conductors
conductor s required. Power
Power
in natural binary code the number of
ones "" in
of ""ones
in the
the
supply to the remote units, and their
signals.in
their
signals
.
in the
the
word. It is of interest that the
the code
code structure
structure
reverse direction, are carried over
this
common
over
this
common
adopted for the U.S. high-speed pipeline
pipeline system
system is
is
cable network. The phantom transformer
transforme r system
system
considerab
considerably
ly more complex than this, two
two 36-bit
36-bit is stated to give the necessary d.c. isolation
between
isolation
between
words being contained within an 82-bit
82-bit message
message
the receiving equipment
equipmen t and the underground
undergrou nd units.
units.
block. The actual information
is
carried
informatio n carried by
by the
the first
first
Constructi
Construction
transmitter
units
on of the underground
undergrou
nd
transmitte
r
units
36-bit word and the second consists of
of the
the same
same
is based on plug-in printed circuit
boards
contained
circuit
boards
conniined
number of bits to give a complement
compleme nt check
check of
of the
the
within ^~· in thick steel cases. External
External connections
connection s
informatio n word. The remaining 10
information
bits
are
spaced
10 bits are spaced
are made through waterproof
plugs
and
sockets
waterproo
f
plugs
and
sockets
on each side of the two main groups to
to provide
provide 5-bit
5-bit
specially developed for this project, and
having
exand
having
exstart and 5-bit stop signals. It
It will
will be
be appreciated
appreciate d
tremely low contact resistance and extraction
force.
extraction
force.
that such a large amount of redundancy
redundanc y should
should proprovide the high degree of system
system integrity which
which is
is
considered necessary for this type of application.
Mechani cal Engineering
Engineer ing
application . It
It Mechanical
to
bad
was stated that "no information
informatio n was
was preferred
preferred to bad An outstanding
outstandin g paper falling in
in the
the "Industrial
" Industrial
informatio n," i.e., the latter is rejected
information,"
rejected whenever
whenever
the
System" category was concerned with
with
the teletdeerrors are detected, aa measure which
which is
is usually
usually proprometering system evolved by the Central
Electricity
Central
Electricity
vided for in most public utility supervisory
supervisor y schemes.
schemes.
Research Laboratories
Laborator ies for the study of
of the
the vibration
vibration
The other main element of time
time division
division multimultibehaviour of steam turbine blades
under
blades under working
working
plexing, namely, synchronization,
synchroniz ation, is achieved
achieved either
either
conditions
conditions..
as a direct locking action or by some form
form of
of "" startstartSeveral unique problems were encountered
encounter ed during
during
stop " or periodic correction applied at
the
stop"
at the receiving
receiving
developme nt of the steam
the development
turbine
telemetering
steam
telemeteri
ng
end. A method which
which appears to fall in
in the
the first
first
equipment
equipment,, particularly
to the
high
temparticularl y with regard
regard
the
high
temcategory is employed in the Westinghouse
o
Westingho use binarybinary(150°C)
pertures (150
C) and accelerations
acceleratio ns (5,000
(5,000 g)
g) and
and the
the
coded decimal (" Westronic")
a
W estronic ") system in which
which a
presence of steam and water.
The "capsule"
"capsule"
master generator at the central control
control station
station drives
drives
transistor scanning systems at both master
master and
and outout(Continue
(Continued
d on page
page 567)
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POWER PENTODE
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Vg2
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Vg1
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Rgl
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vgKpk)
(pk)-v 9 1(pk)
v9 1 'pk)-vgl(pk)
Peak A.F. Grid Voltage Vg1
Ia
D.C. Anode Current
la
19 2
D.C. Screen Grid Current Ig2
D C. Control Grid
D.C.
19 1
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Current (Approx.)
Effective Load Resistance
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Useful Power Output
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Total Harmonic Distortion Dtot
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200
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—40
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40
40
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V
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v
V
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v
.V
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53
v
V
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v

60
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v
V
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rnA
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1·5
1-5
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Main specification

GM 5602

GM 5603

Bandwidth
Sensitivity
Differentia!
Differential input
Signal delay
Sweep
: jveep speeds
Magnifier
Ttigger
T igger facilities
facilities

DCDC - 14 Mcjs
Mc/s
V/cm (3
(3 %)
96)
50 mV/cm
mVjcm-- 5 Vfcm
No
300 ns
40 rs/cm
ns/cm -- 2;.5
2.5 sfcm
s/cm
2x, 5x
·
and -int. + and -, ext. + and
Mains freq. + and
and -kV ace.
acc. volt.
volt.
10 cm
em (4in) 4 kV
Cathode follower probe
probe
Atten uator probe
Attenuator
Cables. viewing
Cables,
viewing hood.

DC -14
14 Mcfs
Mc/s
S 0 mV/cm
V/cm (3
(3 96)
96)
50
mVfcm-- 5 Vfcm
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300 ns
40 i.s/cm
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2x, 5x
and -int. + and -, ext. ++ and
Mains freq. + and -13
em (Sin) 10 kV
1 i cm
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acc. volt.
volt.
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follower probes
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viewing hood,
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Cathode ray tube
Accessories supplied
supplied

For extended facilities,
For
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optional accessories
accessories and
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auxiliary instruments
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Recording
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Recording
PP 1014
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/
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[
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f

Trigger delay
Unit
GM 4585
Unit QM
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i h W- ®••••t•- i
Electronic
Switch PP 1071

Pre-amplifier
PM 6041

Projection lens
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PM 9301

Extra Probes

·
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ali over
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the world
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PHILIPS

PHILIPS

electron
ic measuri
electronic
measuring
instruments
ng instrume
nts

Sole distributor for
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and Control
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sender units are mounted in the grooves provided
provided
in the turbine blade discs for
for balancing
balancing purposes.
purposes.
by induction
induction
Power is conveyed into the capsule by
primary winding
winding and
and
transfer between a stationary primary
a number of secondary pick-up coils on
on the
the rotating
rotating
disc. A gap of t£ in or more exists
exists between
between the
the
two winding cores, and a nice design
design compromise
compromise
coupling factor
factor due
due
was required between the low coupling
to the gap demanding a high frequency
frequency and
and the
the
increase in eddy current loss
loss with
with frequency.
frequency. A
A
frequency of about 50 kc/s has been adopted;
adopted; with
with
VOW
necessary to
to feed
feed
three capsules an input of 70
W is necessary
44 W. The
The modulated
modulated
them with a total supply of 4-!comparable fashion.
fashion.
radio signals are picked up in a comparable
Designed for a nominal frequency
Me j s, aa
frequency of
of 30
30Mc/s,
small output loop in the outer face
face of
of the
the capsule
capsule
tranmission line
line coupling
coupling
transmits to the stationary tranmission
line feeder
feeder/aerial
loop. This ingenious parallel line
j aerial
characteristic impedance,
impedance,
system is terminated by its characteristic
over its
its whole
whole
and gives uniform pick-up sensitivity over
circumference except at the termination.
termination. This
This parparcomticular difficulty was overcome by placing aa compensating capacitive pick-up at the
the receiving
receiving end
end
termination.
of 2,000
2,000 hours
hours
In operation, capsule lives in excess of
have been shown to be possible. Trouble
Trouble due
due to
to
" temporary g" failures-temporary
failures—temporary fade-out
fade-out of
of
"temporary
signals-has
signals—has occurred. The mechanism
mechanism involved
involved is
is
not clear, but an explanation was
was put
put forward
forward by
by
Arnold Engineering
Engineering
Mr. M. K. Kingery, of the Arnold
Development Center. The experimental programme
programme
undertaken in this connection was,
was, in
in effect,
effect, to
to
which resulted
resulted in
in their
their
" squeeze potted transistors ", which
for the
the time
time being,
being,
characteristics being "" destroyed "" for
but recovering after an appreciable hysteresis
hysteresis period.
period.
research telemetering,
telemetering,
The paper on piston engine research
by Associated Engineering Limited, showed
showed how
how
lines to
to those
those
development had gone along parallel lines
adopted by C.E.R.L. The sender, working
working at
at 86
86
Me/ s, is small enough to be fitted
Mc/s,
fitted inside
inside the
the piston
piston
of a standard 4-cylinder 1,500 c.c. petrol engine,
engine, is
is
from aa mercury
mercury cell
cell
encapsulated, and supplied from
the acceleration
acceleration
mounted on the gudgeon pin so that the
forces are across the width of the
the cell
cell and
and the
the plate
plate
faces and not perpendicular to them. The
The cells
cells are
are
seals; despite
despite the
the
constructed with high temperature seals;
high acceleration and temperature
temperature conditions
conditions an
an
operating life of 5 hours is obtained.
With a much more severe radio propagation
propagation probproblem than C.E.R.L., fluctuations
fluctuations in
in signal
signal strength
strength
are .countered
countered by the employment of aa very
very wide,
wide,
which has to
to cope
cope with
with the
the
fast-acting a.g.c. system which
60 dB change which occurs between
between the
the two
two
extreme positions of the piston relative
relative to
to the
the crankcrankcase aerial.
In the receiver the
the Foster-Seeley
Foster-Seeley
400 kc/s
kc/s with
with
discriminator covers a bandwidth of 400
a constant slope, while a high
high gain
gain a.f.c.
a.f.c. system
system is
is
Is.
provided which has a range of some
some 55 to
to 66 Me
Mc/s.

Biomedical Telemetering
The paper on biomedical telemetering
telemetering by
by ProfProfessor Mackay of the University of California
California was
was of
of
considerable value on several counts. Not
Not the
the least
least
of these was the comprehensive list
list of
of references
references
beginning with his original contribution
contribution (with
(with B.
B.
Jacobson)
published
lacobson) "Endoradiosonde",
" Endoradiosonde
published in
in Natw·e,
Nature,
June 15, 1957.
Professor Mackay indicated that work
work on
on the
the
""radio
radio pill
" had been going on for
pill"
for over
over ten
ten years.
years.
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carried out with
with "pas3ive
" passive
The first experiments were carried
suitable transistors
transistors
transmitters" in the period before suitable
became available. By using a resonant combination
combination
condenser, variations
variations
of an inductive pick-up and aa condenser,
frequency due to
to changes
changes in
in the
the
in the resonant · frequency
could be
be detected
detected
physical quantity being measured could
as with the grid-dip wavemeter,
wavemeter, and
and these
these instruinstrufact, employed
employed for
for sensing
sensing these
these
ments were, in fact;
·changes.
changes.
type of
of transtransThe development of the transistor type
with particular
particular reference
reference to
to
mitter was also traced with
of producing
producing such
such
reduction in size. The possibility of
in the
the human
human eye
eye
a unit capable of being implanted in
without damage appears to represent
represent the
the · achieveachievethe asymptote
asymptote to
to the
the
ment of a point well along the
infinitesimal.

Oceanography
The rapidly growing recognition of
of the need
need to
to set
set
up oceanographic telemetering networks
networks on
on aa worldworldwide basis is a natural result of the
the corresponding
corresponding
increase in the importance of oceanography.
oceanography. In
In
particular, the u~s.
U.S. contributions to
to the
the session
session on
on
''Geophysical
" Geophysical and Biomedical Systems "" showed
showed that
that
an advanced stage of planning has been
been reached
reached on
on
an international scale. Technically the
the systems
systems have
have
much in common with those used for
for public
public utility
utility .
supervisory schemes. A widely
widely distributed
distributed group
group of
of
buoys telemeter the required data e.g.
e.g. temperature,
temperature,
pressure, salinity, etc. back to
to a shore
shore station
station which
which
interrogates them at suitable intervals.
intervals. Because
Because of
of
the ranges involved and associated system
system design
design
considerations, it is planned to use
use frequency
frequency bands
bands
in the 4-23 Mc/s
Mc / s section of the h.f.
hi. band for
for oceanooceanographic telemetering. The h.f.
hi. band is,
is, at
at present,
present,
probably the most ·congested
congested of any,
any, and
and the
the
demands for space in it continue to.
to grow.
grow. ConConsequently the oceanographer will be competing
competing for
for
bandwidth with a large number
number of users,
users, many
many of
of
them representing public services. Nevertheless
Nevertheless his
his
claims appear to be such that at least
least aa part
part of
of his
his
requirements may well be met in
in the
the near
near future.
future.
A far from tenuous link exists between
between oceanooceanography and earth satellites such as
as the
the Canadian
Canadian
"Alouette"
"
Alouette " topside ionosphere sounder.
sounder. Its
Its main
main
purpose is to measure, as implied by
by its
its functional
functional
name, the electron density distribution from
from above
above
the ionosphere. The paper given on
on this
this satellite
satellite
elicited major interest, especially
especially with
with regard
regard to
to the
the
ground-based telecontrol system used
used with
with it.
it.
Reliability had proved to be . extremely
extremely high.
high.
Launched from the Pacific Missile
Missile Range
Range in
in
California on September 29th, 1962, less
less than
than 0.1%
0.1%
failure had been experienced on telecontrol
telecontrol comcommands over this period. The telecontrol
telecontrol system
system is
is
based on a 7-tone command unit,
unit, the
the tones,
tones, lying
lying in
in
the audio range, are applied sequentially as
as amplitude
amplitude
modulation of the v.h.f. carrier. The
The decision
decision to
to
adopt telecontrol had been found
found to
to have
have been
been amply
amply
justified, not least for the way in which
which power
power could
could
be switched off during the
the gaps
gaps between
between station
station
passes to keep within the power capacity limitations
limitations
of the solar cells. The overall policy which
which had
had been
been
adopted was influenced strongly by the
the need
need to
to make
make
the command, telemetering, and tracking systems
systems of
of
the satellite compatible with the chain
chain of
of N.A.S.A.
N.A.S.A.
Minitrack stations; and had as a guiding
guiding principle
principle
the concept of "keeping the complexity
complexity on
on the
the
ground".
·
R.E.Y.
ground
R.E.Y.
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"Deu
xieme Chaine"
Chaine" Prospects
"Deuxieme
Prospects Attract
Attract Record
Record Crowds
Crowds
AFTE R missing
m1ssmg a year the Paris
AFTER
radioi exhibition
exhibit ion reopened
rad"
reopen ed with rerenewed ^vigour
s th to 15th Sepnewed
?our from ·5th
tember this year as an interna
nternational
tional
show- in fact as well as in name.
show—in
Rumou rs that this would be in effect
.Rumours
a Franco-German
Franco -Germa n exhibition
exhibit ion turned
out to be a malicious
malicious exaggeration.
exagge ration.
We hope it did not originate
origina te in the
the
U.K. because Ferguson
U.K
Fergus on were the
only firm who made the effort to
to
show what Great Britam
Britain can produce.
We congratulate
congra tulate them on
on
someth ing to make direct condoing something
tact with the French buying public
and on the excellent
excellent decor of their
large stand. Well mixed with the
the
19;
19'! stands of French manufacturers
manufa cturers
were 49 firms from Germany,
Germa ny, Holland, Denmark,
Denma rk, Spain, Italy, Switzerland,
Switze rAustria , Japan, the U.S.A. and
land, Austria,
the U.K.
We visited the Salon on the last
Saturda
y of the period and in spite
Saturday
of warm sunshine
sunshin e found the ticket
besieged. The organizers
offices besieged.
organiz ers do
disguise th(
not disguise
theirr surprise
surpris e at the success of this year's show as measured
measur ed
by the number
numbe r of visitors which,
helped by a fairly generous
genero us issue of
of
invitati ons, reached a total of 400,00C
invitations,
400,000
when the show closed—nearly
closed -nearly double
the number
numbe r at the previous
previou s exhibiexhibiv
tion
ion in 1961.
The
The French
French broadcas
*ng authority
broadc asting
authori ty
R.T.F. gave massive support
suppor t to the
568

exhibit ion with special television
exhibition
television
program mes originating
origina ting both
programmes
bo.th in the
hall and in the adjoining
adjoini ng Palais des
des
Sports with its aluminium
alumin ium domed
seating
roof and seat
ig capacity
capacit y of 6,000.
6,000.
Demon stration s were also given of
Demonstrations
the work of R.T.F. in
n assisting
assisting the
the
develop ment of broadcasting
development
broadcasting in the
countri es, and of the work
African countries,
of their technical
technic al research
researc h departdepartments. In common
commo n with most of the
Europe an radio and electronics
European
electron ics shows
this year there were exhibits
exhibit s dedidedicated to past history as well as
to the future. The Centre National
Nation al
d'Etude
d'Etudess des Teleco
Telecommunications
mmuni cations
had arranged
arrange d a sequence
sequen ce showing
showin g
evoluti on of electricity
the evolution
electric ity and
magnet ism, and there were tableaux
magnetism,
tableau x
contras ting amateur
amateu r transmitters,
contrasting
transmi nters,.
portabl e receivers,
receivers, etc., of yesterday
portable
yesterd ay
and today. The future was epitomepitom beautif ully made model of
ized by a beautifully
of
steerab le horn antenna
the steerable
antenn a used for
recepti on at Pleumeur
satellite reception
Pleume ur
Bodou.
But most of the interes
uterestt shown
by the public was in the forthby
forthsecond programme
coming second
program me in Band
IV on 625 lines, and throughthrough out the period of the exhibition
exhibit ion programm es were transmitted
transm itted both on
grammes
v.h.f. (819 lines) and u.h.f.
u .h.f. (625 lines)
demon strate the capabilities
to demonstrate
capabilities of the
receivers shown on the stands.
receivers
The amUent
ambien t lighting in the main
main

hall was reduced
haL
reduce d so that picture
picture
quality could be better appreciated.
appreci ated.
Althou
gh schedu
Although
schedules
les from the
Paris transmitter
transm itter on channel
channe l 22 will
will
continu
continuee daily for the purpose
purpos e of rer
ceiver
ce
er adjustment
adjustm ent they will be mainly
mainly
stills and test cards, but experimental
experim ental
program mes for the public
programmes
public will commence on 4th January 1964 and will
will
continu e each Saturday
continue
Saturda y evening and
and
each Sunday afternoon
afterno on and evening
until April 1964
1%4 when a full service
service
will be established
establis hed in the enviro
environ ss of
of
Paris.
P iris. At the same ttime
me experimental transmissions
transmi ssions will start in
in
Lyons- Fourvie res and before the
Lyons-Fourvieres
summe r of 1964 will be followed
summer
followed by
by
transmi ssions
traesmis
mis from Lille, Marsei
Marseille
lle
Clermo nt-Ferr and.
and Clermont-Ferrand.
All leading French television
AH
televisi on
receiver manufacturers
manufa cturers have either
receiver
adapted their receivers
receivers for the addiaddition
ion of a u.h.f. tuner and aa switched
switche d
timebas e or are already selling
line timebase
sets fully equipped
equipp ed for the second
second
program me. In
programme.
iii tlthiss they are technit•chnically and chronologically
chronol ogically on a par
par
with British manufacturers.
manufa cturers . As
As in
in
Belgium and Holland,
Hollan d, multi-standard
multi-s tandard
sets are also available
available and the firm of
of
Singer SNR were showing
showin g a model
(TM
M 11
18) which was claimed to
to rereceive all European
Europe an systems,
systems , though
on closer examination
examin ation we
we noticed
noticed
that 405 lines was not listed!!
listed! Many
sets make use of the twin-panel
twin-pa nel
WIRELE SS World,
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tube,
display tube,
of display
type of
plastic-coated
plastic-co ated type
but
nt,
auto-filtra but
as auto-fltrant
usually described as
endochro
ecran
as ecran endochro-Grammo t as
by Grammot
Continen tal
anti-refiet.
rnatique
Continental
matique anti-refiet.
70cm
with 70cm
receiver
a
Edison showed receiver with
one
was
there
and
(27-2-in)
(27tin) tube and there was one
by
television
projection
of
example
projection television by
this
that
show
to
de
Telemon to show that this
Pyrus Telemonde.
A
adherents . A
its adherents.
has its
system still has
receivers
television
portable
few
television receivers
the
of the
one of
appearanc e, one
made their appearance,
Frenchthe Frenchbeing the
interestinigg being
most interest
Radiotele~apte ""
Celard "'' Radiotelecapte
designed Celard
8in
an Sin
has an
transistor s, has
uses transistors,
which uses
five
to
adjustable
is ad
tube, is
display tube,
istable
to
five
;
will
and w.ll
standards and
different European standards
long-wav e
and long-wave
medium- and
also receive medium14± XX
measures 14i
It measures
stations. It
radio stations.
lb.
21 lb.
weighs
8tin and w
ghs 21
13 X S^-in
allan allshowing
Celard were also shov
ng an
retelevision
model telev
transistor table model
ion refrom
watts from
24 watts
only 24
taking only
ceiver taking
mains
from mains
watts from
batteries or 50 watts
and
tube and
110 ° tube
23in, 110°
which uses aa 23in,
the
of the
selection of
provides piano-key selection
625-line
.three 625-line
and three
two 819-line and
tran32 tranThe 32
standards . The
European standards.
mounted ini
are mounted
diodes are
22 diodes
sistors and 22
for
hinged for
are hinged
which are
printed circuits which
sides.
access to both sides.
in
not in
was not
television was
Colour teWision
but
,
exhibition but
main exhibition,
the main
evidence in the
demonstr aprivate demonstrathat private
we heard that
ance
long-dist
of long-distance
given of
tions were given
of
ris)
rseille-Pa
(Paris-Ma
relaying (Paris-Marseille-Paris)
of
the
show
to
designed to show the
colour tests, designed
SECAM
the SECAM
of the
stability of
quality and stability
s.
condition
these
system under these cone tions.
were
television
to
Accessories
to
television
were
es
Accessori
Fresnela
included
and
numerous
included a Fresnelmarketed
(Beamsco pe) marketed
type magnifier (Beamscope)
increase
30 % increase
giving 30%
Bros. living
by Pizon Bros
r
variety
wide va
and aa wide
size. and
in picture size,
iety
these,
of these,
Some of
tables. Some
of television tables.
functiona l
extremely functional
e.g. Voltam, are extremely

contops conthick tops
somewha t thick
since their somewhat
seem
which seem
regulators which
tain voltage regulators
the
to the
due to
France, due
to be necessary in
n France,
some
in some
variations in
supply voltage variations
showing
firms showing
Other firms
districts.
Other
Ducretetwere Ducretettension were
reglateurs de tension
and
Opalec and
Dynatra, Opalec
Thomson,
Thomson , Dynatra,
effective
An
Ribet-Desjardins.
An
effective
Ribet-De sjardins.
system
control system
ultrasonic remote control
the
overrode the
successfully overrode
which successfully
noise
nd
backgrou
high exhibition background
noise
Belgian
the Belgian
by the
demonstr ated by
was demonstrated
could
visitors could
that visitors
So that
Cobar. So
firm of Cobar
at
m at
mechanis
the mechanism
see the working of the
demonwas
set
this set was demonclose quarters, this
off!
back off!
the back
strated with the
in
report in
to report
new
little
There was
new to
Hardly
.
reception
radio
of
the field
radio reception. Hardly
stereopho nic
of stereophonic
heard of
anything was heard
lead
the lead
of
spite
in
broadcasting,
in
spite
of
the
ing,
broadcast
experistarting
in
R.T.F.
by
given
in start; ig experion
ago on
years ago
four years
broadcast s four
mental broadcasts
authoriThe
channel.
radio
single
a
channel. The authoritheir
that their
decided that
ties have evidently decided
nic
monopho
good
a
provide
to
efforts
provide a good monophonic
sufficiently
yet sufficiently
not yet
f.m. service are not
quite
was quite
publicity was
appreciated,
appreciat ed, and publicly
modulatio n
towards modulation
strongly directed towards
majority
The majority
such. The
as such.
fniquence as
de frequence
hand-carr ying
the hand-carrying
of the
of portables are of
and
type and
vest-pock et type
the vest-pocket
rather than the
France
in France
trend in
the trend
in this respect the
Euro-other Euro
in other
noted in
is similar to that noted
countries .
pean countries.
the
is the
France is
to France
A trend peculiar to
which
of which
electroph one sistereo
valise electrophone
'o of
were
makes were
different makes
30 different
upwards of 30
player
record player
This isi aa record
to be seen. This
tofit to
which fit
loudspeak ers which
with twin loudspeakers
of
piece of
like aa piece
rather like
gether to look rather
which,
and which,
luggage and
airline luggage
expensive a'rfine
connec(and conneccatch (and
at the drop of aa catch
socket),
mains socket),
nearest mains
the nearest
tion to the
quality.
sound quality.
good sound
gives extremely good
who
to who
as to
fi.rms as
several firms
Inqui:'
es of several
Inquiries

so
are so
which. are
outfits, which
bought these outfits,
T
and
transit, and
good to look at while
. translp
while iin
did
around, did
carried around,
w hy they were carried
.why
answer.
satisfacto ry answer.
any satisfactory
not produce any
sont
ils sont
mais Us
pas, mais
"Nous ne savons
savons pas,
tres populaire."
populaire."
fideJite
haute fidelite
strong haute
There is a strong
Radio
the Radio
but the
movementt in France, but
movemen
really
not really
is not
Salon is
and Telet
honn Salon
Televisio
Internatio nal
the International
(this, the
their show (this,
in
held in
be held
will1 be
Festival of Sound,
Sound, wi
from
year from
next year
D'Orsay next
the Palais D'Orsay
one
However , one
March). However,
17th March).
12th to 17th
high-pow er
of high-power
examples of
or two examples
amplifiers
sound amplifiers
high-qual ity sound
and high-quality
Kardon
Harmon Kardon
The Harmon
were noted. The
for inamplifier, for
(American)
nSOW+ amplifier,
(America n) 50W-tInc.,
Empire Inc.,
Dyna Empire
by Dyna
stance, shown b^
ratings
these ratings
what these
demonstr ating what
was demonstrating
the
in the
millibars
of mil
mean in terms of
oars in
(GerGrundig (Gerauditory meatus. Grundig
appreciacollecting appreciaman) were also collecting
their
of their
sonority
the sono:
by the
tive crowds by
ity of
the
Among the
chests".
larger ""music
mus^. chests
". Among
Teppaz,
products Teppaz,
native French products
associated
hitherto associated
whom one has hitherto
record
portable record
inexpensi ve portable
with inexpensive
emphasis
more emphasis
giving more
players, were giving
their
of their
side of
address side
public address
t»
to the public
range
wide
a
showed a wide range
• activities and showed
with
amplifiers with
power amplifiers
of valve power
tone
of
indication
direct indication of tone
graphical direct
and
settings,
istic
character
control characteristic
settings, and
amplifiers
transistor
of
range of transistor amplifiers
also a range
12V
or 12V
output) or
watt output)
(7 watt
for either 6V (7
supplies.
(15 watts) supplies.
more
is, more
Show 's,
The Paris Radio Show
where
show where
sales show
retail sales
than most, a retail
down
sit down
to sit
encourag ed to
visitors are encouraged
purchase
of aa purchase
details of
and settle final details
amount
the amount
From the
there and then. From
conducte d
being conducted
saw being
of business we saw
the
appreciat e the
can appreciate
in this way we can
satisfacexhibitor s' satisfacorganizers'
organizer s' and exhibitors'
event.
year's event.
this year's
tion with this

'f ^
'

j

^0*
: TLJ

the
used inin the
tube isis used
AA 23-in
display tube
23-in display
receiver.
television
dard
multi-stan
transistor
"
59
" Telecapte 59" transistor multi-standard television receiver.
Celard
Ce!ard "Telecapte
1963
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the
of the
example of
an exampie
Zambra '', an
Schneider "'' Zambra
players
record players
portable record
valise " portable
"stereo valise"
France.
popular in France.
now popular
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Wh y Coaxial Cables?
Why

Coaxial

Cables?

By " CATHOD
CATHODE
RAY"
E RAY
"

Ever since I wrote a two-part treatise
treatise on
on r.f.
r.f.
EvER
cables 13 years ago and it was reissued in the
the book
book
" Second Thoughts on Radio Theory," II have
have
complacen
complacently
was covered.
covered.
tly assumed that the subject was
Those who were at home with hyperbolic functions
functions
had plenty of books from which
which to
to choose,
choose, and
and
those who weren'
weren'tt could, I hoped,
hoped, get
get what
what they
they
wanted from my simpler though less elegant
elegant treattreatment. So I was surprised and slightly disconcert
disconcerted
ed
from someone
someone who
who
the other day to get a letter from
declared that he had read the said
said treatment
treatment in
in
" Second Thoughts "" and it hadn't helped
helped him.
him.
He went on to ask quite a lot of
of questions,
questions, and
and
although I felt a few points were in
in fact
fact covered
covered by
by
what he had read he did succeed in
in convincing
convincing me
me
that there was a gap in available
available teaching
teaching on
on the
the
subject.
beyond even
even the
the
It is no good (it seems) to clarify, beyond
capacity of the dimmest to misunders
misunderstand,
the
tand, the
ii)
ij:
;j:
Jiij!

Fig. I. Section
Section of
of type
type of
parallel-wire cable sometimes used for
for linking
linking teletele- ·
vision set with
with aerial.
aerial.

•
mysteries ·of
of reflection coefficient
coefficient,, standing
standing wave
wave
ratio, characteris
characteristic
impedance,, quarter-wa
quarter-wave
transtic impedance
ve transformers,
lormers, etc., if you omit to mention what
what it
it is
is all
all
in aid of.
This is how, 13 years ago, I began:
" Now that television is going ahead in a big
big way,
way,
more and more people are having to
to become acacquainted with the fact that for
for connecting the
the aerial
aerial
to the set one cannot just use any old bit of
of wire."
wire."
If I'd had my ear closer to the ground II might
might have
have
heard the insistent rejoinder "" Why
Why not?"
not?" But
But
I just went on: "" One has to use aa special sort
sort of
of
" feeder "" cable, and it must have the
the right impedimpedance." Again, I missed the criescries of "" Why?"
Why?" and
and
plunged straight into the technicalit
technicalities
of impedance
impedance..
ies of
Now, after a delay that only a cable to
to ·the
the stars
stars
and back would provide, but without its
its attenuatio
attenuation,
n,
comes the simple query: Why
Why is aa coaxial
coaxial cable
cable
needed? Why not the ordinary electric
electric sort?
sort?
my questioner
questioner
It may not have escaped notice that my
was concerned about coaxial cables,
cables, whereas
whereas my
my
treatise was entitled "R.F. Cables." Although
Although the
the
two things have a large overlap, they
they far
far from
from
completely coincide. Not all r.f. cables
cables are
are coaxial
coaxial
and not all coaxial cables are for
for r.f.
r.f. (which
(which stands
stands
frequency).. But it was
was clear
clear that
that the
the
for radio frequency)
inquirer meant r.f. coaxial cables. II pointed
pointed out
out
to him that parallel-wire
transmission
lines
parallel-w ire cables or transmissi
on lines
are preferred for some r.f. purposes.
mentioned
Talking about purposes, although II mentioned
television
-because it is by far
television—because
far the most
most familiar
familiar
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-there are others. Wherever r.f.
—there
r.f. power
power or
or signals
signals
have to be transmitte
transmitted
over
a
significant
distance
d
significant distance
with as little loss as possible, that
that is
is where
where r.f.
r.f.
cables or lines are used. In radio communic
communications
ations
and radar equipmen
equipment,
t, for example.
What, in this context, is a significant distance?
distance?
It would be quite wrong to give the answer
answer in
in yards,
yards,
or even metres—unless
frequency or
or wavelengt
wavelength
metres-un less the frequency
h
was known. The general ansvver
answer would be:
be: SomeSomething more than a very small fraction of
of aa wavewavelength. How about 5 yards-or,
yards—or, what is
is nearly
nearly
the same, 5 metres-fo
metres—forr example?
If this
this was
was
If
anything over, say, one twentieth of
of aa wavelengt
wavelength
h
significant.. 20 time~
times 55 being
being 100,
100, that
that
it would be significant
works out to include all \vavelengt
wavelengths
than 100
100
hs less than
metres. If you think in frequencie
frequencies,
will divide
divide
s, you will
yes! 3
3 Mc/s.
Mc/s. As
As
300 million by this and say: Oh, yes!
a matter of fact it isn't quite so simple as that,
that, because
because
the number
number of
of
300 million is (in round figures) the
metres travelled by light and radio waves per
per second
second
in empty space. Along a cable, which is
is what
what we
we
are talking about, they travel slower. How
How much
much
slower depends on the kind of cable, and
and that
that we
we
per second
second is
is
don't knowj
know; but 200 million metres per
Recalculating
the
near enough for most r.f. cables. Recalculat
ing the
of cable
cable is
is
lowest frequency for which 5 metres of
certainly a significant distance, we get
get 22 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
For some purposes even one-twent
one-twentieth
of aa wavewaveieth of
length would be too large a fraction,
fraction, and
and 22 Mc/s
Mc/s
therefore not the lowest frequency
frequency for
for which
which 55
metres of cable would matter.
asking, "" Why?
Why? ""
I can imagine my questioner asking,
The waves take time, however short, to
to move
move from
from
A to B, so there is aa phase
phase difference
difference between
between the
the
difference that
that is
is the
the
two points, and it is this phase difference
significant thing.
For most purposes
purposes even
even one
one
twentieth of a cycle (18°) is appreciabl
appreciable.
e.

iiO
Fig. 2. (a) Unbalanced
Unbalanced
and (b) balanced terminterm ination for parallel-wire
parallel-wire
line.

(a)
M

X
—
q
I—I

(b)
(b)

And so we find that a few inches don't
don't matter
matter very
very
much at the frequencie
frequencies
used
for
television—at
s
for television -at
least, on the present bands II and
and III-but
III—but they
they
matter a lot with centimetre waves.
waves. At
At the
the other
other
extreme, a mile of cable would introduce
introduce only
only about
about
phase difference
difference at
at
one fourteenth of one degree of phase
power frequency (50 c/s.).
in this
this quesquesGoing back to where we got involved in
that the
the first
first requirerequiretion of distance, we should note that
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power
r .f. power
transport r.f.
should transport
that itit should
is that
cable is
the cable
of the
:rnent
ment of
ways
different ways
three different
are three
There are
loss. There
with negligible loss.
obvious,
most obvious,
The most
power. The
lose power.
can lose
it can
which it
in which
resistance
the resistance
to the
due to
itself; due
cable itself;
the cable
perhaps, is in the
them
through
flowing
current flowing through them
to current
conductors to
the conductors
of the
to
materials
insulating
the insulating materials to
of the
behaviour of
and the behaviour
radiby
loss
be
also
can
There
currents. There can also be loss by radicapacitive currents.
to
liability to
is, liability
there is,
that there
extent that
ation—and,
the extent
ation-and, to ·the
link
to
used
cable
such
entering
mtereference entering such cable used to link aa
more
the more
there isis the
Lastly there
aerial. Lastly
its aerial.
receiver with its
This
mismatching. This
impedance mismatching.
of impedance
involved subject of
the
limit the
as limit
power as
waste power
actually waste
much actually
doesn't so much
the
than the
less than
something less
to something
amount transmitted, to
maximum possible.
power
at power
used at
cables used
the cables
that the
respects that
It is in these respects
frequencies-are
telephone frequencies—are
even telephone
frequencies—or even
frequencies-or
resistance
the resistance
that the
Not that
wanting. Not
likely to be found wanting.
one
though one
excessive, though
be excessive,
to be
likely to
is likely
conductors is
of the conductors
frequencies
high frequencies
very high
at very
that at
mind that
in mind
bear in
does have to bear
carries
substance carries
whole substance
the whole
than the
the surface rather than
to
now to
just now
time just
no time
is no
(There is
most of the current.
current. (There
Skin
up "" Skin
look up
know, look
don't know,
you don't
if you
explain why; if
dielectric
But dielectric
radio.) But
on radio.)
Effect
" in any
book on
good book
any good
Effect"
importance.
major importance.
losses are of major
because
understand, because
to understand,
enough to
That is easy enough
which
into which
capacitor into
is aa capacitor
cable is
the cable
of the
every inch of
two
the two
between the
voltage between
any voltage
by any
current is driven by
given
for aa given
current, for
such current,
of such
amount of
conductors. The amount
frequency.
the frequency.
to the
proportional to
directly proportional
voltage, is directly
at
as at
much as
as much
times as
million times
is aa million
it is
Mc/s it
So at 50 Mc/s
were aa
conductors were
the conductors
between the
space between
If the space
cjs. If
50 c/s.
(though
power (though
of power
waste of
no waste
vacuum there would be
be no
profound
has aa profound
current has
capacitance current
of course the capacitance
same isis
the same
and the
cable), and
the cable),
of the
behaviour of
effect on the behaviour
the
keep the
can't keep
one can't
But one
air. But
true for air.
very nearly true
air;
by air;
even by
or even
vacuum, or
by aa vacuum,
conductors apart by
whatever
and whatever
needed, and
is needed,
substantial is
something more substantial
factor)
power factor)
the power
(called the
proportion (called
is used wastes aa proportion
cable's
the cable's
through the
fro through
and fro
to and
of the power flowing to
capacitance.
that
way that
this way
flow this
does flow
power does
little power
cjs so little
At 50 c/s
power
its power
about its
much about
worry much
to worry
there is no need to
voltage
resist voltage
to resist
chosen to
is chosen
material is
factor; if the material
be
should be
factor should
power factor
its. power
breakdown successfully, its.
enormously
factor enormously
power factor
is power
only is
Not only
enough . . Not
low enough.
frethe freto the
proportion to
in proportion
r.f., in
important at r.f.,
more important
itself
materials itself
some materials
of some
factor of
power factor
quency, but the power
care
such care
why such
That isis why
frequency. That
increases with frequency.
materials
insulating
cable insulating materials
choose cable
to choose
has to be taken to
microwaves.
and microwaves.
v.h.f. and
for v.h.f.
especially for
for r.f., and especially
war
the war
during
polythene
of
development
The development
polythene during the
more
"
breakthrough
"
description " breakthrough" more
deserves the description
combines
because itit combines
described, because
so described,
things so
than many things
flexibility
with
factor
power
.f.
v.h
low
v.h.f. power factor with flexibility
extremely
temperature.
over a wide range of temperature.
power
some power
wastes some
material wastes
solid
best
the
Even
solid material
double
a
is
there
money-so
some
—and costs
money—so there is a double
-and
most
I n most
possible. In
as possible.
it as
little ·of
as little
of it
incentive to use as
shaped
cup
or
disk
to
limited
is
it
cable
r.f.
of
·types
types
r.f. cable it is limited to disk or cup shaped
of aa
form of
the form
takes the
or itit takes
it, or
along it,
intervals ·along
spacers at intervals
ingenious
many ingenious
are many
cord-there are
spiral cord—there
continuous spiral
solid
sufficient solid
be sufficient
must be
there must
Obviously there
designs. Obviously
from
conductors from
the conductors
prevent the
to prevent
as to
material so placed as
enough
close enough
getting close
feeders) getting
power feeders)
(in power
touching or (in
rigormore rigorrequirement isis more
the requirement
but the
for a flash-over, but
maintain
to maintain
necessary to
is necessary
because itit is
ous than that because
t hroughout
figure throughout
same figure
the same
at the
inch at
the capacitance per inch
trouble,
mismatching trouble;
be mismatching
or there will be
the
take the
to take
used to
those used
as those
such as
Power feeders such
tower
the tower
up the
transmitter up
television transmitter
output from aa television
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not
should not
fact, should
(in fact,
flexible (in
be flexible
not be
to the aerial need not
built .
b~ built.
can be
they can
that they
scale that
such aa scale
be) and are on such
solid
little solid
very little
with very
cylinders, with
up of rigid rods an9.
and cylinders,
to
are to
power are
of power
kilowatts of
many kilowatts
insulation.
. When many
insulation . .When
per
few per
even aa few
waste even
to waste
want to
doesn't want
be carried, one doesn't
cent of it.
form.
coaxial form.
the coaxial
for the
reason for
the reason
Next, there is the
the
in the
Well, in
flex? Well,
twisted flex?
ordinary twisted
Why not use ordinary
which
p.v.c., which
by p.v.c.,
insulated by
usually insulated
is usually
first place flex is
that
Presumably that
factor. Presumably
power factor.
has much too high aa power
Next,
polythene. Next,
substituting polythene.
by substituting
could be got over by
capaci- ·
the capacithat the
together that
close together
so close
the conductors are so
loss, ·
large loss,'
cause aa large
to cause
tending to
large, tending
is large,
tance per inch is
impedance
low impedance
inconveniently low
an inconveniently
in an
and also resulting in
to.
connected to.
wire isis connected
the wire
things the
the things
for matching the
very
be very
not be
would not
capacitance would
the capacitance
Probably, too, the
wherever
increased wherever
be increased
would be
certainly itit would
constant, and certainly
structures.
metal structures.
to metal
close to
placed close
the wire was placed
spacing
by spacing
reduced by
are reduced
disadvantages are
Some of these disadvantages
parallel-wire
and parallel-wire
1, and
Fig. 1,
in Fig.
shown in
as shown
the wires apart as

(»)
Fig. 3. (a) Constant-voltage and (b) constantcurrent generator and
load systems and their
simplest equivalent forms.

I
.I
1
R
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(b)

receivers,
television receivers,
for television
feeder of this kind
used for
is used
kind is
need
the need
But the
important. But
is important.
cheapness is
etc., where cheapness
greater,
even greater,
is even
conductors is
other conductors
to keep it away from other
radiation
greater radiation
in greater
results in
twist results
of twist
and the absence of
scale,
larger scale,
On aa larger
interference. On
and possibility of interference.
and
air
by
mainly
separated
rods separated mainly by air and
or rods
parallel wires or
teleoverhead
like
rather
supported by insulators
insulators rather like overhead telefrequencies,
radio frequencies,
at radio
used at
sometimes used
phone wires are sometimes
ones.
high
very
but rarely at
ones.
and
radiation and
of radiation
questions of
the questions
to the
That brings us to
question
same question
the same
both the
are both
They are
interference. They
are
line are
the line
of the
characteristics of
the characteristics
really, so far as the
accept
to accept
open to
lot isis open
radiates aa lot
that radiates
concerned; a line that
concerned;
of
ability of
receiving ability
the receiving
as the
just as
interference, just
a lot of interference,
radiating
its radiating
measuring its
by measuring
found by
be found
an aerial can be
people
more people
far more
Although far
versa. Although
v£ce versa.
ability, and vice
the
transmitting, the
for transmitting,
than for
receiving than
use r.f. lines for receiving
more
dis~ussed more
be discussed
perhaps be
can perhaps
two-fold question can
radiation.
easily in terms of radiation.
the
which the
at which
rate at
the rate
to the
proportional to
Radiation is proportional
to
that isis to
changing: that
are changing:
fields are
magnetic fields
electric and magnetic
on
decided on
frequency isis decided
But frequency
say, the frequency. But
not aa
so isis not
radiation, so
minimizing radiation,
other grounds than minimizing
fastvery fastEven aa very
purpose. Even
that purpose.
possible variable for that
however, ifif itit isis
much, however,
radiate much,
not radiate
will not
changing field will
source.
its source.
to its
wavelength) to
of wavelength)
terms of
very close (in terms
shaped
are shaped
aerials are
why aerials
is why
T hat is
out. That
spread out.
It has to spread
when
mind when
in mind
opposite isis in
the opposite
Exactly the
as they are. Exactly
designed. ·
being designed.
ate being
cables are
or cables
transmission lines or
the
to the
essential to
indeed essential
inevitable-and indeed
Fields are inevitable—and
to
solution isis to
only solution
the only
line-so the
the line—so
functioning of the
as
completely as
as completely
out as
another out
one another
cancel one
make them cancel
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possible at all points
points more
more than
than aa small
small fraction
fraction of
of aa
wavelength from
from the conductors.
conductors.
At such low frequencies
frequencies as··so
as 50 c/s
c/s it
it is
is not
not unusual
unusual
paralle~-wire
a
to connect things together
together with
with a parallel-wire line,
line,
one wire of which is
is earthed,
earthed, as
as in
in Fig.
Fig. 2(a).
2(a). It
It
happens when we use
use one
one of
of the
the untwisted
untwisted types
types of
of
flex for our domestic
domestic appliances.
appliances. If
If all
all the
the current
current
then
,
earth_
via
none
and
wires
goes via the
and none via earth, then the
the wires
wires
carry equal and opposite
opposite currents;
currents; and
and because
because they
they
cancellation
mutual
the
are very close together
together the mutual cancellation of
of
their magnetic fields
fields is
is effective
effective everywhere
everywhere beyond
beyond
js,
a very small fraction
fraction of
of one
one wavelength
wavelength (at
(at 50
50 cc/s,
3,750 miles!). But because
because one
one wire
wire is
is earthed
earthed and
and
the other is "" live ",
", there
there is
is an
an unbalanced
unbalanced electric
electric
field between the
the latter
latter and
and earth,
earth, and
and consequently
consequently
a capacitive current that
that way.
way. So
So the
the balance
balance of
of
currents is upset, the
the mutual
mutual cancellation
cancellation of
ofmagnetic
magnetic
fields is imperfect, and
and there
there is
is aa spread-out
spread-out electric
electric
field between the live
live wire
wire and
and earth
earth as
as well
well as
as the
the
concentrated one between
between it
it and
and the
the earthed
earthed wire.
wire.
However, the earthed
earthed wil;'e
wife provides
provides some
some screening,
screening,
and in any case the
the capacitive
capacitive current
current at
at 50
50 c/s
c/s isis
negligible, and even if
if it
it weren't
weren't the
the radiation
radiation at
at that
that
frequency is negligible.
negligible.
At v.h.f., however,
however, the
the wavelength
wavelength is
is at
at least
least aa
million times shorter,
shorter, and
and the
the frequency
frequency (and
(and theretherefore the current via
via aa given
given capacitance)
capacitance) aa million
million
times greater. Moreover
Moreover the
the wires
wires have
have to
to be
be spaced
spaced
farther apart if the
the impedance
impedance of
of the
the line
line isis not
not to
to be
be
there
if
lines,
low—and, in
in r.f.
r.f. power
power lines, if there
inconveniently low-and,
is to be no flash-over.
flash-over. So
So there
there is
is liable
liable to
to be
be aa
in
currents
the
· very appreciable inequality
inequality in
in the currents in the
the
resultant
a
wires, and therefore
therefore a resultant magnetic
magnetic field.
field.
spacing would
would reduce
reduce cancellation
cancellation
And the wider spacing
equal.
were
even if the currents were equal.
Consequently at such
such frequencies
frequencies the
the practice
practice isis
so
),
2(b
Fig.
in
as
point,
centre
the
to earth
point, as in Fig. 2(b), so that
that the
the
potentials.
opposite
and
equal
at
are
wires
and opposite potentials. Then,
Then,
provided they are both
both at
at practically
practically equal
equal distances
distances
the current
current balance
balance is
is maintained
maintained
from any earth, the
and the magnetic fields
fields cancel
cancel at
at distances
distances that
that are
are
large compared with the
the spacing
spacing between
between the
the wires.
wires.
To meet other requirements
requirements this
this spacing
spacing isis likely
likely
to be appreciable compared
compared with
with aa wavelength,
wavelength, and
and

pi
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Modification of
Fig. 4. Modification
of Fig.
Fig. 33 (a)
(a) when
when generator
generator and
and load
load are
are
in different places, necessitating
necessitating aa coaxial
coaxial cable
cable toto join
join them
them..

so therefore is radiation
radiation from
from this
this type
type of
of line.
line. It
It isis
unsuitable if
if used
used close
close to
to earth-and
earth—and
particularly unsuitable
that, of course, includes
includes all
all earthed
earthed conductive
conductive
objects.
So where it is important
important to
to keep
keep radiation
radiation or
or
the coaxial
coaxial type
type is
is preferred.
preferred.
interference down, the
It has the extra advantage
advantage that
that no
no centre-tapping
centre-tapping
is needed; the outer conductor
conductor is
is earthed.
earthed. So
So only
only
the inner conductor is at
at r.f.
r.f. potential,
potential, and
and as
as itit isis
entirely surrounded by the
the outer
outer conductor
conductor the
the
electric field is confined
confined to
to the
the space
space between
between the
the
conductors, and in spite
spite of
of the
the unbalanced
unbalanced connecconnection there is no current
current unbalance.
unbalance. Consequently
Consequently
there is maximum mutual
mutual cancellation
cancellation of
of magnetic
magnetic
outer
the
that
fact
fields, aided by the
the fact that the outer conductor
conductor
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is all round the other
other instead
instead of
of at
at one
one side
side of
of it.
it.
Here the
the governing
governing principle
principle
Lastly, impedance. Here
is that when a cons~ant
constant e.m.f.
e.m.f. or
or current
current isis provided
provided
by a source, it delivers
delivers the
the maximum
maximum power
power to
to aa
load when the impedance
impedance of
of the
the load
load is
is the
the conjugate
conjugate
of the impedance of the
the source,
source, and
and the
the total
total power
power isis
then shared equally between
between source
source and
and load.
load.
rather alarming,
alarming, but
but itit isis quite
quite
That may sound rather
Fig. 33 shows
shows the
the simplest
simplest case,
case, in
in
simple really. Fig.
which the impedances are
are resistances.
resistances, (a)
(a) isis the
the
voltage form, in which
which E
E is
is the
the constant
constant e.m.f.,
e.m.f.,
in series with a fixed·
fixed' source
source resistance
resistance R
R8s and
and the
the
load resistance RL.
RL. The
The theorem
theorem says
says you
you get
get the
the
maximum power in RL
RL when
when R
RLL == R
Ril.rt. (b)
(b) isis the
the
constant-current form,
form, which
which is
is equivalent;
equivalent; the
the circuit
circuit
as
of any actual power
power generator,
generator, such
such as aa radio
radio
transmitter, can be boiled
boiled down
down into
into either
either of
of these
these
two forms. You would naturally
naturally choose
choose the
the one
one that
that
however,
general,
In
was easier to calculate.
calculate. In general, however, there
there isis
well as
as resistance
resistance in
in the
the source,
source,
some reactance as well
you
means
conjugate
the
and the bit about the conjugate means you would
would
have to
to tune that out
out by
by means
means of
of an
an equal
equal amount
amount
of the opposite kind
kind of
of reactance
reactance across
across or
or in
in series
series
frequency
one
any
at
with the load. (Remember,
(Remember, at any one frequency
valent to
there is a parallel reactance
reactance equi
equivalent
to any
any series
series
reactance; and in this
this case
case you
you choose
choose the
the one
one that
that
Calculations
provide.
to
cheapest
or
t
s
is easieeasiest
cheapest to provide. Calculations are
are
easiest if both are in
in series
series in
in (a)
(a) and
and in
in parallel
parallel in
in
(b).).
theorem is
is by
by simple
simple calculus
calculus and
and
The proof of the theorem
is given in the textbooks
textbooks on
on circuit
circuit theory.
theory.
The situation we are
are considering
considering is
is where
where the
the load
load
is some distance from
from the
the source,
source, so
so that
that an
an r.f.
r.f.
cable has to be used
used between
between them,
them, as
as in
in Fig.
Fig. 4.
4.
This cable makes no difference
difference to
to the
the power
power delivered
delivered
to RL
Rj if (i) its characteristic
characteristic resistance
resistance RR00 isis equal
equal
RLl and R
to R
R8s,, and (ii)
(ii) it
it is
is loss-free.
loss-free. Condition
Condition (ii)
(ii)
is not entirely possible,
possible, but
but we
we have
have already
already seen
seen
how the loss can be
be minimized,
minimized, and
and the
the makers
makers of
of
the cable usually state
state it
it in
in dB
dB per
per 100
100 feet.
feet. ConCondition (i) is ideal because
because itit not
not only
only fulfils
fulfils the
the
hing theorem
impedance-matching
theorem but
but also
also ensures
ensures that
that
impedance-matc
cable is
is kept
kept to
to the
the unavoidable
unavoidable
the loss in the cable
minimum. However, the
the cable,
cable, or
or part
part of
of it,
it, can
can be
be
used not only to convey
convey the
the power
power across
across aa distance
distance
but also to act as aa transformer,
transformer, effecting
effecting aa match
match
between unequal source
source and
and load
load impedances.
impedances. By
By
suitable choice of R
R00,, one
one can
can make
make the
the resistance
resistance of
of
load plus cable equal to
to R",
R^, and
and source
source plus
plus cable
cable
equal to Ru
RL, so achieving
achieving perfect
perfect matching
matching at
at both
both
subject,
the
on
treatise
ends. As explained in
in the
the treatise on the subject,
the greater the transformation
transformation ratio
ratio the
the greater
greater the
the
(indicated
fro
and
to
surging
amount of power surging to and fro (indicated by
by
the standing-wave ratio,
ratio, S\X!R)
SWR) besides
besides the
the steady
steady
flow of power from
from source
source to
to load.
load. As
As aa proportion
proportion
is
cable
the
through
power
the
all
of
through the cable is lost,
lost, the
the total
total
transformer
the
so
be;
need
it
than
greater
thus
is
loss
than it need be; so the transformer
effect is used only when
when the
the distance
distance to
to be
be covered
covered isis
not more than a wave-length
wave-length or
or tvvo,
two, or
or else
else aa quarterquarterline is
is used
used as
as aa transformer
transformer to
to
wavelength of special line
oth ends
match the resistances
resistances at
at either
either or
or bboth
ends to
to the
the
main cable.
may seem,
seem, the
the impedance
impedance of
of
Paradoxically as it may
the cable would be a pure
pure resistance
resistance if
if the
the cable
cable were
were
In
perfectly loss-free.
In practical
practical low-loss
low-loss cables
cables
n
it is almost entirely
entirely resistive.
resistive. The
The value
value of
of RR„
depends on the inductance
inductance and
and capacitance
capacitance per
per unit
unit
length, which in turn depend
depend on
on the
the sizes
sizes and
and spacing
spacing
of the conductors and
and the
the material
material between
between them;
them;
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RECO,R DER
TAPE
TAPE
RECORDER
TYPE
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additions
and additions
detail i-mprovements
many detail
had many
has had
recorder has
The Vortexion CBL recorder
mprovements and
with
facilities
record
after record facilities with
monitoring, after
type mentoring,
" B " type
deck, "B"
using the latest
stereo deck,
latest stereo
usual
the usual
All the
output. All
total output
watts total
over 66 watts
and over
channel and
each channel
mixing of inputs
on each
inputs on
signal
and
bias
of
metering
including
retained
are
recorder
"
features of the
"
B
"
recorder
are
retained
including
meter
ig
of
bias
and
signal
B
the "
wHh
together with
other together
the other
to the
track to
one track
from one
signat from
the signal
record the
plus the ability to
to record
line
balanced line
ohm balanced
30/50 ohm
separate 30/50
The separate
rnputs. The
mixed' inputs.
the mixed
additional signal
from the
signal from
apat·t
distance apart
any distance
at any
placed at
be placed
to be
microphones to
the microphones
for the
allow for
microphone inputs allow
off
switched off
be switched
may be
channef may
hand channel
rrght hand
The right
required. The
result required.
the result
according to the
desired.
working isis desired.
channel working
si,ngle channel
entirety
only single
entirely when only
quality.
highest quality.
the highest
of the
model of
semi-profession al model
is. aa semi-professional
Recorder is
The W.V.A. Recorder
record,
after record,
wrth after
use with
professional use
for prcfesstonaf
suitabre for
Recorder isis suitable
The W.V.B.
W:V.B. Recorder
facH it i·es.
echo facilities.
monitoring and echo
monitorrng
music
and music
speech and
of speech
watts of
50 watts
deliver 50
can deliver
Amplifier can
watt Amplifier
30j50 watt
The Vortexion 30/50
response ofoJ
has aa response
amplifier has
main amplifier
the main
and the
wave and
sine wave
continuous sine
of continuous
watts of
30 watts
or over 30
and
ohm and
7.5, 15IS ohm
for 4,4, 7.5,
outputs for
and outputs
distort ion and
0.1 °/c; distortion
at 0.1%
db at
within !I db
20,000 cps within
30 to 20,000
:
may
which may
inputs which
mixed inputs
four mixed
or four
three or
two, three
with two,
available with
are available
Models are
e. Models
ne.
100 volt ilin
in puts.
Guitar inputs.
or Guitar
P.U. or
mic rophones, P.U.
tine microphones,
impedance balanced
be low impedance
)a!anced line
frequency
any frequency
at any
power at
audio power
futl audio
its full
.deliver its
can ,deliver
AmpHfier can
watt Amplifier
The 120/200 watt
with
dbwith
wtthin
accurate within t I db
response isis accurate
the.response
which the
for which
cps for
20.000 cps
to 20,000
30 to
of 30
range2 of
in the ran
device s:
mechanical devices
drive mechanical
to·drive
used to
be used
can be
It can
I ,OOOcps.
at 1,000
d rstortion at
0.2% distortion
less than 0.2%
cps. It
for
input
The
wave.
sine
continuous
on
watts
120 watts on continuous sine wave. The input isis for
over 120
power isrs over
for
the power
fo r _which the
addttional
and addttionai
volts and
200-240 volts
or 200-240
volts or
100- J20 volts
for 100-120
output for
the output
ohms, the
600 ohms,
II mw. 600
available.
are available.
imp,edances are
other impedances
for other
matching transformers for
are:
manufacture are:
our manufacture
of our
rtems of
Other items
recorder s.
above recorders.
for above
Unit for
Erase Fader Unit
con trms.
tone controls.
and tone
output and
watt output
10 watt
wfth 10
4 Way Mixer with
Mixer.
Record and Playback Mixer.
Mixers.
W ay Stereo Mixers.
2x5
2 x 5 Way
Way Mixers.
l2
12 Way
Meter ..
Programme Meter.
Peak Programme
33 Way Mixer and Peak
.
4 Way Mixers.
Mrxers.
type Mixers.
stud type
out stud
and out
in and
ohm in
30j50 ohm
2 way 30/50

request . .
on request,
above on
the above
of the
prices of
and prices
de tails and
Fu!J details
Fuft

S.W.I9
london, S.W.I9
Wimbledon , London,
Broa~way, Wimbledon,
The Broadway,
257'-263 The
VORTEXION
LIMITED, 257-263
VO RTEXION LIMITED,
London··
Wimb!e, London''
Telegrams:
Vortexion, Wimble,
Tel.egra.ms: '"Vortexion,.

6242-3·
and 6242-3
2814 and
LIBerty 2814
Telephone:u LIBercy
telephone
DETA ILS.
FURTHER DETAILS.
F.OR FURTHER
2WW-118 FOB
2WW—118
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gain
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electrical
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Low
Low mic
microphony
rop hon y
Low
Low noi
noisa
se
Low
Low cha
characteristic
spread
rac teri stic spr
ead
Mazda
Mazda Frame
Frame-Grid
Valves
offer all
all the
the advan
advantages
associated
with this outstanding manufac-Grid Valve
s offer
tages associ
ated with
this outsta nding manuf acturing
turing techni
technique,
plus some
some notice
noticeable
extras.
Mostincorp
incorporate
a
new Mazda cathode coating
que, plus
able extras
. Most
orate a new
Mazda cathod e coatin g
proces
s which ensure
process
ensures
smooth
surface
textures
and gives
gives .aa final
final dimen
dimensional accuracy o
s smoot
h surfac
e textur
es and
sional accura cy of
=t 4/10ths
4/lOth s of aa thou. Some
±
Some have
have tightl
tightly
controlled
variable
mu
characteristics
give superior
y contro
lled variab
le- mu charac teristi cs totogive
superi or
cross
modul
cross modulation
performance.
These high-p
high-performance
calvesare
areavaila
available for various uses,
ation perfor
mance . These
erform ance valves
ble for variou s uses,
as
as detaile
detailed
below, and
and are
are of
of sound
sound mecha
mechanical
design.
Pleaseask
ask for appropriate data sheets.
d below,
nical design
. Please
for approp riate data sheets.

30LI7 /PCC806
30LI7/PCC806

Tune
r
Tuner
Valve
s
Valves

JOC
17 /PCF87
30CI7/PCF87

6F29
/ EF183
6F29/EFI83

Low
Low noise
noise ·• High
High gain
gain
Low cross
cr
Low
modula
tion
■
oss modulation

6F30
/ EFI84
6F30/EFI84

I.F
s High
I.F Valve
Valves
High gain
gain
Low cross
modula
tion
modulation

6F28
/EE80
6F28/EE80

30FLI2/ PCE82
30FU2/PCE82

High peak current
availab
le
available
High sensitiv
ity
sensitivity
on
Low distorti
distortion

· Video
Video
Outp
ut
Output
Valve
s
Valves

Tho
rn-A EI Rad
Thorn-AEI
Radio
Valves
& Tub
Tubes
Ltd.
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ves &
es Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE
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!55 CHARIN
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formulae are given
iormulae
given in
m the
the books
books for
for coaxial
coaxial and
and
parallel-wire lines.
lines. The
The range
range of
of R„
R 0 that
that can
can be
be
provided is limited
limited by
by the
the dimensions
dimensions that
that are
are
practical to about
about 200
200 O
0 to
to 650
650 OD for
for parallel-wire
parallel-wire and
and
40 D to 1400
140 0 for coaxial;
40^
coaxial; and
and to
to keep
keep loss
loss to
to aa miniminimum they should
should not
not be
be very
very far
far from
from 600
600D0 and
and
D respectively. That
75 O
That is
is another
another reason
reason why,
why, ifif aa
widely different
different value
value is
is needed
needed for
for impedanceimpedancematching purposes,
its
length
should
purpo ses~ its length should be
be limited
limited to
to
the minimum needed
that
purpose—quarter
needed for
for that purpose-quarter
of a wavelength. Yet
Yet another
another reason
reason isis that
that the
the
length of an unmatched
unmatched (or
(or transforming)
transforming) line
line isis
in relation
relation to
critical in
to wavelength,
wavelength, whereas
whereas the
the
precise length of
of aa matched
matched line
line doesn't
doesn't matter
matter and
and
it can be used
used for
for quite
quite aa wide
wide range
range of
of frequency.
frequency.
Quarter-wave transformers
transformers are
are sometimes
sometimes used
used at
at the
the
aerial end, but
but other
other matching
matching devices
devices are
are more
more
usual at the other
other end.
end.
Although I am trying
trying not
not to
to go
go over
over well-trodden
well-trodden
ground, it may be
be helpful
helpful to
to be
be reminded
reminded that
that the
the
correct R00 for aa A/4
A./4 section
section to
to match
match R,
R, to
to R
R22 isis
It may
\-\'R
l R,R
may also
also be
be helpful
helpful to
to repeat
repeat that
that aa
)R22,•
mismatch between
between source
source and
and load
load restricts
restricts the
the
power reaching the
the load;
load; the
the extent
extent to
to which
which itit does
does
so is shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 5.
5. But
But if
if R
RLL isis greater
·greater than
than R
Rs8
the efficiency (proportion
(proportion of
of total
total power
power reaching
reaching the
the
load) is greater
greater than
than the
the 50%
50% obtainable
obtainable with
with aa
perfect match,
match, so
so if
if power
power efficiency
efficiency isis more
more importimportant than maximum
maximum power
power this
this kind
kind of
of mismatching
mismatching
is deliberately used.
used. R
RLL lower
lower than
than R
Rs
not only
only
s not
reduces the amount
amount of
of power
power in
in the
the load;
load; itit
reduces the efficiency
efficiency too,
too, so
so has
has nothing
nothing, to
to re-re- commend it.
A mismatch at the
the load
load end
end of
of the
the line,
line, or
or anywhere
anywhere
along the line,
line, results
results in
in standing
standing waves
waves set
set up
up by
by
power reflected towards
towards the
the source;
source; this
this increases
increases
the power lost in
in the
the line,
line, and
and may
may also
also cause
cause
" ghosts "'' in television
television pictures,
pictures, false
false "' ' blips
blips "" on
on
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Fig.
Fig. 5.
5. Graph showing restriction
restriction of
ofpower
power due
due to
to mismatching.
mismatching.
This is aa different matter
matter from
from loss
l'oss of
ofpower.
power.
radar screens, etc.
etc. Mismatching
Mismatching occurs
occurs wherever
wherever
there is a change
change of
there
of R,,,
R 0 , and
and because
because R
R00 depends
depends on
on
spacings and
and dimensions
dimensions one
one should
should take
take care
care to
to
avoid sudden changes
changes in
in these.
these. For
For instance,
instance, where
where
is joined
joined to
a coaxial line is
to another
another or
or to
to some
some equipequipplug and
ment, a coaxial plug
and socket
socket designed
designed to
to have
have the
the
same impedance
impedance should
should be
be used.
used. Nowadays
Nowadays one
one
can get special (hermaphrodite)
(hermaphrodite) coaxial
coaxial terminals
terminals
that connect with
with their
their own
own kind,
kind, abolishing
abolishing the
the
distinctive plugs
need for distinctive
plugs and
and sockets.
sockets.
believe II have
have now
I believe
now covered
covered all
all the
the questions
questions
my correspondent.
correspondent. If
put by my
If any
any other
other readers
readers
joined in
in are
are complaining
complaining about
who have joined
about the
the lack
lack
of explanation
explanation of
of standing
standing waves,
waves, etc.,
etc., may
may II suggest
suggest
Foundations of
of Wireless,"
Wirele.s s," 7th
they read " Foundations
7th edition.
~clition,
Chapter 14?
14?
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T he high daytime
day time MUFs,
MUFs~ characteristic
characteristic of
The
of winter
winter
conditions on routes largely
largely in
in the
the northern
northern hemisphere,
hemis phere,
are reappearing. It
It is
is interesting
interesting to
to note
note that
that on
on
circuits to
to Africa
Africa and
southerly circuits
and South
South America
America the
the
in the
the hi.
h.f. band
highest frequencies in
band will
will be
be of
of use
use again,
again,
even though the
the sunspot
sunspot cycle
cycle isis close
close to
to its
its minimum.
minimum.
prediction curves
curves show
show the
The prediction
the median
median standard
standard
MUF, optimum traffic frequency
frequency and
and the
the lowest
lowest usable
usable
high frequency (LUF)
(LUF) for
for reception
reception in
in this
this country.
country.
the LUF
LUF is
Unlike the MUF, the
is closely
closely dependent
dependent upon
upon
such factors as transmitter
transmitter power,
power, aerials,
aerials, local
local noise
noise
level and the
the type
type of
of modulation;
modulation; itit should
should generally
generally
be regarded with more
more diffidence
diffidence than
than the
the MUF.
MUF. The
The
WIRELES S World,
WORLD, November
Wireless
NOVEMBER 1963
1963
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curves shown
shown are
LUF curves
are those
those drawn
drawn by
by Cable
Cable and
and
commercial telegraphy
Wireless, Ltd., for commercial
telegraphy and
and they
they serve
serve .
some idea
idea of
to give some
of the
the period
period of
of the
the day
day for
for which
which
can be
communication can
be expected.
expected.
period 13th-23rd
13th-23rd._September
During the period
September radio
radio conconwere at
at times
times violently
violently disturbed
ditions were
disturbed by
by solar
solar flares
flares
large sunspot.
associated with a large
sunspot. Several
Several Dellinger-type
Delliriger-type
were followed by
fade-outs were
by aa severe
severe ionospheric
ionospheric storm
storm
between 20th and 23rd
23rd September.
September.
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CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS

CONFERENCES

AND

EXHIBITIONS

Latest information on events during next
next year
year both
both in
in the
the U.K.
U.K. and
and abroad
abroad is
is given
given below.
below.
Further details are obtainable from the
the addresses
addresses in
in parentheses.
parentheses.
LONDON
Jan. 14-17
,
R.H.S.
R.H.S. Halls
Halls
Physical Society Exhibition
Belgrave Sq.,
(Inst. of Physics & Phys. Soc., 47 Belgrave
Sq., S.W.I.)
S.W.l.)
Savoy Place
Place
Feb. 24-28
Savoy
Transmission Aspects of Communications Networks
(I.E.E., Savoy Place, W.C.2.)
Mar. 18-25
Earls
Earls Court
Court
Electrical Engineers Exhibition
(Association of Supervising Electrical Engineers, Museum
Museum
W.C.l.)
Street, W.C.I.)
Apr. 2-5
Hotel
Hotel Russell
Russell
Audio Festival & Fair
(C. Rex-Hassan, 42 Manchester Street,
Street, W.l.)
Savoy .Place
Place
Apr. 8-10
Savoy
Dielectrics and Insulating Materials
(I.E.E., Savoy Place, W.C.2.)
May 5-15
Earls
Earls Court
Court
Mechanical Handling Exhibition
(Mechanical Handling, Dorset House, Stamford St., S.E.I.)
S.E.l.)
May 25-30
Olympia
Olympia
Instruments,, Electronics & Automation Exhibition
Instruments,
(Industrial Exhibitions, 9 Argyll Street, W.l.)
Aug. 26-Sept. 55
Earls
Earls Court
Court
National Radio Show
(Radio Industry Exhibitions, 59 Russell Square, W.C.I.)
W.C.l.)
.BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
July 6-9
The
The University
Univer~ity
Signal Processing in Radar & Sonar Directional Systems
Systems
(Brit.I.R.E., 9 Bedford Square, London, W.C.I.)
W.C.l.)

BRIGHTON
Sept. 14-18
College
College of
of Technology
Technology
Computer Conference
(British Computer Society, Finsbury Court, Finsbury
Finsbury
Pavement, London, E.C.2.)
Sept. 29-Oct.
Hotel
29-0ct. 11
Hotel Metropole
Metropole
Battery Symposium
(D. H. Collins, Admiralty Eng'g Lab., W. Drayton, Middx.)
BRISTOL
Jan. 1-4
The
University
The University
Solid State Physics
(Inst. of Physics & Phys. Soc., 47 Belgrave
Belgrave, Square,
S.W.l.)
London, S.W.I.)
CAMBRIDGE
Mar. 17-19
Cavendish
Cavendish Laboratory
Laboratory
Cold Cathode Tubes and their Applications
Applications
(Brit.I.R.E., 9 Bedford Square, London, W.C.I.)
W.C.l.)
CRANFIELD
Apr. 13-16
^
College
College of
of Aeronautics
Aeronautics
Flight Test Instrumentation Symposium
(M. A. Perry, College of Aeronautics, Cranfield.)
(M.
Cranfield.)
EASTBOURNE
Apr. 26-29
Queens
Queens Hotel
Hotel
R.T.R.A. Conference
(Radio & Television Retailers' Assoc., 19
19 Conway Street,
Street,
London, W.l.)
Heriot-Watt
EDINBURGH
Heriot-Watt College
College
Mar. 31-Apr. 33
Joint Computer Conference
(British Computer Society, Brit.I.R.E. & I.E.E.)
(Computer Conference Secretariat, I.E.E.,
I.E.E., Savoy Place,
London, W.C.2.)
FARNBOROUGH
Sept. 7-13
Air Show
(S.B.A.C., 29 King Street, London, S.W.I.)
S.W.l.)

R.A.E.
R.A.E.

NOTTINGHAM
Sept. 7-11
The
University
The University
Magnetism
(Inst. of Physics & Phys. Soc., 47 Belgrave
Belgrave Square,
London, S.W.I.)
S.W.l.)
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SOUTHAMPTON
Aug. 26-Sept. 22
British Association Annual Meeting
(British Assoc. for the Advancement of Science,
Science, 33 SancSanctuary Buildings, Gt. Smith Street, London, S.W.I.)
S.W.l.)
TEDDINGTON
Sept. 23-25
N.P.L.
N.P.L.
Fundamental Problems of Low-Pressure Measurements
(Inst. of Physics & Phys. Soc.,
Soc., 47 Belgrave
Belgrave Square,
Square,
S.W.l.)
London, S.W.I.)

OVERSEAS
Jan. 7-9^
Washington
7-9 ^
Washington
Quality Control
Reliability and Quality
(R. Brewer, G.E.C.
G .E.C. Hirst Research Centre,
Centre, Wembley,
Wembley,
Middx.)
Jan. 30-31
Chicago
Chicago
Computer Applications Symposium
(I.I.T. Research Institute, Chicago, 16)
16)
Feb. ^ 2-11
^
Rome
Rome
Scientific &
& Technical Documentation & Information
(Comitato Nazionale
N azionale per la Productivita, Viale
Viale Regina
Regina
Margherita 83D, Rome)
Feb. _ 5-7
Los
Angeles
Los Angeles
Military Electronics Convention
(I.E.E.E. , Box A, Lenox Hill Station, New York 21)
(I.E.E.E.,
Feb. 7-12 _
_ _ _
Paris
Paris
Electronic Components Exhibition
- (F.N.I.E., 23 rue de Liibeck,
Lubeck, Paris 16e)
16e)
Feb. 19-21
^ ^
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Solid-State Circuits Conference
(H. Parks, Martin Co., Mail 683, Baltimore 3,
3, Md.)
Md.)
26-28
Feb. _ 26-28^
^
Washington
Washington
Scintillation and Semiconductor Counter
Counter Symposium
Symposium
(I.E.E.E., Box A, Lenox Hill Station, New
New York
York 21)
21)
Mar. 12-17
Paris
Paris
Festival of Sound
(Syndicat des Industries Electroniques de Reproduction
d'Enregistrement, 14
et d'Enregistremem,
14 rue de Stael,
Stae!, Paris
Paris 15e)
15e)
April 6-8
_
Washington
Washington
Nonlinear Magnetics
(R._
(R. C. Barker, Dept. of Eng. & Applied
Applied Science,
Science, Yale
Yale
University, New Haven, Conn.)
April 19-25
Phoenix
Pha:nix
Aerospace Electro-Technology
(A. A. Sorenson, Martin Co., Baltimore 3, Md.)
Md.)
April 21-23
Washington
Washington
Computer Conference
(J. Roseman, 2313 Coleridge Dr., Silver Spring, Md.)
May 5-7 _
Washington
Washington
Electronic Components Conference
(Dr. J.
J. Bohrer, International Resistance Co.,
Co., 401
401 N.
N.
Philadelphia 8, Pa.)
Broad Street, Philadelphia
May 11-13
^
Dayton
Dayton
Aerospace Electronics Conference
(I.E.E.E., 1414 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio)
May^
New
May 19-21
New York
York
Microwave Theory & Techniques
.
(Leonard Swern, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, Long
Island, N.Y.)
May 25-28 _
Los
Los Angeles
Angele~
Telemetering Conference
(I.E.E.E., Box A, \.f.enox
enox Hill Station, New York 21)
21)
June 2-6
_
Budapest
Budapest
Aconstics
Conference on Acoustics
(Hungarian Society for Optics, Acoustics and Filmtechnics,
Filmtechnics,
Szabadsag ter 17, Budapest, V.)
June 8-10
New
New York
York
Symposium on Quasi-Optics
(J. Fox, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 55
55 Johnson
Johnson
Street, Brooklyn 1)
WIRELESS World,
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Boulder
J 8-20
June 18-20
_
Boulder
Measurements
Electromagnetic Measurements
Precision Electromagnetic
21)
York 21)
"-few York
Station, New
Hill Station,
Lenox Hill
(I.E.E.E., Box A, Lenox
Stanford
June 26-28
Stanford
Conference
Automatic Control Conference
21)
York 21)
Nev.; York
Station, New
Hill Station,
Lenox Hill
A, Lenox
Box A,
(I.E.E.E., Bos
Tokyo
Sept. 7-11
^
Tokyo
Information Theory
& Information
Theory &
Microwaves, Circuit Theor
Theory
NishiChome NishiCo., 44 Chome
Indus. Co.,
Elec. Indus.
Morita, Oki Elec.
(Dr. K. Morita,
Tokyo)
Minaro-K.u, Tokyo)
Shibaura, Minato-Ku,
Washington
Sept. 14-16
_
Washington
Electronics
Military Electronic^
21)
York 21)
.New York
Station, .New
Hill Station,
L enox Hill
A, Lenox
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Island
Long Island
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Antennas & Propagation
N.Y.)
Westbury, N.Y.)
Dr., Westbury,
Shames Dr.,
100 Shames
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Jasik, Jasik Labs.,
(H
(H.. ]asik,
Vegas
Las Vegas
Oct. 4-9
_
Las
Space Electronics
Hicksville,
Industry, Hicksville,
for Industry,
Instruments for
H. Doersam, Jr., Instruments
(C.T H
N.Y.)
L.I.,
I , N.Y.)
Genoa
7- J 2 _ _
Oct. 7-12
Genoa
Congress
Communication Congress
Genoa)
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Colombiano, Palazzo
Instituto Colombiano,
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(Civico Institute
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New York
Oct. 12-16
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Conference
Instrument-Automation
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22 , Pa.)
Pittsburgh 22,
(W H. Kushnick, 212
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Sixth Avenue,
212 Sixth
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Oct. 19-21
Chicago
Conference
National Electronics
Conference
7
Ill.)
Chicago, III.)
St., Chicago,
Salle St.,
N . La
228 N
a Salle
(N.E.C., 22S
Baltimore
Oct. 21-23
Baltimore
Electronics
Navigation Electronics
Aerospace & Navigation
21)
York 21)
New York
Station, New
Hill Station,
Lenox Elill
A, Lenox
(I.E.E.E., Box A,
Washington
Oct. 29-30
Washington
DeviCes
Electron Devices
21)
York 21)
New York
Station, New
Hill Station,
Lenox Hill
(I.E.E.E., Box A, Lenox
Sydney
Nov. 12-15
_
Sydney
Solar Symposium
Australia)
Sydney, Australia)
of Sydney,
(The University of
Cleveland
Nov. 16-18
Cleveland
Biology
and Biol
?y
Medicine and
Engineering in Medicine
Ohio)
29, Ohio)
Cincinnati 29,
Hospital, Cincinnati
(Dr. P. Frommer, Genl. Hospital,
(Dr
Minneapolis
Nov. 16-19
Minneapolis
Materials
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Magnetism & Magnetic
21)
York 21)
New York
Station, New
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Lenox ·Hill
A, Lenox
(I.E.E.E., Box A,
N.J.
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Asbury
Asbury Pk., N.J.
Dec. 2-4
Cables
& Cables
Wires &
Communication Wires
Technical Progress in Communication
N.J.)
Monmouth, NJ.)
Fort Monmouth,
Lab., Fort
D. Lab.,
& D.
R. &
H . Kingsley, R.
(H. H.
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NOVEMBE
NOVEMBER
MEETINGS
R MEETINGS
Tickets are required for
for some meetings
me'""tings : readers are advised, therefore
therefore:!)3 to
communicate with the secretary of the society concerned.
LONDON
6th.
Brit.I.R.E.-ColloI.E.E. & Brit.I.R.E.—Colloquium on " Logic circuits for digital computers"
puters
" at 2.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
6th. Brit.I.R.E.—"
Brit.I.R.E.-" Bandwidth compression systems for speech transmission
" by J. S. Williams at 6.0 at the
sion"
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, KeppelKeppel- Street, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
8th. Junior Institution of Engineers.
—"
" Research in space science " by J.
Heywood at 7.0 at Pepys House, 14
Rochester Row, Westminster, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
13th. I.E.E.—Colloquium
I.E.E.-Colloquium on " Paraamplifiers " at 10.0 at Savoy
metric amplifiers"
Place, W
W.C.2.
Place
C2
13th. Brit.I.R.E.—"Human
Brit.I.R.E.-" Human factors
" by W. D. Cain and
in industrial design
design"
R. W. ' Stevens at 6.0 at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, W.C.I.
W .C.l.
13th. Society of Instrument Technology.-" The N.P.L. mekometer—dislogy.—"
mekometer-distance measurement by means of a light
beam modulated at microwave frequency"
quency
" by R. H. Bradsell at 7.0 at
Manson House, 26 Portland Place, W.l.
14th. Radar & Electronics Assoc.—
Assoc." The radar story"
story " with contributions
from Sir Robert Watson-Watt, Sir John
Cockroft, Dr. F. E. Jones, Gp. Capt.
E. Fennessy and Gp. Capt. Philip Dorte
at 7.0 'at
at the Royal Society of Arts, John
Adam Street, W.C.2.
15th.-I.E.E.-Discussion
15th.—I.E.E.—Discussion on " Synthesis of transfer functions " opened by
R. J. A. Paul and P.
P . L. Taylor at 5.30
at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
15th.
Institute of Navigation.—
Navigation." Long-range radio aids to navigation "
by J. R. Mills at 5.30 at the Royal Institution of Naval Architects, 10 Upper
Belgrave Street, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
15th. Television Society.—"
Society.-" The krating of television equipment and networks"
works " by B. W. Osborne, A. M.
Peverett and D. A. R. Wallace at 7.0
at the I.T.A., 70 Brompton Road, S.W.3.
18th. I.E.E.—"The
I.E.E.-" The colour performance of the Secam colour television
system " by G. B. Townsend at 5.30 at
system"
Savoy Place, W.C.2.
W .C.2.
18th. I.E.E. Graduates.—"Electronic
Graduates.-" Electronic
telephone exchanges"
exchanges " by M. T. Hills
at 6.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
20th. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Computers in control of processing—the
processing-the coming revoluindustry"
tion in industry
" by Dr. D. N. Truscott
at 5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
Brit.I.R.E.-Short contribu20th.
Brit.I.R.E.—Short
tions on " Systematic selection procedures for technical courses"
courses " at 6.0 at
the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., W.C.I.
W.C.l.
22nd. Institution of Electronics.—
Electronics." Printed circuit techniques"
techniques " by P.
Millet at 7.0 at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel
Street, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
25th.-I.E.E.-Colloquium on ""Re25th.—I.E.E.—Colloquium
Recent advances in d.c. amplifiers
" at 2.30
amplifiers"
at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
I.E.E.-Discussion on " The
27th. I.E.E.—Discussion
application
of
electronic
building
bricks" opened by I. V. Idelson and
Prof. J. E. B. Gray at 5.30 at Savoy
Place,
W .C.2.
Place W.C.2.
Brit.I.R.E.-Annual General
27th.
Brit.I.R.E.—Annual
Meeting at 6.0 followed by the presidential address of J. L. Thompson at
the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., W.C.I.
W.C.l.
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27th. British Kinematograph Soc.—
Soc." Electronic
cam . system —
- vidicon
cam.
cameras as electronic view-finders on
cameras"" by D. Robertson at
35mm cameras
7.30 at the Central Office of Information, Hercules Road, S.E.I.
S.E.l.
I.E.E.-" The results of tests
28th. I.E.E.—"
at Goonhilly with the experimental earth
satellites Telstar and Relay " by F. J. D.
Taylor, W. J. Bray and R. W.
W . White at
5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
28th. I.E.E.—Discussion
I.E.E.-Discussion on " Consideration of the practical applications
of lasers " opened by Dr. Denis Taylor
and Dr. R. P. Howson at 5.30 at Savoy
W.C .2.
Place, W.C.2.
29th.
Television Society.—"Tele29th.
Society.- " Television receiver design trends " discussion
opened by P. L. Mothersole at 7.0 in
the I.T.A. Conference Suite, 70 Brompton Road, S.W.3.

ARBORFIELD
21st. I.E.E.—"The
I.E.E.-" The impact of modern
ionospheric research on communications
" by G. Millington at 5.0 at the
tions"
Garrison Hall, Arborfield Camp.
BASINGSTOKE
28th.
Brit.I.R.E.—"
Brit.I.R.E.-" Principles and
practice of data logging" by R. F.
Martin at 7.30 at the Technical College.
BIRMINGHAM
21st.
Brit.I.R.E.—"Principles
Brit.I.R.E.-" Principles and
uses of silicon controlled rectifiers " by
R. J.
]. Bland at 6.15 at the Electrical
Engineering Dept., The University.
BRISTOL
12th. Brit.I.R.E.—"
Brit.I.R.E.-" Non-destructive
testing" by Dr. A.
A. Nemet at 6.30 at
the College of Science and Technology.
14th. Society of Instrument Technology.—"
logy.-" The application of digital computers to on-line control in the process
industries
" by G. H. Laycock at 7.30
industries"
in the University Physics Dept., The
Royal Fort.

CARDIFF
6th.
Brit.I.R.E. —
---: "Teaching
" T ea chin g
machines, their circuitry
circmtry and techn iques"
D . Rowntree at 6.30 at the
niques
" by D.
College of Advanced Technology.
CAMBRIDGE
14th. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" The satellite environment and the implication which it has
for electronic design" by Dr. A. P.
Willmore at 8.0 at the Engineering
Laboratories, Trumpington Street.
I.E.E.-" Electronics—the
Electronics-the ex28th. I.E.E.—"
panding frontier" by Dr. R. C. G.
Williams at 8.0 at the Engineering
Laboratories, Trumpington Street.
CHESTER
25th., I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Development of the
25th..
Atlas computer" by Dr. D. B. G.
G.
Edwards at 6.30 at the Town Hall.

EDINBURGH
6th. I.E.E. & Brit.I.R.E.—"
Brit.l.R.E.-" Lasers "
by Dr. A. C. Moore at 7.0 at the
Department of Natural Philosophy, The
University.
12th.
I.E.E-" Opto-electronics"
12th. I.E.E—"
Opto-electronics " by
by
Scarro tt at 7.0 at the Carlton
G. G. Scarrott
Hotel, North Bridge.
Bridge .
I.E.E.-" Stereophonic broad26th. I.E.E.—"
systems"" by Dr.
casting systems
Dr. G.
G . J.
]. Phillips
at 7.0 at the Carlton Llotel,
Hotel, North
Bridge.
GLASGOW
7th. I.E.E. & Brit.I.R.E.—"
Brit.I.R.E.-" Lasers "
by Dr. A. C. Moore at 7.0 at the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, 39
C.2.
Elmbank Crescent, C.2,
11th. I.E.E.—"Opto-electronics"
I.E.E.-" Opto-electronics" by
by
G. G. Scarrott at 6.0 at the Royal Colan d Technology.
lege of Science and

GRANGEMOUTH
14th.-Society
14th.—Society of Instrument Technology.-" Solid-state instruments for
nology.—"
process control
control"
" by L. C. Towle at 7.0
at the Leapark Hotel, Bo'ness Road.
HENLOW
18th. I.E.E. & Royal
Roval Aeronautical
Soc.-" The Sun, the earth
Soc.—"
e'arth and radio
radio""
by J. A. Ratcliffe at 7.0 at the R.A.F.
Technical College.
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PRINCIPLES OF SEMICONDUCTORS
M. G. Scroggle,
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By "FREE
"FREE GRID"
In this programme, as most
most speeding through a wayside station.
station.
viewers will know, a number of propro- I was, however, deterred by the
the
SOME of the aerials which are be- minent people are gathered on a platguard who quoted a regulation proing produced · in readiness for the form in front of an audience of local
local hibiting the hurling of
of bottles from
scheduled to
u.h.f. television service scheduled
to people, the venue being
being changed train windows.
start next April are formidable-lookformidable-lo ok- every week. ■· On this particular occaThis recent potato incident has
has
ing .affairs, and will undoubtedly sion-at
Worcester-th e question served to remind me how astonishing
sion—at Worcester—the
place quite a strain on our chimney cropped up of the noisome nuisance it is that in these days when we can
stacks especially in a high wind. The of transistor sets on beaches
beac;:hes and else- speak across half the world by
by radio,
leverage exerted by these lengthy
lengthy where.
the passenger in a British non-stop
rows of bird perches will be quite
quite
To my surprise one of the platform
platform train is as isolated as was Robinson
considerable even without the celebrities said a friend of his had
had Crusoe.
pigeons or seagulls which will inin- developed a pocket transistor set
It is surely high time that not only
set with
evitably rest upon them.
which he caused a cacophonous catera telegraph station but also teleteleBecause of this I would have exwauling to come from all
all nearby phone kiosks should be installed in
pected architects of new houses to
to transistor sets inducing their
their owners
owners our trains. It might be difficult
difficult to
have included in their plans specially
to switch them off. The speaker
speaker establish a direct radio link but
but
strengthened
chimney
stacks
added · that this special
special " dog-eatsdog-eats- surely it would be possible to
to devise
designed to withstand the inevitable
inevitable dog"
dog " transistor device was
was not yet
yet an induction system between the
the
crowbar effect, but, from observaavailable to others.
train and the various conductors
tions I have made in various districts,
The obvious inference was that it
it which run adjacent to the line. If
If
they have not.
would soon be on the market, and it
it necessary a special conductor
conductor could
If any of you know of any houses was equally obvious the device was aa be strung along the neighbouring
neighbouring
being built in which the architect 'has
has small modulated oscillator. It
It did telegraph poles. Such an arrangebeen ""with
with it " sufficiently to make
make not seem to occur to the speaker that
that ment would probably do much to
to
special provision for u.h.f. aerials, II his friend was breaking the law
law by
by prevent future train robberies. As
As
shall be very grateful if you will let deliberately causing interference and things are, the passengers and crew
crew
me know. Maybe I can then induce
also by installing and operating
operating an
an of a train on the move—at
move-at least in
the Editor to pay my fare and hotel unlicensed transmitter. Furthermore, this country—are
country-are really as isolated
isolated
expenses there, more especially
especially if by inferring that these devices would
w·o uld as was Alexander Selkirk, the protoproto"there"
" there " happens to be in an attracsoon be on the market, his friend was
was type of Robinson Crusoe, in his ununtive part of the country.
preparing to commit yet another legal
legal enviable position on the island of
To my mind the thing needed for offence namely, inciting others to . Juan Fernandez as long ago as
as 1704.
1704.
the support of one of these elongated
commit the same offence as he was
u.h.f. aerials is a tubular steel mast doing at present. Personally, I think
think
with its root planted firmly in the
the a court would also hold the B.B.C.
B.B.C.
ica.l Tranquillity
Typographical
Tranquillit _y
house foundations, and
and rising
rising up guilty as an accessory by permitting
permitting T_ypograph
through
the
roof
well
above
above this broadcast. In essence it would THOSE of you who went to the
chimney height. This would not be the same as if the B.B.C. allowed Open Day at the G.P.O. Research
only give strength to withstand the
the a housebreaker to give a talk on how Station at Dollis Hill during SeptemSeptem.,.
leverage of the long boom or booms
to pick locks and then hint that ber will probably have noticed, as
as I
likely to be needed in some fringe special lock-picking tools like his
his did, a machine that can speak the
the
areas, but would also give us that
that would be available to all.
typed words that are fed into it. II
extra height which will be so much
much
did not, however, see any machine
machine
needed for adequate reception of
that did the opposite, namely, type
type
these quasi-optical wavelengths.
the words that are spoken into
it.
into
Juan
Fernandez
1963
Juan
Fernandez
1963
Another advantage would be that
that
I am very sorry about this, as
as it
it
the hollow steel mast would provide
provide NO doubt many of you will have
have is a machine which would be very
very
an ideal conduit for the downlead.
noticed a recent item of news tell- useful to me, as I am not very exAlso, since the mast will
will pass
pass ing how aa company director in
in a pert with either pen or typewriter.
typewriter.
through all floors, probably by
by the
the London-bound
London-boun d express train desir- It may be argued of course, that the
side of the chimney breast, an aerial ing to send an urgent telegram,
telegram, was
was answer to my requirements is a tape
tape
outlet socket could be provided
provided for advised by the guard to write itit out
out recorder, but this still requires the
use in bedrooms. ..
and enclose it in a hollowed-out
hollowed-out services of a tea-and-face-powdertea-and-face-p owderpotato obtained from the kitchen of consuming young lady to act as inthe restaurant car. This potato was termediary.
termediary.
Nowadays we have
have
then thrown out as the train was
was very good electric typewriters, and
·Dog
Dog Eats
Eats Dog
Dog
passing a signal box.
it only needs the introduction of an
IT is no part of my business to
to disdisI had a somewhat similar experielectronic phono-typist
phono-typist to convert
convert the
cuss or criticize television or sound
ence long years ago as I recounted
average office into a haven of allprogrammes except when some
in these columns in October
October 1947.
1947. male tranquillity.
speaker ventures into the field of My mind did not, however, turn to
Another electronic machine being
being
wireless technology, and says some- potatoes but to the traditional shown at the G.P.O. Research
Research
thing which it would be
be almost method used by sailors when cast Statio11
Station was one, of which the evencriminal for me to let pass without away on desert islands, namely a tual purpose is to read handwriting.
comment.
An instance of this
this bottle.
I proposed to put
put my
my No_
No doubt the Editor is already
occurred a few weeks ago in
in the message and my money into a bottle weighing the cost of
of such a machine
machine
B.B.C.'s regular weekly TV propro- obtained from the restaurant car and against the time spent in deciphering
gramme ""It's
It's my opinion
".
opinion".
to hurl it out when the
the train was
was my handwriting.

NI asts are
Masts
are aa "'' Must"
J11ust "
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